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ABSTRACT 
 

     Supply Chain Management (SCM) is critical for manufacturing operations, to increase 

their efficiency, productivity and quality. The sustainability performance of a SCM 

practice involves measuring its impact with respect to the three dimensions of 

sustainability: economic, social and environmental. In this work, the sustainability 

performance of a SCM practice is measured using an Intelligent System (IS) technique 

with the aim of not only measuring the sustainability performance simultaneously with 

respect to the three dimensions; but also the capability to incorporate user’s experience 

and knowledge, as well as accommodate ambiguous or vague information. The 

introduced IS technique is a Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) also enables users to decide 

whether it is necessary to improve the sustainability of fields, dimensions and overall. 

     In order to consider expert knowledge and human thinking (by defining the 

consequences of rules), a Mamdani FIS was adopted. Mamdani FIS has the advantages of 

being intuitive, describes expert knowledge in a human-like manner and uses a 

defuzzification technique to provide a crisp output. The economic, environmental and 

social dimensions were each divided into five fields. The economic fields were: 

reliability, responsiveness, flexibility, financial performance and quality. The 

environmental dimension was given the fields: environmental management, use of 

resources, pollution, dangerousness and natural environment. For the social dimension 

the five dimensions were: work conditions, human rights, societal commitment, 

customers issues and business practices. Each field is in turn assigned some indicators or 

sub-fields. In this work, the overall sustainability performance was measured in three 

phases: in Phase I Nineteen Mamdani FIS modules (Modules-PI) were introduced to 



 

 
 

ii 

measure the impact in each sub-field, and in Phase II three Mamdani FIS modules 

(Modules-PII) were employed to measure the performance of each field. Finally in Phase 

III one Mamdani Fuzzy Inference System module (Module-PIII) utilized to measure the 

overall sustainability performance of a SCM practice. 

     The functionality of this method was tested and the results were analyzed to 

demonstrate that the proposed IS technique can measure the sustainability performance of 

a SCM practice in manufacturing operations. The results showed that the introduced FIS 

modules enable managers and decision makers to measure the sustainability performance 

of a SCM practice in a manufacturing operation with respect to three dimensions 

individually and at once. Also, the method allows handling different levels of expert 

knowledge by adjusting the standard deviation of a Gaussian output membership 

function. Vague (ambiguous) data can also be accommodated. The fuzzy outputs have 

distributions that can be used to decide whether further effort is needed to increase the 

sustainability of fields, dimensions and overall.     
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1 

CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1. Background  
 

     Enhancing operation efficiency is vital for a manufacturing company to remain 

competitive and attract investment. Supply Chain Management (SCM) is an important 

tool to enhance operational efficiency. The sustainability performance of a SCM practice 

entails combining “its economic, social and environmental performances” (Chardine-

Baumann and Botta-Genoulaz, 2014). Measuring this sustainability helps a large 

company to better manage operations, while meeting its present goals without 

compromising future needs. A Sustainable Supply Chain Management (SSCM) is the 

management of material, and information flows and cooperation among companies along 

the supply chain, while taking into account the three dimensions of sustainable 

development: economic, environmental and social impact (Seuring and Muller, 2008). 

     Most recent work has focused on the measurement of sustainability performance in 

SCM with respect to the above mentioned three dimensions, but one at a time. A few 

researchers focused on measuring sustainability in all three dimensions, simultaneously 

(Chardine-Baumann and Botta-Genoulaz, 2014). In this thesis, the use of non-

conventional Intelligent Systems (IS) techniques, such as Fuzzy Logic (FL) and Fuzzy 

Inference Systems (FIS) in particular “Mamdani FIS” (Jang et al., 1997), is investigated 

to help managers and decision makers in evaluating the sustainability performance of a 

company’s SCM practice. 

     Each of the three dimensions of sustainability is divided into three fields, as follows: 
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• Economic dimension: (1) reliability, (2) responsiveness, (3) flexibility, (4) 

financial performance and (5) quality. 

• Environmental dimension: (1) Environmental management, (2) use of resources, 

(3) pollution, (4) dangerousness and (5) natural environment. 

• Social dimension: (1) work conditions, (2) human rights, (3) societal 

commitment, (4) customers issues and (5) business practices. 

     Each field is in turn was assigned some indicators or sub-fields. Three phases are 

proposed to measure sustainability performance of a SCM practice. In the first phase 

(Phase I), 19 FIS modules are utilized to measure the sustainability of each field’s 

indicators (sub-fields). Subsequently, three FIS modules are utilized to measure the 

sustainability of each field. Finally, one FIS module is employed to measure the 

sustainability performance of a SCM practice based on its impact on sub-fields, fields and 

three dimensions at once. 

Applying these IS techniques, the following benefits can be expected:  

  a) Measuring the fields, dimensions and overall sustainability performance by 

considering different levels of expert knowledge, or uncertainty.  

  b) Measuring the sustainability performance of a SCM practice in manufacturing 

operations when the data is vague (ambiguous). 

  c) Providing information for decision makers in order to decide whether it is necessary 

or not to invest in improving the fields, dimensions and overall sustainability 

performance in a company’s SCM practice.   

  d) Reduced effort by decision makers as a result of having a convenient user interface. 
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1.2. Objectives  
 

     In order to achieve the goals identified above, it is necessary to introduce a new 

approach to measure sustainability performance of a SCM practice. This can be 

accomplished by focusing on two main objectives:  

  1) Provide a decision-making model based on non-conventional IS techniques to 

measure sustainability performance of a SCM practice with respect to all three 

dimensions with considering different levels of expert knowledge. Measuring 

sustainability performance of a SCM practice with respect to all three dimensions 

simultaneously can enhance efficiency and quality of products of a manufacturing 

operation by handling expert knowledge. To achieve this goal, a detailed study of 

existing work is conducted, in order to demonstrate the limitations of existing tools. 

  2) Enable decision making in uncertain situations. To use the advantage of IS techniques 

to provide an environment for decision makers in manufacturing operations in to make 

decisions under uncertainty and in the presence of vague (ambiguous) data. 

1.3. Thesis organization 

     In the next chapter, SCM, its sustainability and its key performance indicators are 

introduced. Chapter 3 provides a literature review of different sustainability assessment 

methodologies. In Chapter 4, IS techniques are reviewed, with particular attention to FIS. 

In Chapter 5, a module based on non-conventional IS techniques is introduced. Chapter 6, 

focuses on the implementation of the introduced module, and the examination of its 

effectiveness and uniqueness using different scenarios. A summary of this and its 

conclusions, as well as recommendations for future work, are given in the last chapter. 
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CHAPTER 2 –SUSTAINABLE SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT 

2.1. Supply Chain   
 

     Supply Chain is a “set of three or more entities (organizations or individuals) directly 

involved in the upstream and downstream flows of products, services, finances, and/or 

information from a source to a customer” (Mentzer et al., 2001). A typical supply chain 

network is shown in Figure 2.1. It is a network that contains:  

• Suppliers: bring the raw materials to a company, delivered by trucks, trains or 

airplanes.   

• Factories: produce a product, adding value to raw materials.  

• Distributors: to retailers, unless product is directly delivered to customers.   

• Retailers: sell to customers. 

• Customers: who use the product.  

     This process is a Supply Chain, or in other words is a network of receiving raw 

materials from suppliers, converting the raw materials to a value-added product and 

distributing the products to the customers. 

     Suppliers           Manufacturer            Distributors           Retailers          Customers 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1. Supply Chain Network 
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2.2. Supply Chain Management 
 

     The definition of SCM varies, but it can be classified to three main categories: 

• A management philosophy: “As a philosophy, SCM takes a systems approach to 

viewing the supply chain as a single entity rather than as a set of fragmented 

parts, each performing its own function” (Mentzer et al., 2001). 

• Implementation of a management philosophy: “In adopting a SCM philosophy, 

firms must establish management practices that permit them to act or behave 

consistently with the philosophy” (Mentzer et al., 2001). 

• A set of management processes: “a structured and measured set of activities 

designed to produce specific output for a particular customer or market.” 

(Mentzer et al., 2001). 

Other definitions for SCM are given in (Mentzer et al., 2001). 

2.3. Sustainable Supply Chain Management 
 

     Due to the increasing importance of environmental protection, and social acceptance, 

while still maintaining the economic goal of manufacturing operations, SSCM has 

become an important and critical objective (Pagell and Shevchenko, 2014). Seuring and 

Müller (2008) defined SSCM as “the management of information and material flows and 

collaboration between manufacturing operations in supply chain network along with 

developing the sustainability performance of supply chain network with respect to the 

three dimensions.” These three dimensions being the economics, environmental and 

social impacts.    

     One difficulty of developing a measure of sustainability performance for 

manufacturing operations and, therefore, for supply chains, is that they have to meet a 
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wide set of criteria (Carter and Rogers, 2008; Erol and Sari, 2011; Kleindrofer et al., 

2005; Seuring and Muller, 2008). Therefore, sustainability development in a SCM 

network is mostly focused in one or two dimensions, among the three dimensions of 

economy, environment and society. There is a need, therefore, for more research on 

simultaneous measurement of sustainability in the three dimensions (Brandenburg et al., 

2014; Erol et al., 2011; Seuring 2013) 

2.4. Sustainable Supply Chain Management fields and sub-fields 
 
     SSCM contains three dimensions: environmental dimension, social dimension, and 

economic dimension. In this thesis, the introduced modules can be used to measure the 

sustainability performance of a SCM practice in each of these dimensions, broken down 

more specifically into fields and sub-fields. Also, it enables users to make decision under 

expert knowledge uncertainty and when the available data is vague (ambiguous). 

According to Chardine-Baumann and Botta-Genoulaz (2014) a ‘‘field” is defined as the 

main challenge of a dimension, while a ‘‘sub-field’’ is a subset of this challenge. 

Chardine-Baumann and Botta-Genoulaz (2014) used fifteen sustainable fields, five for 

each dimension. In addition, they divided each field into several sustainable sub-fields. 

Table 2.1 shows these fields and sub-fields. 
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2.5. Measuring Sustainability of fields, dimensions and overall Performances 
 

     A methodology to measure the sustainability performance of a SCM practice with 

respect to all three dimensions was suggested by Chardine-Baumann and Botta-Genoulaz 

(2014). They introduced a three analytical model to measure sustainability performance 

of all SCM practices in Figure 2.2. 

                                                                         (0, n)1 

                                               (0, n) 

                                               (0, n)                   (0, n)1 

                                              Impact 
                                                                            Are 
   (1,1)             Is measured     (0, n)                    impacted 

                                                                        (0, n)1 

   (1,1)              Measure 

 

 

Figure 2.2. Framework of model for sustainable performance assessment 
(Chardine-Baumann and Botta-Genoulaz, 2014): 𝑃𝑘 is the impact of some practice k, 
𝑊(𝑃𝑘) is the degree of implementation of 𝑃𝑘, and (1,1) defined the degree of maturity. 

 

     The first level in this model measures the impacts of a SCM practice on sub-fields. 

The impact of SCM practices are weighted according to a degree of maturity that 

represents the degree of implementation of a SCM practice, 𝑊(𝑃𝑘) in Figure 2.2. This 

was done because the implementation of a SCM practice can vary, from very slight to full 

implementation in each manufacturing operations. In order to consider this difference in 

each SCM practice, a degree of maturity is defined in this model, in terms of two 

properties, stability and scope (Chardine-Baumann and Botta-Genoulaz, 2014): 

Management  
practice 𝑃𝑘   

𝑊(𝑃𝑘) 
Degree of maturity  

Measure 

   
   

   
   

Im
pa

ct
 

Economic fields 

Environmental fields 
 

Social fields 
 

Sustainable 
performance of SCM 

practice 
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• “The stability of the implementation of a practice indicates the regularity of its 

implementation by the company; it can be occasional (according to the 

opportunities) or systemic. 

• The scope of the implementation of a practice indicates the perimeter over 

which it extends. It can concern only some products/services or all the 

products/services.” 

The four degrees of maturity are broken down by these authors, see Figure 2.3, as 

follows: 

• Degree 0: The SCM practice implementation in manufacturing operation is small 

or not at all therefore, its implementation will not have a significant impact in 

manufacturing operations. 

• Degree 1: The SCM practice implementation is occasionally for some 

products/services of the supply chain network in manufacturing operation.  

• Degree 2: The SCM practice is systemically set up, or occasionally, for a selection 

of products/services of the supply chain network in manufacturing operations. 

• Degree 3: The SCM practice is set up systemically for all products/services of the 

supply chain network in manufacturing operations. 
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         Stability of Implementation 

 

    Systematically                      2                                                            3 
    implemented 
 

    Occasionally                        1                                                            2  
     implemented 
                          0 
    Not 
     implemented      With some products/services   With all  products/services         Scope of implementation 

Figure 2.3. Degree of maturity (Chardine-Baumann and Botta-Genoulaz, 2014). 

(1,1) : shows the implementation of a SCM practice. i.e. (1,1) means that the SCM 

practice implementation is occasionally for some products/services in manufacturing 

operation. See Figure 2.3 for more details.  

(0, n) : shows the impact of SCM practice on sub-fields.  

(0,n)1 : shows the impact of SCM practice on fields based on the impact of SCM practice 

on sub-fields. 

It is important to mention that the impact of SCM practice in their work has three values: 

   +1; the practice impact is on a given sub-field is positive. 

   −1; the impact of the practice on a given sub-field is negative. 

   0; the practice impact is on a given sub-field is neutral. 

Chardine-Baumann and Botta-Genoulaz (2014)’s models contain three-levels. First, they 

assessed the impacts of each SCM practice (𝑃𝑘) on the sub-fields in terms of three values: 

SS-𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑖,𝑗, SS-𝐸𝑣𝑖𝑖,𝑗 and SS-𝑆𝑜𝑐𝑖,𝑗, respectively, the economic, environmental and social 

dimensions, with j denoting a sub-field and i a field. Therefore, one has: 

Impact (𝑃𝑘, SS-𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑖,𝑗) ∈ {−1,0,1}∀𝑘          i = fields                                       i from 1 to 5 
                                                                                      j = sub-fields, i  j from 1 to (N)𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑖 
                                                                                                                                        (2.1) 
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Impact (𝑃𝑘, SS-𝐸𝑛𝑣𝑖,𝑗) and impact (𝑃𝑘, SS-𝑆𝑜𝑐𝑖,𝑗) are defined similarly. In equation (2.1), 

the impact of SCM practice on a sub-field is measured on three levels: −1, 0, 1 

identifying negative, neutral and positive impact, respectively. For example, if the impact 

of SCM practice “1” on the third sub-field of the second field in the economic dimension 

is negative, then equation (2.1) is gives: Impact (𝑃1, SS-𝐸𝑐𝑜2,3)= −1. 

     These impacts correspond to the relationships between a SCM practice and the 

sustainable fields. In order to take into account the level of implementation of SCM 

practices in an operation, Chardine-Baumann and Botta-Genoulaz (2014) proposed to 

evaluate weighted impacts of each practice in terms of weighted values, defined as: 

Weighted impact (𝑃𝑘, SS-𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑖,𝑗) = Impact (𝑃𝑘, SS-𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑖,𝑗) × 𝑊(𝑃𝑘) with 𝑊(𝑃𝑘) ∈
{0, … ,3}                                                                                                                          (2.2) 
 
with similar expressions for weighted impact (𝑃𝑘, SS-𝐸𝑛𝑣𝑖,𝑗) and weighted impact (𝑃𝑘, 

SS-𝑆𝑜𝑐𝑖,𝑗). The implementation of a SCM practice in manufacturing operations can vary 

from very slight to full implementation. Therefore, the impact of a SCM practice cannot 

be the same in all manufacturing operations. Equations (2.2) used to make a SCM 

practice comparable and measurable. For example, assume that a manufacturing 

operation implemented two different SCM practice, one of them was fully implemented 

and other one was slightly implemented. In order to make these practices measurable, 

they can be given a weights according to equation (2.2).  

     The second level of Chardine-Baumann and Botta-Genoulaz (2014)’s model 

corresponds to the evaluation of the different fields’ performance for each dimension. 

They measured the performance of a SCM practice in each field by the average of its 

impacts on the sub-fields. It is important to mention that in this level, compensation 

between sub-fields is possible. For example, if a SCM practice improves the percentage 
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of renewable energy but reduces the percentage of recyclable outputs, it has a neutral 

impact on the ‘‘Resources’’ field. 

     In order to define the impact of practice 𝑃𝑘 on the 𝑖𝑡ℎ economic field 𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑖, Chardine-

Baumann and Botta-Genoulaz (2014) used: 

I (𝑃𝑘,𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑖) = 1
𝑁(𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑖)

∑ 𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡 (𝑃𝑘, 𝑆𝑆 − 𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑖,𝑗)𝑁(𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑖)
𝑗=1    ∀𝑘                    (2.3) 

I (𝑃𝑘,𝐸𝑛𝑣𝑖) and I (𝑃𝑘, 𝑆𝑜𝑐𝑖) are defined similarly for the environmental and social fields. 

For example, assume that the third field of economic dimension in a SCM practice 

contains 4 sub-fields, and that the impact of a SCM practice on two sub-fields is positive 

and on two of them is negative, then the summation of SCM practice on 𝐸𝑐𝑜3 is neutral. 

Finally, in the third level of the model sustainability performance of the SCM practice 

SCM practice is measured by Chardine-Baumann and Botta-Genoulaz (2014) as:  

𝐼𝐸𝑐𝑜(𝑃𝑘) =  ∑ 𝐼(𝑃𝑘,𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑖)5
𝑖=1   ∀𝑘                                                                                  (2.4) 

with 𝐼𝐸𝑛𝑣(𝑃𝑘) and 𝐼𝑆𝑜𝑐(𝑃𝑘) defined similarly. For example, if a SCM practice on three 

economic fields is positive and is negative on the other two fields, then the economic 

impact of SCM practice is positive overall.  

     It is important to mention that in this level compensations between fields is possible, 

since Chardine-Baumann and Botta-Genoulaz (2014) used this to define the rules for 

their proposed models. In contrast, no interaction was allowed between dimensions.  

2.5. Summary  
 

     In this Chapter, the methods for measuring sustainability performance of a SCM 

practice were introduced, based on the work of Chardine-Baumann and Botta-Genoulaz 

(2014). No other work was found in the literature to measures sustainability performance 
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with respect to all three dimension of SSCM using Mamdani FIS methods. The aim of 

next Chapter is to provide a brief review of literature review of other models to measure 

the sustainability of a SCM. 
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CHAPTER 3 – LITERATURE REVIEW 

     The concept of sustainable development and its assessment is an important and 

challenging task for most manufacturing operations. Some previous workers focused on 

sustainability development, selection of suppliers and on increasing energy efficiency. 

Others focused on measuring the sustainability performance in a SCM network. In this 

chapter, a brief review of previous work is provided.   

3.1. Mathematical Modeling 

     Mathematical modeling is widely used in sustainability work for a SCM network. For 

example, Boukherroub et al. (2014) introduced a multi-objective mathematical 

programming model to optimize supply chain operations, while taking into account 

simultaneously the economic, environmental and social performances. Li et al. (2015) 

presented two remanufacturing strategies: First-Pricing-Then-Remanufacturing (FPTR) 

and Firs-Remanufacturing-Then-Pricing (FRTP), which the analytical solutions of the 

optimal remanufacturing quantity and selling price are derived for each strategy to save 

resources and achieve sustainability in a SCM network. Lieckens et al. (2015) introduced 

a mixed integer non-linear model to optimize the contract and network design to 

maximize profit, by the investigation of the consequences of service contracts and the 

logistic networks to support the maintenance business. Diabat et al. (2015) developed a 

mixed integer non-linear location allocation model and an exact two-phase Lagrangian 

relaxation algorithm to solve a closed-loop location-inventory problem with 

consideration to space parts. Cruz and Wakolbinger (2008), Sawadogo and Anciaux 

(2010) and Zhou et al. (2000) used multi-criteria methods to assess the sustainability 

performance with respect to two dimensions at once: economic and environmental, 
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economic and social or environmental and social dimensions. Cruz and Wakolbinger 

(2008) used production, transaction quantities and social responsibility activities while 

Swadogo and Anciaux (2010) used cost, time, pollution, energy, noise, transshipment, 

damage and accident and Zhou et al. (2000) used social, environmental, economic and 

resources as a criteria in their models. These reviews show mathematical modeling 

focused in two main areas: 

• Optimizing SCM networks by modeling the manufacturing operation. 

• Assess the sustainability performance of a SCM network with respect to one or 

two dimensions. 

     It is important to mention that using mathematical modeling to assess sustainability 

performance of a SCM network is a tedious and time consuming process. Therefore, 

there is a need for more computationally efficient new methodology, such as Fuzzy 

Inference Systems.  

3.2. Fuzzy Methods 

     Fuzzy methodologies are widely used in sustainable development. Azadi et al. (2015) 

presented an integrated Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) model in term of fuzzy 

concept to evaluate the sustainability of suppliers in manufacturing operations to increase 

the competitive advantage of companies since suppliers’ selection is one of the most 

important contexts in sustainability area. More work on suppliers’ selection using fuzzy 

methods is reported in Buyukozkan and Cifci (2011), Chen et al. (2006), Florez-Lopez 

(2007), Wu (2009), Chan and Kumar (2007), Hou and Su (2004), Rao and Holt (2005), 

Lin (2009), Hsu and Hu (2009), Razmi et al. (2000) and Tseng et al. (2009). 
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     Multi-criteria methods are a useful framework for measuring sustainable development 

(Singh et al., 2007; Munda, 2004). Singh et al. (2007) introduced a conceptual 

sustainability decision-making model using an Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) to 

evaluate the impact of an organization's sustainability performance. Ding (2007) 

introduced a multi dimensional method to assess the complexity and importance of 

projects and facilities in terms of sustainability and profitability.  

     Most of the previous work on fuzzy logic focused on suppliers’ selection in SSCM, 

while a few workers used fuzzy methods in the sustainability area.  

3.3. Assessing Sustainable Supply Chain Management Performance 

      Due to increasing the pressure to act and report on sustainability strategies, a number 

of principles and tools have emerged and have been adopted with manufacturing 

operations to show their commitment to sustainable development (Beloff et al., 2004). 

United Nations Environment Program (2000) introduced some principles for use by 

manufacturing operations for attaining sustainability, but no assessment methods were 

provided. Carroll (1979), Clarkson (1995) and Wood (1991) introduced the conceptual 

model for social responsibility by showing its origin and its first assessment criteria. 

More conceptual models are provided in Castka and Balzarova (2008), Jash (2000), 

Krajnc and Glavic (2003), Rubio and Corominas (2008), Tseng, Divinagracia, and 

Divinagracia (2009) and Veleva, Hart, Greiner, and Crumbley (2001).  

     In Chardine-Baumann and Botta-Genoulaz (2014)’s work, the sustainability 

performance of SCM practices assessed considering all possible sub-fields, fields and 

sustainability dimensions at once. However, their work does not allow measuring 

sustainability performance (for fields, dimensions and overall) under uncertainty, or deal 
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with situations when the data is vague (ambiguous) and provides definite sustainability 

indicators that are only controlled by subjectively assigned degree of implementation 

(maturity) of a practice.  

3.4. Summary 
 

     In this Chapter, different methods of measuring sustainability performance of SSCM 

were introduced and discussed briefly. Most researchers used mathematical modeling and 

multi-objective models to measure sustainability performance of a SCM network which 

is a tedious and time consuming process. The aim of next Chapter is to provide a brief 

review of Fuzzy modeling and Fuzzy Inference modules.  
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CHAPTER 4 – FUZZY MODELLING AND FUZZY INFERENCE 
 

     In this chapter, Intelligent Systems (IS) are reviewed. Fuzzy Inference Systems (FIS), 

is one of these IS techniques, which is also reviewed in this chapter. This chapter relies 

mainly on the work of Jang et al. (1997). 

  4.1. Fuzzy Logic and Fuzzy Sets 
 

     Amindoust et al. (2012) indicated that Zadeh (1965) “introduced fuzzy set theory to 

cope with the imprecision and uncertainty which is inherent to the human judgments in 

decision making processes through the use of linguistic terms and degrees of 

membership.” 

     A fuzzy set is a class of objects with grades of membership (Amindoust et al., 2012). 

A normalized membership function is between zero and one. These grades present the 

degree of stability with which special element belongs to a fuzzy set (Amindoust et al., 

2012). “Mathematically, If X is a collection of objects denoted generically by 𝑥, then a 

fuzzy set A in X is defined as a set of ordered pairs:  

𝐴 = {𝑥, 𝜇𝐴(𝑥)  𝑥 ∈ 𝑋}  

where 𝜇𝐴(𝑥) is the membership function (or MF for short) for the fuzzy set A. The MF 

maps each element of X to a membership grade (or membership value) between 0 and 1.” 

(Jang et al., 1997). 

     As an example, let us assume that a young student is planning a trip by air during the 

Christmas holidays to a certain destination. The student, having a limited budget, is 

looking for an inexpensive flight. The cost of the flight can be represented as a fuzzy set 

on a universe of prices. For the intended destination, the following can be considered: 
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• Less than $500, the air fare is considered to be inexpensive and within the 

student’s means. 

• Above $500 and below $1000, the student can still afford the trip but 

obviously will prefer the lowest price within this range. 

• Above $1000 and below $1500, the student will have to carefully reconsider 

whether to undertake the trip to the intended destination or to look for a 

closer destination, and would obviously prefer the lowest possible price in 

this category.  

• Above $1500, a student will not be able to afford at all the vacation in the 

intended destination.  

     Each of the above categories can be defined by a membership value. Let the value of 1 

to represent a sure purchasing of the airline ticket, i.e. to a cost of less than $500; and a 

value of zero, the student will not be able to go on vacation to the desired destination at 

all. Membership values between less than 1 and greater than zero will then correspond to 

the price range from $500 to $100, with the financial hardship being higher for the $1000 

to $1500 range than for the lower range of $500 to $1000. The membership values versus 

the cost of the airline ticket can then be presented as show in Figure 4.1 

               Membership 

 
                   1 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                 
                   0                                                                                     Cost of Airline Ticket 
 
                                         $ 500                   $ 1000           $ 1500          

Figure 4.1 Membership as a function of cost  
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     In Figure 4.1, each value in horizontal axis has a specific membership function. If we 

define a linguistic term and a membership function for each value in the horizontal axis 

then they can get a fuzzy meaning. i.e.: the price above 0 and below $500, above $500 

and below $1000, above $1000 and below $1500 and above $1500, can be considered as 

very low, low, high and very high, respectively, and then they can get a specific 

membership function in their range.    

4.2. Fuzzy rules 
 

     “A fuzzy if-then rule (also known as fuzzy rule, fuzzy implication or fuzzy conditional 

statement), assumes the form  

If X is A then Y is B 

where A, B are linguistic values defined by fuzzy sets on universe of discourse X and Y, 

respectively. Often ‘X is A’ is called antecedent or premise, while “Y is B” is called the 

consequence or conclusion.” (Jang et al., 1997). An example of a IF-THEN rule in daily 

life is: if the weather is cold, then wear a winter coat. 

4.3. Fuzzy Inference Systems  
 

     “The Fuzzy Inference Systems is a popular computing framework based on the 

concepts of fuzzy set theory, fuzzy if-then rules, and fuzzy reasoning. With crisp inputs 

and outputs, a fuzzy inference system implements a nonlinear mapping from its input 

space to output space” (Jang et al., 1997). A fuzzy inference system contains three parts: 

• Fuzzifier: which uses the membership function to convert inputs to linguistic 

term in the model. 

• Inference engine: which converts fuzzy inputs to output(s) by using IF-THEN 

rules in the model. 
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• Defuzzifier: converts the fuzzy outputs to crisp outputs. “Among four parts of 

FIS, defuzzification process has the most computational complexity” 

(Amindoust et al., 2012). 

Figure 4.2 shows a fuzzy inference system. 

 

   

Figure 4.2 A fuzzy inference system (Jang et al., 1997). 

 

  There are three Fuzzy Inference Systems as follows (Jang et al., 1997): 

• Mamdani Fuzzy Inference System: a method that drives inputs to outputs based 

on defined rules. 

   If X is low then Y is low 

   If X is medium then Y is medium 

   If X is high then Y is high 

• Sugeno Fuzzy Inference System: a systematic method to generate the fuzzy rules 

from a given input-output data set.  

if x is A and y is B then z = f(x, y) 

• Tsukamoto Fuzzy Inference System: in this method the each fuzzy if-then rule is 

define by a fuzzy set with a monotonical membership function. 

   If X is low then Y is 𝐶1  

   If X is medium then Y is  𝐶2 

   If X is high then Y is  𝐶3 

     As previously mentioned, deffuzification converts the fuzzy outputs to crisp outputs. 

“Among four parts of FIS, the defuzzification process has the most computational 

Input Fuzzifier Inference 
Engine 

Defuzzifier Output 
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complexity” (Amindoust et al., 2012). The five most common defuzzification methods 

are (Jang et al., 1997): 

• Smallest of Max 

𝑧𝑆𝑂𝑀 is the minimum of maximizing z 

• Largest of Max 

𝑧𝐿𝑂𝑀 is the maximum of maximizing z 

• Mean of Max 

𝑧𝑀𝑂𝑀 =
∫ 𝑧 𝑑𝑧𝑍′

∫  𝑑𝑧𝑍′

 

• Centroid of area 

𝑧𝐶𝑂𝐴 =
∫ 𝜇𝐴(𝑧)𝑧 𝑑𝑧𝑍

∫ 𝜇𝐴(𝑧) 𝑑𝑧𝑍

 

• Bisector of area 

� 𝜇𝐴(𝑧) 𝑑𝑧
𝑍𝐵𝑂𝐴

𝛼
= � 𝜇𝐴(𝑧) 𝑑𝑧

𝛽

𝑍𝐵𝑂𝐴
 

where: 

z = universe of discourse 

𝜇𝐴(𝑧) = aggregated output 

𝑧′= {𝑧�|𝜇𝐴(𝑧) � = �𝜇∗}, where 𝜇∗ is the maximum value of membership function 

The results of the above diffuzification methods are shown in Figure 4.3. 
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                                          µ                                                

                                         𝜇∗                                          A 

                                        

 

                                                                                                        Z 
              Smallest of Max.                                             Centroied of Area 
                 Largest of Max.                                            Bisector of Area 
                                                                                       Mean of Max.  

Figure 4.3 Deffuzification results method (Jang et al., 1997): 𝜇 is membership 
function, A denotes a fuzzy set, and Z is a universe of discourse. 

 
    Figure 4.4 shows the Mandami FIS using product and max for T-norm and T-concern 

operators.                                                                      Product  

µ                                           µ                                                     µ 

                𝐴1                                                          𝐵1                                        𝐶1                  

                                                                                                                                      𝐶1′ 

                                               X                                         Y                                                 Z 

µ                                           µ                                                     µ 

              𝐴2                                        𝐵2                                                                 𝐶2      𝐶2′         

 

                                              X                                        Y                                                 Z 

                            X                                       Y                         µ                     Max 

                                                                                                                  𝐶′ 

                                                                                                                                               

                                                                                      𝒁𝑪𝑶𝑨                                Z 
Figure 4.4 Mandami FIS, product and max for T-norm and T-conorm operators 
(Jang et al., 1997): X and Y are crisp inputs, Z refers to an output, µ is a membership 

function, and 𝐶′is aggregated output 
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     Figure 4.4 shows that how a two rules in Mamdani Fuzzy Inference System converts 

to the overall output with two crisp inputs. In addition, max and algebraic product for T-

norm and T-conorm operators and max-product composition used respectively to show 

the result of fuzzy reasoning (Jang et al., 1997).  

 
4.4. Fuzzy Modeling 
 

      A process of constructing a Fuzzy Inference System is called fuzzy modeling and has 

the following features (Jang et al., 1997). 

• By using the rule structure in a Fuzzy Inference System, prior knowledge can 

easily be incorporated into the modeling process. 

• When the input-output data of a target system is available, conventional system 

identification techniques can be used for fuzzy modeling. In other words, the use 

of numerical data also plays an important role in a fuzzy inference system. 

     The process of fuzzy modeling can be performed in two stages: “surface structures” 

and “deep structure” that includes the following tasks:  

1. Surface structure: 

1.1. Selecting related inputs and outputs. 

1.2. Selecting an appropriate fuzzy inference system type. 

1.3. A number of linguistic terms should defined, using related inputs and outputs. 

1.4. Defining a collection of fuzzy IF-THEN rules to the model.   

2. Deep structure: 

2.1. Choosing appropriate membership functions. 
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2.2. Using human expert knowledge to define the membership functions 

parameters. 

2.3. Using regression and optimization techniques to refine the membership 

functions parameters. 

4.5. Summary 
 

     In this chapter, fuzzy methods, fuzzy modeling, IS techniques and FIS definitions are 

presented to give a clear idea of how the proposed modules can be implemented. Next 

chapter defines how the FIS modules can measure the sustainability performance of a 

SCM practice. 
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CHAPTER 5 – METHODOLOGY 
 

5.1. Introduction      
 

     This chapter introduces a methodology to measure the sustainability performance of a 

SCM practice, using Intelligent Systems (IS) techniques. As shown in chapter 3, current 

methodologies, such as that of Boukherroub et al. (2014), can assess analytically either 

the sustainability with respect to one or two dimensions without incorporating all possible 

sub-fields, or measure all of them analytically (Chardine-Baumann and Botta-Genoulaz, 

2014). The IS method introduced here aims at not only measuring sustainability in all 

three dimensions (economic, environmental and social) at once, and for all possible sub-

fields, in a practice but allows measuring the sustainability performance under 

uncertainty expert knowledge and with vague data, and provides information that enables 

decision makers on whether it is worth investing in improving the performance of certain 

fields, dimensions and overall. The method introduced here adopts the approach of 

Chardine-Baumann and Botta-Genoulaz (2014) in measuring sustainability performance 

with respect to three dimensions at once, but utilizes IS techniques (intelligence methods, 

Mamdani Fuzzy Inference Systems).  

     The sustainability performance of a SCM practice involves measuring its impact in the 

three dimensions of sustainability: economic, social and environmental (Kranjc and 

Glavič, 2005). As suggested by Chardine-Baumann and Botta-Genoulaz (2014), the 

economic dimension is divided into five fields: reliability, responsiveness, flexibility, 

financial performance and quality. For the environmental dimension, the fields are 

environmental management, use of resources, pollution, dangerousness and natural 

environment. The five fields for the social dimension are work conditions, human rights, 
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societal commitment, customers issues and business practices. Each field is in turn 

assigned some indicators or sub-fields. The introduced approach in this work has the 

following benefits: 

(1) Measuring the sustainability performance of SCM practices with respect to all three 

dimensions individually and at once. 

(2) Considering different levels of expert knowledge, by allowing different level of 

uncertainty in determining the performance of fields, dimensions and overall 

sustainability, by changing the width (standard deviation for a Gaussian function) of 

the output membership functions (Gaussian functions).  

 (3) Providing a system that accommodates various manufacturing operations, and can 

measure the sustainability performance even with uncertain or ambitious (vague) 

information.  

     This chapter begins by a review of the Fuzzy Inference Systems methodology and its 

mechanism. Implemented modules to measure the sustainability performance of the 

fields, dimensions and overall in a SCM practice are given in sections 5.2 to 5.7. In 

section 5.8, a Graphical User Interface (GUI) is introduced, and section 5.9 is a summary 

of this chapter.   

5.2. Approach with Fuzzy Inference Systems (FIS)  
 

     In this thesis, the Matlab Fuzzy Logic Toolbox (Jang et al., 1997) and the Graphical 

User Interface (GUI) module (Jang et al., 1997) are used. The role of this inference is to 

map the inputs and outputs in order to provide different qualifiers (Khan and Mayorga, 

2013). Although Matlab as a particular computer language and its Fuzzy Logic Toolbox 
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are used as a platform to introduce the modules, other computer software can be 

employed to implement the proposed Fuzzy Inference Systems.      

     Fuzzy Inference Systems can deal with vague and uncertain information, as they have 

the ability to map the inputs linguistic terms into the outputs linguistic terms 

simultaneously. This is accomplished by considering expert knowledge through 

membership functions, which enable users to assess sustainability performance at 

different level of uncertainty and predict the system’s behaviour by changing the width 

and type of output membership functions. In addition, the FIS modules contain a 

reasoning mechanism based on rules that also facilitate dealing with uncertain or even 

ambiguous information. In addition, a FIS module includes: 

• Inputs fuzzification: assigning a grade to each input, using an input membership 

function. 

• Fuzzy operator: after the inputs are fuzzified, the fuzzified inputs are combined 

using rules to create rule strength.  

• Implication: combining a rule’s strength and the output membership function to 

find the consequence of the rule. 

• Aggregation: aggregation is the process in the FIS module, which combines the 

outputs fuzzy sets of each rule into a single fuzzy set.  

     A Fuzzy Inference System process involves normally the following steps (Jang et al., 

1997): 

   (a) Objective Definition: Define objectives that should be reached, such as measuring 

separately and simultaneously the sustainability performance of the social, economic and 

environmental dimensions. 
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   (b) Environment observation: Observe a current situation and select the appropriate 

inputs, outputs and set measurable rules. 

   (c) Setting rules: Assign IF-THEN rules that define the relationship between inputs 

and outputs.  

   (d) Input membership functions: Select different membership functions to show how 

each input value can be mapped in to a specific membership grade between 0 and 1; via 

an appropriate function; trangiular membership functions and a Gaussian membership 

functions are typically used. Gaussian membership functions are selected for this work 

since membership functions represent uncertainties in fuzzy logic (Chawdhry et al., 

2012). A Gaussian membership function represents the normal distribution, which is the 

natural choice for depicting uncertainty in probability theory (Lyon, 2014). In a Gaussian 

distribution, the level of uncertainty in the input data or in expert knowledge is defined by 

the width (𝜎) of the distribution; the narrower the width the less uncertain is a 

variable; with 68.27% of the variable values between ±1 𝜎; 95.45 within  ± 2𝜎 and 

99.73% within  ± 3𝜎. In addition, a Gaussian membership function continuously covers 

the entire range where every point in the range has a non-zero grade value, no matter how 

small. The symmetry of this distribution is also advantageous in that it is not biased 

towards either side of a Neutral impact. Figures 5.1 shows plots of the three Gaussian 

input membership functions that used crisp (−1, 0 and 1) inputs. Half-Gaussian functions 

are used for the impacts of 1 and −1, since there is respectively the maximum values for 

Positive and Negative impacts, respectively. When the inputs are vague, i.e. when the 

input is between −1, 0 or 1, nine input membership are used as shown in Figure 5.2.  
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Figure 5.1. Input membership functions for crisp definite inputs of −1, 0 and 1 (𝝈 = 0.1) 

Figure. 5.2. Input membership functions for vague inputs and 𝝈 = 0.1 

   (e) Output membership functions: Different output membership functions can be 

selected to determine the consequent of the rules. In this work, the functions of Figures 

5.1 and 5.2 were also used for the output membership functions, whose widths indicate 

the level of certainty in expert knowledge.    

   (f) T-norms and T-co-norms operators: Using these operators to describe the 

superset of fuzzy intersection (AND) and superset of fuzzy union (OR), respectively.    

   (g) Proper FIS selection: Select different Fuzzy Inference Systems based on objectives 

and process, such as the Mamdani or Sugeno Fuzzy Inference Systems. The nature and 

difference between the two systems are described in the next paragraph. 
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   (h) Performing actions: After defining the inputs, membership functions, parameters 

and rules, the results are obtained based on consequent relations to achieve desired 

objectives. 

     The Fuzzy Inference System presented in this thesis is based on the Mamdani Fuzzy 

Inference Module, which uses defuzzification to obtain a crisp (definite) output from a 

fuzzy output (Wang and Chen, 2014). Compared to Sugeno FIS modules, Mamdani FIS 

modules have the advantages of being intuitive, interpretable in a rule-based nature and 

present the output either in fuzzy or crisp values (Hamam and Georganas, 2008). The 

detailed structure of the modules and rules are given in Appendices A and C.  

5.3. Measuring sustainability performance of fields, dimensions and overall 
sustainability  
 

     The Mamdani FIS module (Jang et al., 1997) is employed here to measure the fields, 

dimensions and overall sustainability performance of a SCM practice, for the reasons 

mentioned above at the end of Section 5.2. The Mamdani fuzzy toolbox and GUI 

programming of Matlab were used to build the introduced modules in Phase I (modules-

PI), Phase II (modules-PII) and Phase III (modules-PIII). 

     In the Figure 5.3, 10 Fuzzy engines being Mamdani FIS modules out of 23 Mamdani 

FIS modules in three phases, are shown. Due to space limitations, only two Mamdani FIS 

modules-PI are provided in the Figure for each field (economic fields: reliability and 

quality; environmental fields: environmental management and natural environment; 

social dimension: work conditions and business practices) and the rest are omitted. As 

mentioned in section 2.5, measuring the sustainability performance of a SCM practice has 

three phases: 
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• In Phase I, the impact of a SCM practice on economic, environmental and social 

fields is measured based on their sub-fields, using 19 Mamdani FIS modules-PI. 

In this phase, the inputs are the sub-fields, and the outputs are the fields, which 

are used as inputs in phase II. Due to space limitation just two Mamdani FIS 

modules-PI are provided in Figure 5.3 for each dimension. 

• In Phase II, the impact of a SCM practice on economic, environmental and social 

dimensions are measured based on their fields using three Mamdani FIS 

modules-PII. In this phase, at each dimension, the field variables (output from 

phase I) are the phase II inputs, and the output is the sustainability performance, 

which becomes the inputs in phase III.  

• In Phase III, the overall sustainability performance of a SCM practice is 

measured with respect to the three dimensions at once using the Mamdani FIS 

module-PIII. In this phase, the inputs are the outputs from phase II, and the 

output is the overall sustainability performance of a SCM practice, which is the 

final output of the system.  

     In total, 23 Mamdani FIS modules are implemented to measure the sustainability 

performance of a SCM practice. In Figure 5.3, due to space limitations, only 10 Mamdani 

FIS modules out of 23 modules in three phases are presented to measure the overall 

sustainability performance of a SCM practice. Figure 5.3 describes the overall system in 

a flowchart. This Mamdani Fuzzy Inference System module consisted of one main FIS 

module in Phase III (module-PIII) based on a Mamdani FIS type to measure the 

sustainability performance of a SCM practice, 19 FIS modules in Phase I (module-PI), 
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and 3 FIS modules in Phase II (module-PII) to measure the dimensions and fields, 

respectively.  

     In modules-PI, PII and PIII, the rules are defined based on the compensation between 

inputs and outputs. For example: if the impact of SCM practice on air pollution is 

Positive and the impact of SCM practice on water pollution is Negative then the impact 

of SCM practice on use of resources is neutral. 

     Figures 5.3 shows the overall mechanisms for these modules. In this Figure 5.3:  

• Each input is presented by a circle. 

• Two different vertical dash lines separate the modules into three phases in order 

to help better identify the modules for Phase I (modules-PI), Phase II (modules-

PII) and Phase III (modules-PIII), respectively.  

• Two different horizontal lines are used to separate each dimension. 

• Since the overall FIS arrangement is large, instead of showing all the modules-PI, 

modules-PII, and module-PIII, vertical dash lines are used to display the overall 

FIS in the limited space. 

     The implementation depicted in Figure 5.3, shows two fields out of five fields in all 

three levels for economic dimension performance (reliability, responsiveness, flexibility, 

finance and quality); environmental dimension performance (Environmental 

management, use of resources, pollution, dangerousness and natural environment); and 

social dimension performance (work conditions, human rights, societal commitment, 

customer issues and business practices); as it is the common practice in the literature, see 

for example Chardine-Baumann and Botta-Genoulaz (2014). In order to maintain balance 

between the three dimensions of the sustainability development, the introduced modules 
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contain fifteen fields, five for each dimension (Chardine-Baumann, Botta-Genoulaz, 

2014). 

     Nine Mamdani FIS modules-PI were implemented in Phase I for the economic 

dimension performance: each field contained one Mamdani FIS module-PI except for 

responsiveness (three Mamdani FIS Modules-PI) and financial performance (three 

Mamdani FIS Modules-PI). Responsiveness and financial performance had more 

Mamdani FIS modules-PI in order to decrease the number of fuzzy rules and to avoid 

making a mistake when the rules were defined.  

     In order to measure the sustainability performance of the environmental and social 

dimensions performance, a total of five Mamdani FIS modules-PI were implemented in 

Phase I for each dimension. One Mamdani FIS module-PII was implemented in Phase II 

for each dimension to measure the impact of SCM practice on each dimension based on 

Phase I outputs. In Phase III, one Mamdani FIS module-PIII was implemented to 

measure the sustainability performance of a SCM practices based on the outputs of Phase 

II. 
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Mamdani FIS modules-PI                                              Mamdani FIS modules-PII         Mamdani FIS module-PIII               

Phase I                                                           Phase II                             Phase III 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.3. Measuring sustainability performance of SCM practice using Mamdani FIS 
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5.4. Economic dimension sustainability assessment 
 

     As mentioned in section 5.3, for the economic dimension, in Phases I and II, 9 

Mamdani FIS based modules-PI and one Mamdani FIS based module-PII are used 

respectively. Phase III is presented in section 5.6. In Figure 5.4 and in phase I, the 

Mamdani FIS consisted of 30 inputs (sub-fields), 9 outputs (5 for fields and 4 for 

responsiveness performance 1 & 2 and financial performances 1 & 2) and 9 Mamdani 

FIS modules-PI. Phase II had 5 inputs (fields), which are the outputs from Phase I, one 

Mamdani FIS module-PII and one output (economic dimension). In phase I, the 

performance of the five fields are measured: reliability performance, responsiveness 

performance, flexibility performance, financial performance and quality performance. 

The aim of phase II is to measure the sustainability performance of the economic 

dimension in a SCM practice. In Figure 5.4 the following should be noted: 

• The 26 inputs in phase I illustrate the economic dimension sub-fields. It is 

common in the literature to cover 26 sub-fields in the economic dimension 

performance, to enable manufacturing operations to use at least one sub-field in 

each field for sustainability development, see for example Chardine-Baumann 

and Botta-Genoulaz (2014).  

• Responsiveness and the financial performances sub-fields are broken into two 

Mamdani FIS modules, in order to decrease the number of fuzzy rules and design 

the rules (Amindoust et al., 2012). 
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                Mamdani FIS modules-PI & Phase I                                                           Mamdani FIS module-PII & Phase II 

 

 Crisp inputs                                                                      Outputs  

                                                                                   (inputs for Phase II) 

 

Figure 5.4. Measuring sustainability performance of the economic dimension 
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     In order to measure the sustainability performance of the economic dimension, each 

phase’s inputs and outputs are defined as follows: 

1. Phase I inputs: Customer service, Suppliers’ service, Reliability of stocks, 

Reliability of forecasts, Design responsiveness, Purchase responsiveness, Source 

responsiveness, Production responsiveness, Delivery responsiveness, Sell 

responsiveness, Return responsiveness, Supply chain responsiveness, Suppliers 

flexibility, Supply flexibility, Production flexibility, Delivery flexibility  , Design 

cost, Purchase cost, Source cost, Production cost, Delivery cost, Return cost, 

Supply chain cost, Quality performance of suppliers, Product/service quality, 

Production quality. Responsiveness performance (1), Responsiveness 

performance (2), Financial performance (1), Financial performance (2), 

2. Phase I outputs and Phase II inputs: Reliability performance, Responsiveness 

performance, Flexibility performance, Financial performance and Quality 

performance. 

3. Phase II output: Sustainability performance of SCM practice.  

The economic sustainability performance consists of two phases as follows: 

     Phase I- Measuring economic field’s sustainability performance: 

Each of the first Phase I inputs membership functions has three linguistic terms: 

Negative, Neutral and Positive. Fuzzy IF-THEN rules were used to obtain five outputs: 

Reliability performance, Responsiveness performance, Flexibility performance, Financial 

performance and Quality performance, each output having values of Negative impact, 

Neutral impact and Positive impact. Gaussian membership function were used in these 

modules-PI and PII, since this membership function has the advantage of being non-zero 
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at all points; that is, all inputs have membership functions values between 0 to 1. The 

rule-based modules-PI and PII is built by 2454 fuzzy rules (1429 for modules-PI and 

1025 for modules-PII). The construction of Mamdani FIS module and specific details (on 

Rules, Membership Functions, T-Norms, T-CoNorms, Defuzzification method) and fuzzy 

IF-THEN rules are provided in Appendices A and C. 

Phase II – Sustainability performance of economic dimension: 

Each of the five inputs membership functions defined with three linguistic terms: 

Negative, Neutral and Positive, which were measured using fuzzy IF-THEN rules. 

Similar to Phase I, a Gaussian membership function was used in this phase, producing a 

non-zero outputs number between 0 to 1. The rule-based module-PII contained 1025 

fuzzy rules. The fuzzy IF-THEN rules is provided in Appendix C. 

5.5. Environmental dimension sustainability assessment  
 

     For the environmental dimension in Phases I and II, five Mamdani FIS based modules-

PI and one Mamdani FIS based module-PII are used, respectively. According to Figure 

5.5, this Mamdani FIS based module-PI for Phase I consisted of 20 inputs, 5 outputs and 

5 Mamdani FIS modules in phase I. Phase II had 5 inputs, which are the outputs of Phase 

I, and one Mamdani FIS module-PII and one output. In Phase I, the impact of an SCM 

practice is evaluated due to five fields: environmental management, use of resources, 

pollution, dangerousness and natural environment. The aim of phase II was to measure 

the sustainability performance of the environmental dimension in a SCM practice. In 

Figure 5.5 the following should be noted: 

• The 20 inputs in Phase I illustrate the environmental dimensions sub-fields, 

which are the inputs for phase I. This number of 20 is as suggested by Chardine-
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Baumann and Botta-Genoulaz (2014) to enable manufacturing operations to use 

at least one sub-field for each field in environmental sustainability development. 

     For the environmental dimension, phase inputs and outputs are as follows: 

1. Phase I inputs: Environmental budget, Environmental certification, 

Environmental compliance, Workers implications, Recycled water, Inputs 

stemming from the recycling, Recyclable outputs, Recyclable wastes, Renewable 

energy, Air pollution, Water pollution, Land pollution, Other pollution, 

Dangerous inputs, Dangerous outputs, Dangerous wastes, Eco-systemic services, 

Respect of biodiversity, Land use, development of urban and rural areas.  

2. Phase I outputs and Phase II inputs: Environmental management performance, 

Use of resources performance, Pollution performance, Dangerous performance 

and Natural environmental performance. 

3. Phase II output: Sustainability performance of environmental dimension. 

     Phase I- Measuring environmental field’s sustainability performance: 

Each of the first phase inputs membership functions defined regards three linguistic 

terms: Negative, Neutral and Positive. Fuzzy IF-THEN rules were used to provide five 

outputs:   Environmental management performance, Use of resources performance, 

Pollution performance, Dangerous performance and Natural environmental performance. 

Each output had values of Negative, Neutral or Positive impact. A Gaussian membership 

function was used in these modules to provide non-zero output between 0 to 1. The rule-

based module was built by 2878 fuzzy rules (1853 for modules-PI and 1025 for module-

PII). The construction of Mamdani FIS module and specific details (on Rules, 
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Membership Functions, T-Norms, T-CoNorms, Defuzzification method) is provided in 

Appendix A. 

Phase II – Sustainability performance of environmental dimension: 

Each of the five inputs membership functions were explained with three linguistic terms: 

Negative, Neutral and Positive, which are measured using fuzzy IF-THEN rules. Similar 

to phase I, a Gaussian membership function used. The rule-based PII contain 1025 fuzzy 

rules. The construction of Mamdani FIS module and specific details (on Rules, 

Membership Functions, T-Norms, T-CoNorms, Defuzzification method) is provided in 

Appendix A. 
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                 Mamdani FIS modules-PI & Phase I                                 

Mamdani FIS module-PII & Phase II 

          
                           Crisp inputs                                      Outputs  
                                                                          (inputs for Phase II) 

 

Figure 5.5. Measuring sustainability performance of the environmental dimension  

5.6. Social dimension sustainability assessment  
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in Phases I and II, respectively. In Figure 5.6, the Mamdani FIS based module-PI and PII 

for the social dimension consist of 20 inputs, 5 outputs and 5 Mamdani FIS modules in 

Phase I. Phase II had 5 inputs, the outputs of phase I, and one Mamdani FIS module-PII 

and one output. In phase I, each output having values of: work conditions, human rights, 

societal commitment, customers issues and business practices. Phase II measured the 

impact on SCM practice due to the social dimension. In Figure 5.6, the following should 

be noted: 

• The 20 inputs in Phase I are correspond to the social dimension’s 20 sub-fields, 

which are the inputs for phase I. Similar to the economic and environmental 

dimensions, Chardine-Baumann and Botta-Genoulaz (2014) indicated that it is 

common in the literature of the social dimension to cover 20 subfields to enable 

manufacturing operations to use at least one sub-field in each field in 

sustainability development. 

   The social dimension phases inputs and outputs are as follows: 

1. Phase I inputs: Employment, Work conditions, Respect of social dialog, Health 

and security, Human resources development, Child and forced labor, Freedom of 

association, Discrimination, Education, culture and technological development, 

Job creation, Healthcare, Societal investment, Involvement in local community, 

Marketing and information, Healthcare and security, Protection of private life, 

Access to essential services, Fight against corruption, Fair-trading, Promotion of 

corporate social responsibility in the sphere of influence  

2. Phase I outputs and Phase II inputs: Work conditions, Human rights, Societal 

commitment, Customer issues and Business practices. 
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3. Phase II output: Sustainability performance of social dimension. 

Phase I- Measuring social field’s sustainability performance: 

Each of the phase I input membership functions has three linguistic terms: Negative, 

Neutral and Positive. Fuzzy IF-THEN rules used to get five outputs: Work conditions, 

Human rights, Societal commitment, Customer issues and Business practices. Each 

output having values of Negative impact, Neutral impact and Positive impact. A Gaussian 

membership function was used in these modules to provide specific membership function 

value between 0 to 1. The rule-based module was governed by 3456 (2431 for modules-

PI and 1025 for module-PII) fuzzy rules. The construction of Mamdani FIS module and 

specific details (on Rules, Membership Functions, T-Norms, T-CoNorms, 

Defuzzification method) is provided in Appendix A. 

Phase II – Sustainability performance of social dimension: 

Each of the five inputs membership functions has three linguistic temrs: Negative, 

Neutral and Positive, which are measured using fuzzy IF-THEN rules. Similar to Phase I, 

Gaussian membership functions were used. The rule-based module-PII contains 1025 

fuzzy rules. The construction of Mamdani FIS module and specific details (on Rules, 

Membership Functions, T-Norms, T-CoNorms, Defuzzification method) is provided in 

Appendix A. 
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                  Mamdani FIS modules-PI & Phase I                                 Mamdani FIS module-PII & Phase II 

 

                   Crisp inputs                                 Outputs  
                                                                      (inputs for Phase II) 

 

Figure 5.6. Measuring sustainability performance of the social dimension  
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5.7. Phase III: Sustainability performance of a SCM practice  
 
     This Mamdani FIS module-PIII is the last step of this FIS based Sustainability 

performance assessment system. This module has three input membership functions: 

economic dimension performance, environmental dimension performance and social 

dimension performacne, which are the outputs of Phase II modules. Each of these input 

membership functions are defined in three linguistic terms: Negative, Neutral and 

Positive. The final output of the module-PIII is the sustainability performance of the 

entire SCM practice, with three linguistic terms: Negative, Neutral and Positive. The rule 

based module-PIII contains 63 fuzzy IF-THEN rules along with three Gaussian 

membership functions (one for Negative, one for Positive and one for Positive). The 

construction of Mamdani FIS module and fuzzy IF-THEN rules are provided in 

Appendices A and C. Figure 5.7 shows the structure of sustainability performance of a 

SCM practice. 

                                                 Mamdani FIS module-PIII 

 

             Inputs (outputs of Phase II)                                        Final output of a system 

Figure 5.7. sustainability performance of SCM practice 
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5.8.  Graphical User Interface 

     A graphical user interface (GUI) is a platform in Matlab, which provides a user-

friendly inputs and outputs interfacing. GUI modules are devised in this work to function 

as interfaces between inputs and outputs for each developed computational modules-PI, 

PII and PIII. GUI modules were implemented to illustrate the obtain results of introduced 

Mamdani FIS modules, which measured the sustainability performance of a fields, 

dimensions and overall sustainability performance in a SCM practice. Users enter the 

inputs using the GUI modules for relevant subfields. Each GUI is equipped with sliders 

to enable users to vary the inputs value (1, 0 or −1). The GUI modules for each field 

display the impact of a SCM practice for the corresponding sub-fields. For Phase I and 

Phase II at each dimension, a GUI module displays the sustainability performance of the 

fields and dimensions, respectively. The final GUI module provides the overall impact of 

the three dimensions. It should be noted that phase outputs are fed to the subsequent 

phase inputs via file transfer protocols. In total, 19 GUI modules were developed in this 

work: 15 for fields, 3 for dimensions and the final overall output.   

Figure 5.8 is an example of a GUI module for a field (Quality performance), with three 

input sub-fields (product/service quality, quality performance of suppliers and production 

quality). The other GUIs are presented in Chapter 6. This GUI and all similar GUI 

modules contain four main components: 

1. Sliders: to change the inputs value for each implemented Mamdani FIS modules. 

2. Pushbutton: representing the output of the modules. 

3. Edit text: representing the linguistic terms for each Mamdani FIS modules: 

Negative, Neutral and Positive. 
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4. Static text: showing the output value of a module. For example in Figure 5.8, the 

static text shows the value of 0.25. 

 

Figure 5.8. Impact of SCM practice on Quality Performance (economic 
dimension field) using GUI module (𝝈 = 0.01) 

 
     Users can use the GUI modules in this work in three phases similar to the 

implemented FIS modules:  

• In phase I, users can use the slider to change the value of each sub-field and see 

the output value (fields sustainability performance) and its effect (Negative, 

Neutral or Positive) simultaneously. By changing the value, users can see the 

improvement in the sustainability performance of a SCM practice field. 

• In phase II, output from phase I (each field performance) is used to obtain the 

output (dimensions output). Values can change to see different outputs. 

• In phase III, the output from phase II (dimension performance) is used to 

calculate the final output (Sustainability performance of SCM practices). 

     As an example, Figures 5.9 to 5.12 shows the related Mamdani FIS module-PII, 

Mamdani FIS module-PIII and the GUI modules to measure the economic performance 

of a SCM practice (for Scenario 1, discussed in Chapter 6).   
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Figure 5.9. Measuring Economic dimension Performance using Mamdani FIS 

 

Figure 5.10. Impact of SCM practice on Economic dimension Performance using a 
GUI module (𝝈 = 0.01) 

 
     Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show the related Mamdani FIS module-PIII and GUI module to 

measure the sustainability performance of SCM practice for Scenario 1 as an example. 
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 Figure 5.11. Measuring Sustainability Performance of SCM practice using 
Mamdani FIS 

 
 

 
Figure 5.12. Sustainability Performance of a SCM practice using a GUI module (𝝈 = 0.01) 

 

5.9. Summary 
 

     This chapter focused on the implementation of a Fuzzy Inference System based on 

Mamdani modules to measure the sustainability performance of a SCM practice, with 

respect to three dimensions individually and at once. Inputs, outputs, membership 

functions and rules are defined in order to assess the sustainability performance of fields, 

dimensions and an entire SCM practice. The introduced Mandani FIS modules in this 

chapter are implemented in three phases. Phase I measured the sustainability performance 

of each field based on its sub-fields as inputs using Mamdani FIS modules (modules-PI). 
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In Phase II, the sustainability performance of each dimension is determined based on the 

sustainability performance of each field (output of Phase I) using Mamdani FIS modules 

(modules-PII). Phase III measured the sustainability performance of a SCM practice 

using a Mamdani FIS module (module-PIII) based on the dimensions’ performance. GUI 

modules as user-friendly interfaces were devised to implement the proposed modules, to 

provide a user-friendly platform for decision makers in manufacturing operations. Next 

Chapter is presents the results of these modules in different scenarios. 
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CHAPTER 6 – RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
 

6.1. Introduction       

     In this chapter, results from the implementation of the Mamdani-type Fuzzy Inference 

System (FIS) described in Chapter 5, are presented and analyzed for different scenarios in 

two sections: verification and applications. In the verification section, obtained results are 

compared with those of Chardine-Baumann (2011). In the applications section, the 

advantage of the FIS is demonstrated by showing its ability to provide means to predict a 

SCM sustainability performance even when decision-making is ambiguous and the input 

data is vague.  

In analyzing the results, the following should be kept in mind: 

• The impact of SCM practice on fields (Modules-PI outputs) is defined with 

respect to the three linguistic terms as Negative, Neutral and Positive, which 

numerically correspond to −1, 0, 1 respectively. For example: the impact of SCM 

practice on source cost can be Negative, Neutral or Positive. 

• Compensation between sub-fields in Modules-PI is used to define the rules in the 

first step of the model to measure the impact of SCM practice on fields (Modules-

PI outputs). For example, if the impact of a SCM practice on production cost is 

Positive and the impact of SCM practice on source cost is Negative, then the 

impact of SCM practice on financial performance is Neutral.  

• In Phase I, each implemented SCM practice has a specific number of fields 

(outputs of Modules-PI) and sub-fields (Inputs of Modules-PI). For example, 

scenario #1 has 39 sub-fields out of 66 possible sub-fields, and 13 fields out of 15 

possible fields.   
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• Associated with sub-field (inputs of Modules-PI) is a single input membership 

function, which is the input to all rules. 

• For each set of the inputs (sub-fields, fields or dimensions) in all three phases, 

there is one output membership function that fuzzifies the results of the rules. 

• When an input of the first Phase (impact of SCM practice on fields) has a crisp 

definite value of:  −1, 0 or 1, the three input membership functions of Figure 5.1 

are utilized. When the standard deviations of these functions are narrow (e.g. 

0.001), the three functions will barely overlap and the associated membership 

grade (𝜇) will then equal to unity, making these inputs membership function 

effectively redundant.  

     The developed FIS techniques are first verified in section 6.2 against the results from 

analytical methods obtained by Chardine-Baumann (2011), for five scenarios. The 

purpose of this verification process is to show that the FIS method produces results that 

are comparable to those independently reported by Chardine-Baumann (2011).  

6.2. Verification 
 

     This section introduces five different scenarios from Chardine-Baumann (2011)’s 

work to verify the developed modules. These are scenarios of common situations 

encountered in manufacturing operations. Each scenario is described, along with its 

related sub-fields and fields. Scenario #1 describes a large SCM practice, while Scenarios 

#2 and #3 are medium size practices with different number of sub-fields: Scenario #2 has 

14 economic sub-fields in the economic dimension and 5 environmental sub-fields, while 

Scenario #3 has 13 and 8 sub-fields in the economic and environmental dimensions, 

respectively. The last two Scenarios #4 and #5 are small practices. Scenario #4 has 10 
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sub-fields in the economic dimension and 5 in the environmental dimension, and 5 for the 

social dimensions. Scenario #5 has 14 sub-fields in the economic dimension, 4 sub-fields 

in the environmental dimension and 6 sub-fields in the social dimension.   

     In order to provide a fair comparison between the results of this work and that of 

Chardine-Baumann (2011), the differences between the analytical method and the 

proposed Mamdani Fuzzy Inference System should be kept in mind. These are: 

1. The inputs in the analytical system are crisp, the inputs to the FIS are fuzzified by 

a Gaussian membership function as described in section 5.2.  

2. The impact of a practice is determined analytically by summing the impact of 

individual inputs, weighted by their degree of maturity, i.e., the degree of 

implementation of the SCM practice. In this work, fuzzy inference is utilized to 

determine the impact of sub-fields on a field in Phase I. 

3. Performance indicators for the dimensions and overall sustainability in Phase II 

and III are determined in the analytical method by calculating the average value 

of fields (Modules-PI outputs) and dimensions (Modules-PII outputs), 

respectively. In the work, fuzzy inference is used in Phases II and III.   

     In order to reconcile these differences, crisp definite inputs to Phase I were utilized in 

the verification process with narrow input membership function (𝜎 = 0.001), which 

makes the input membership functions redundant as explained in Section 6.1. The 

fuzziness of the inference process was considerably dampened by using narrow Gaussian 

membership functions with standard deviations of 0.001 for all fields, to resemble the 

definite analytical approach. Moreover, the fuzzy inference in Phase II and III of this 
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work were replaced with an averaging process identical to that used in by Chardine-

Baumann (2011), so that the same indicators are obtained.  

6.2.1. Scenario #1: Performance of suppliers and subcontractors  
  
     This scenario corresponds to SCM Practice #4 in Chardine-Baumann (2011) thesis. 

This scenario is concerned with the evaluation of the performance of suppliers and 

subcontractors. It is a large SCM practice in a operation such as an automobile 

manufacturing industry which has suppliers with internal and/or external standards, and 

with certain benchmarks that need to be achieved and maintained to meet the operational 

needs of clients and/or needs of the company’s competitiveness. This scenario, involves 

39 sub-fields (Modules-PI inputs): 18 economic sub-fields, 10 environmental sub-fields 

and 11 sub-fields for the social dimension. Each of the economic and the social 

dimensions had five fields, while the environmental dimension had only four fields.  

     With a narrow, Gaussian windows (standard deviation) of width of 0.001, Phase I of 

the analysis showed that 34 of the 39 sub-fields had a Positive impact, one (work 

condition) resulted in a Negative impact and the other four (water pollution, land 

pollution, other pollution and source cost) had a Neutral impact. As an example, Figures 

6.2 to 6.15 and Tables 6.1 to 6.14 show the GUI and Tables produced by Matlab for this 

case. With the Fuzzy inference replaced in Phase II by calculating the average value of 

Modules-PII inputs (fields), it was found that economic dimension had the largest impact 

on sustainability with a value of 0.98, followed by the social dimension with 

sustainability of 0.93, and the environmental dimension with 0.88 sustainability. Overall, 

the sustainability performance of this SCM practice had an average output value of 0.93, 

which indicates that the sustainability performance of an implemented SCM practice, 
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based on suppliers performance in the considered manufacturing operation, is Positive 

overall.  

      The above results are compared in Figure 6.1 to Practice #4 of Chardine-Baumann 

(2011, p. 121) for the same scenario. The same order of impact was obtained in both 

cases, i.e. the economic dimension has the most effect and the environmental has the least 

effect. In addition, the values for the dimensions’ performance are similar, with very 

minor difference since in this work Phase I results in fuzzy outputs, while Chardine-

Baumann (2011) relied on an analytical formulation. In this work, Phase III measured the 

SCM overall sustainability, but Chardine-Baumann (2011) did not directly calculate the 

value for a SCM practice’s overall sustainability performance, but this value is easily 

calculated by averaging the sustainability of individual dimensions. The overall 

sustainability performance for this practice using FIS was found to be 0.93, which is 

similar to the value of 0.92 calculated from Chardine-Baumann (2011)’s results with a 

minor difference of 0.01. The good agreement between the FIS method, with a narrow 

Gaussian window and averaging process in Phases II and III, and the analytical results of 

Chardine-Baumann show that the FIS method was correctly implemented.   

Figure 6.1. Comparison with Chardine-Baumann (2011) for Scenario #1 
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Table 6. 1. Impact of SCM practice on the reliability performance for Scenario #1 

(𝜎=0.001) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

 
Customer 

service 

 
Positive 

 

 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 
reliability 

performance 

 
 
 
 

 
1 

 

 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 
reliability 

performance is 
positive 

 
Suppliers’ 

service 

 
Positive 

Reliability of 
stocks 

 
Positive 

Reliability of 
forecasts 

 
Positive 

 

Figure 6.2. GUI for the reliability performance (𝜎=0.001) 

Table 6. 2. Impact of SCM practice on the responsiveness performance for Scenario #1 
(𝜎=0.001) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

Purchase 
responsiveness 

 
Positive 

 

 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 

responsiveness 
performance  

 
 
 
 
1 

 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 

responsiveness 
Performance is 

positive 

Source 
responsiveness 

 
Positive 

Delivery 
responsiveness 

 
Positive 

Supply chain 
responsiveness 

 
Positive 
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Figure 6.3. GUI for the responsiveness performance (𝜎=0.001) 

 

Table 6. 3. Impact of SCM prctice on the flexibility performance for Scenario #1 
(𝜎=0.001) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

Suppliers 
flexibility 

 
Positive 

 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 
flexibility 

performance 

 
 
 
1 

 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 
flexibility 

performance is 
positive 

 

Supply 
flexibility 

 
Positive 

Production 
flexibility 

 
Positive 

 

 

Figure 6.4. GUI for the flexibility performance  (𝜎=0.001) 
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Table 6. 4. Impact of SCM practice on the financial performance for Scenario #1 
(𝜎=0.001) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

Purchase cost  
Positive 

 
 

 
Impact of SCM 

practice on 
Financial 

performance 

 
 
 
 

0.93 

 
 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 
financial 

performance is 
positive 

 

Source cost  
Neutral 

Production 
cost 

 
Positive 

Supply Chain 
cost 

 
Positive 

 

 

Figure 6.5. GUI for the financial performance  (𝜎=0.001) 

Table 6. 5. Impact of SCM practice on the quality performance for Scenario #1 (𝜎=0.001) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

Product/service 
quality 

 
Positive 

 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice 

on quality 
performance 

 
 
 
1 

 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on quality 

performance is 
positive 

 

Quality 
performance of 

suppliers 

 
Positive 

Production 
quality 

 
Positive 
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Figure 6.6. GUI for the quality performance (𝜎=0.001) 

 

Table 6. 6. Impact of SCM practice on the environmental management performance for 
Scenario #1 (𝜎=0.001) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

Environmental 
budget 

 
Positive 

 
Impact of SCM 

practice on 
environmental 
management 
performance 

 
 
 
 
1 

 
Impact of SCM 

practice on 
environmental 
management 

Performance is 
positive 

Environmental 
certification 

 
Positive 

Environmental 
compliance 

 
Positive 

 

 

Figure 6.7. GUI for the environmental management performance  (𝜎=0.001) 
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Table 6.7. Impact of SCM practice on the use of resources performance for Scenario #1 
(𝜎=0.001) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

 
Recyclable 

Outputs 

 
 

Positive 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on use 

of resources 
Performance 

 
 
1 

Impact of SCM 
practice on use of 

resources 
performance is 

positive 
 

 

Figure 6.8. GUI for the use of resources performance  (𝜎=0.001) 

 

Table 6.8. Impact of SCM practice on the pollution performance for Scenario #1 (𝜎=0.001) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

 
Air pollution 

 

 
Positive 

 
 
 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 
pollution 

Performance 

 
 
 
 
 

0.53 

 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 
pollution 

performance is 
positive 

 
Water 

pollution 
 

 
Neutral 

 
Land pollution 

 

 
Neutral 

 
 

Other pollution 
 

 
Neutral 
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Figure 6.9. GUI for the pollution performance  (𝜎=0.001) 

 

Table 6.9. Impact of SCM practice on the dangerousness performance for Scenario #1 (𝜎=0.001) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

Dangerous 
Inputs 

 
Positive 

 
Impact of SCM 

practice on 
dangerousness 
performance 

 
 
1 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 

dangerousness 
performance is 

positive 
Dangerous 

Wastes 
 

Positive 

 

 

Figure 6.10. GUI for the dangerousness performance (𝜎=0.001) 
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Table 6.10. Impact of SCM practice on the work conditions performance for Scenario #1 
(𝜎=0.001) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

 
Employment  

 
Negative 

 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on work 

conditions 
Performance 

 
 
 
 

0.66 

 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on work 

conditions 
performance is 

positive 

work 
conditions 

 
Positive 

health and 
security 

 
Positive 

Human 
resources 

development 

 
Positive 

 

Figure 6.11. GUI for the work conditions performance (𝜎=0.001) 

Table 6.11. Impact of SCM practice on the human rights performance for Scenario #1 (𝜎=0.001) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

 
Child and 

forced labor 
 

 
 

Positive 
 

 
 
 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 

human rights 
performance 

 
 
 
 
 
 
1 

 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on human 

rights 
performance is 

positive 

 
Freedom of 
association 

 

 
 

Positive 

 
 

Discrimination 
 

 
 

Positive 
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Figure 6.12. GUI for the human rights performance (𝜎=0.001) 

Table 6.12. Impact of SCM practice on the societal commitments performance for Scenario #1 
(𝜎=0.001) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

 
Societal 

Investment 
 

 
 

Positive 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 

societal 
commitment 
performance 

 
 
1 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 

societal 
commitment 

performance is 
positive 

 

 

Figure 6.13. GUI for the societal commitment performance  (𝜎=0.001) 

 

Table 6.13. Impact of SCM practice on the customer issues performance for Scenario #1 
(𝜎=0.001) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

 
Healthcare and 

security 

 
Positive 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 

customer issues 
performance 

 
 
1 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 

customer issues 
performance is 

positive 
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Figure 6.14. GUI for the customer issues performance (𝜎=0.001) 

Table 6.14. Impact of SCM practice on the business practices performance for Scenario #1 
(𝜎=0.001) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

 
Fair-trading 

 
Positive 

 
Impact of SCM 

practice on 
business 
practices 

performance 

 
 
 
1 

 
Impact of SCM 

practice on 
business practices 

performance is 
positive 

Promotion of 
corporate 

social 
responsibility 

in the sphere of 
influence 

 
 

Positive 

 

Figure 6.15. GUI for the business practice performance (𝜎=0.001) 

 
6.2.2. Scenario #2: Electronic communications systems  

      This scenario is Practice #26 in Chardine-Baumann (2011). It is a practice that uses 

electronic communication systems, Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), etc. to provide 

essential information to suppliers to inform them in real-time of a company’s demands. 

This scenario contained 28 sub-fields: 17 economic sub-fields, 6 environmental sub-

fields, and 5 sub-fields for the social dimension. For this scenario the economic 

dimension had 5 fields, the environmental had 4 fields, and the social had 2 fields.  
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     All inputs impact, tables and corresponding GUIs are provided in Appendix D in 

details (for Phase I). Calculating the average value of Phase I outputs, instead of using 

Fuzzy inference, showed that the economic and environmental dimensions had the most 

impact (with a value of 0.1 for both) on sustainability performance of a SCM practice, 

while the social dimension had the least impact on sustainability performance with an 

average value of 0.21. The sustainability performance of this SCM practice for electronic 

communication systems is Positive, with an overall sustainability performance of 0.74.  

     Chardine-Baumann’s Practice #26 (2011, p. 121) for the same scenario, shown in 

Figure 6.16, reported the same order of impact. The performance value were also equal to 

one in Chardine-Baumann (2011) results for the economic and environmental 

dimensions, but it differed slightly difference for the social dimension (0.73 versus 0.74 

in this work). The exact matching of the value of one for performance, this is the 

maximum value that can be assigned to an impact in both the analytical and FIS methods. 

That is, when the impact is maximum for all fields, the corresponding dimension will 

produce a value of one. The good matching between the results of the two methods 

verifies once more that the fuzzy inference used in Phase I of this work was able to 

replicate the analytical formulation when the input information is made close to being 

crisp by narrowing the width of the Gaussian membership function. 
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Figure 6.16. Comparison with Chardine-Baumann (2011) for Scenario #2 
 

6.2.3. Scenario #3: Integrating product transportation 

     Scenario #3, correspond to Practice # 15 in Chardine-Baumann (2011) thesis, which 

allows operations to share the transportation of products with supplier, intermediaries and 

customer along same routes. In total this scenario contains 28 sub-fields: 13, 8 and 7 sub-

fields for the economic, environmental and social dimensions, respectively. The 

economic dimension had four fields, while each of the environmental and the social 

dimensions had three fields.  

     Phase I in this scenario with a narrow width of 0.001 for the Gaussian membership 

function, resulted in 22 sub-fields out of 28 sub-fields with a Positive impact, 5 with a 

Negative impact (sell responsiveness, supply chain responsiveness, suppliers flexibility, 

production flexibility and employment) and the other one (delivery flexibility) with a 

Neutral impact. In Phase II, when the averaging process was used instead of fuzzy 

inference, the environmental dimension had the largest impact on sustainability 
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performance with a value of one, followed by the social dimension with an average 

output value of 0.8 and the economic dimension with a average value of 0.18. In Phase 

III, the overall sustainability performance for this SCM practice resulted in an overall 

Positive impact of 0.66. 

     Figure 6.17 shows a comparison between the obtained results in this thesis with those 

of Chardine-Baumann’s Practice #15 (2011, p. 121) for the same scenario. Similar to 

previous scenarios, there is consistency in the order of performance between the two 

schemes. Both methods produced the same values for the environmental and social 

dimensions, but differed slightly in the economic dimension: a value of 0.18 using fuzzy 

inference in Phase I instead of 0.2 using analytical calculations. Phase III of this work 

resulted in an overall sustainability performance of 0.66 while Chardine-Baumann’s 

average was 0.67. Similar to previous scenarios the implemented FIS method in this work 

achieved a reasonable agreement with Chardine-Baumann (2011)’s work when a narrow 

Gaussian window with width of 0.001 was used in Phase I and averaging was used in 

Phase II and III instead of Fuzzy Inference. 

 

Figure 6.17. Comparison with Chardine-Baumann (2011) for Scenario #3 
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6.2.4. Scenario #4: Deliver the products directly 

     This scenario is for a SCM practice that is supposed to deliver products directly after 

sorting and packaging to customers without any storage in a company’s site. This is 

Practice #17 in Chardine-Baumann (2011). It contains 21 sub-fields: the economic 

dimension contained 10 sub-fields and the environmental and social dimensions 

contained 5 and 6 sub-fields, respectively, while the economic dimension contained 10 

sub-fields. The economic dimension had all possible five fields, while the environmental 

and social dimensions had four and two fields, respectively.  

     Phase I of the results obtained based on a Gaussian membership function with narrow 

standard deviation of 0.001 indicated that 10 of the 21 sub-fields in this scenario had a 

Positive impact, 4 had Neutral and 7 had a Negative impact. In Phase II of the analysis, 

the environmental dimension had the largest impact on sustainability with an average 

value of 0.5 (same as given by Chardine-Baumann), followed by the economic dimension 

with an average value of 0.41 (0.05 difference from Chardine-Baumann’s result), and the 

social dimension had an average value of -0.82 (Compared to -0.75 reported by 

Chardine-Baumann’s result). Overall the sustainability performance of this SCM practice 

obtained in Phase III, which had with an average value of 0.03 is comparable to the 0.07 

value of Chardine-Baumann’s; both indicating nearly Neutral overall performance. 

Figure 6.18 compares graphically the results of this work and those of Chardine-

Baumann, showing reasonable agreement between the two, with the slight difference 

attributed to the use of fuzzy inference in Phase I of this work. 
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Figure 6.18. Comparison with Chardine-Baumann (2011) for Scenario #4 
 

6.2.5. Scenario #5: Matching Production with customer requirements 

     This scenario is for a SCM practice that produces products under restricted resources 

while achieving customer exact requirements. It is Practice #7 in Chardine-Baumann 

(2011). In this practice, 24 sub-fields were involved: 14 economic sub-fields, 4 

environmental sub-fields and 6 sub-fields for the social dimensions. Ten (10) fields were 

involved in this scenario; five of them were related to the economic dimension, 3 were 

for the environmental dimension and 2 for the social dimension.  

     Fourteen (14) sub-fields out of the 24 sub-fields had a Positive impact while 10 sub-

fields had Negative impacts based on Phase I analysis using Gaussian membership 

function with standard deviation of 0.001. Using averaging instead of Fuzzy inference in 

Phase II, the economic dimension had the largest impact on sustainability in this practice 

with an average value of 0.88, while the social dimension had a value of  -0.83, and the 

environmental dimension with a of −1 (exact same valued were reported by Chardine-

Baumann’s (2011) for the same scenario). Overall, the sustainability performance for this 

SCM practice was -0.32 indicating that the sustainability performance for this SCM 

practice is Negative, same value when using Charine-Bumann's results. The comparison 
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between the two methods is shown geographically in Figure 6.19, verifying the results of 

the fuzzy inference of this work compared to the analytical method, under similar 

conditions. 

 

Figure 6.19. Comparison with Chardine-Baumann (2011) for Scenario #5 

6.2.6. Summary  

     The aim of verification was to show that the developed fuzzy inference system was 

able to produce results comparable to those produces analytically and independently by 

Chardine-Baumann (2011). The results of the section showed that comparable results can 

be obtainable when the inputs are made more crisp, by narrowing the with of the 

associated Gaussian membership functions in Phase I of this work, and replacing its 

fuzzy inference in Phases II and III with averaging as was used in the analytical method. 

The standard deviation of the Gaussian membership field-output was narrowed to an 

arbitrary small value of 0.001, which was sufficient in many cases to produce values that 

matched exactly those of Chardine-Buamann, while producing a small dispensary in 

other cases. This discrepancy is understandable given the arbitrary nature of the 0.001 

value. However, the agreement between the two methods was in general satisfactory to 
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validate the fuzzy inference approach.  The next step is to demonstrate the effect of 

restoring fuzzy inference into Phase II and III of this work, while incorporating ranges of 

input data to accommodate uncertainties. This is demonstrated in the next section. 

6.3. Applications 

     As previously mentioned in section 5.3, the introduced FIS modules can be used to 

accommodate ambiguous decision-making, deal with vague data and provide both crisp 

and fuzzy outputs at each Phase outputs along with its distribution. In this section, each 

of the above advantages is demonstrated for some of the Scenarios studied in Section 6.2.  

In order to show the advantages of the proposed modules in this section some points 

should be kept in mind: 

• Two different types of data can be used to the modules: crisp or vague. The crisp 

values for data are −1, 0 or 1, while the vague data values were defined in 9 

ranges within the interval [−1,1]: Definitely Negative, Somewhat Negative, 

Moderately Negative, Negatively Neutral, Definitely Neutral, Positively Neutral, 

Moderately Positive, Somewhat Positive, and Definitely Positive.   

• Fuzzify the inputs by using the input membership function is redundant when the 

data is equal to −1, 0 or 1 and the membership functions standard deviation is 

0.001, as explained in section 6.1, but membership function fuzzies the input in 

Phase I when their values are not equal to −1, 0 or 1. 

• The consequence of the rules is determined with the output membership function. 

In other words, the output values are obtaining based on the allocated rules to the 

modules and the output membership function, and this is the final stage in the 

Fuzzy Inference process. The output membership function in essence incorporates 
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the level of certainty in expert knowledge, the wider the width of the function the 

less certain is the expert in determining the impact of a field, a dimension or 

overall sustainability.    

     Therefore, the following aspects are studied: First, for crisp inputs of (−1, 0 or 1), the 

standard deviation of the output membership function was varied in order to increase the 

fuzziness of the inference process (see Section 6.3.1 and 6.3.2), respectively. Second, the 

crisp inputs were replaced with vague inputs (section 6.3.3). Finally, the advantage of the 

proposed modules for using the output range and its distribution to make a decision on 

sustainability improvement is demonstrated (section 6.3.4).  

6.3.1. Same level of Fuzziness of Inference for all membership functions 

     Sometimes a company may not know much about the level of uncertainty of a 

particular field. This can be accounted for in the developed Mamdani FIS modules, by 

assigning a value for 𝜎 (standard deviation) for a field's output membership function in 

Phase I; the wider the 𝜎 the less certain is the impact of a field. Scenario #1 was selected 

to show the effect of making Fuzzy Inference with different levels of ambiguity (standard 

deviation, 𝜎). This Scenario had the largest number of sub-fields, and as such is expected 

to visibly show the effect of changing the fuzziness of inference (level of uncertainty). 

First, a small 𝜎 of 0.001 for all output membership function, with the fuzzy inference in 

Phases II and III, instead of the analytical determination of impact as was used in Section 

6.3.1. Subsequently the degree of fuzziness (level of uncertainty) for outputs (fields) was 

widened to 0.01, 0.1 and 0.2, to show the effect on the sustainability.  

     Figure 6.20 graphically shows the dimensions’ sustainability and the overall 

sustainability for different values of 𝜎. The Figure shows that the higher the degree of 
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fuzzy inference or level of uncertainty (i.e. the larger 𝜎), the lower is the sustainability 

performance for each dimension and overall. This is expected, since a larger 𝜎 for the 

membership function is indicative of lower degree of certainty for fields. It should be 

noted that, visually the overall sustainability performance appears to have the same exact 

value as the economic dimension but they are slightly different: the overall sustainability 

performance had a value of 0.811 while the economic dimension had a sustainability 

value of 0.81. 

 

Figure 6.20. Comparison between dimensions and overall sustainability with 
different standard deviations for membership functions for Scenario #1 

     The results shown in Figure 6.20 are different from the results reported in section 

6.2.1 for the same Scenario. This is because fuzzy inference was used here instead of 

averaging to reproduce the analytical results of Chardine-Baumann (2011). In the 

averaging process, the means of the outputs were used to calculate the final impact while 

in fuzzy inference a defuzzification process was applied. Defuzzification was 

accomplished by calculating the centroid of center of the area under the final output 

distribution (aggregation of all outputs) to produce a crisp input. With inputs that are 
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crisp (−1, 0 or 1) and with a very narrow membership functions (𝜎 = 0.001), the output 

of fuzzy inference is also narrow and no overlapping of output occurs, with the 

defuzzification retaining the dominant output value, which are ones in this case. As the 

width of the membership function increases, the outputs start to overlap and the centroid 

values tends to shift away from the dominant values as it is being affected by the 

distribution associated with the other outputs. The wider the membership functions, the 

fuzzier the outputs are and the more impact the less dominant output have on the 

defuzzified values. As an example, Figures 6.21 to 6.38 and Tables 6.15 to 6.32 show the 

GUI and Tables produced by Matlab, with a 𝜎 value of 0.01 for the input and output 

membership functions. Also, a table displaying the value of inputs and outputs along with 

the corresponding GUI module for each table is provided in Appendix D for Scenario #1, 

with 𝜎 value of 0.1 for the input and output membership functions. 

Table 6. 15. Impact of SCM practice on the reliability performance for Scenario #1 
(𝜎=0.01) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

 
Customer 

service 

 
Positive 

 

 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 
reliability 

performance 

 
 
 
 

 
0.99 

 

 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 
reliability 

performance is 
positive 

 
Suppliers’ 

service 

 
Positive 

Reliability of 
stocks 

 
Positive 

Reliability of 
forecasts 

 
Positive 
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Figure 6.21. GUI for the reliability performance (𝜎=0.01) 

Table 6. 16. Impact of SCM practice on the responsiveness performance for Scenario #1 
(𝜎=0.01) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

Purchase 
responsiveness 

 
Positive 

 

 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 

responsiveness 
performance  

 
 
 
 

0.99 

 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 

responsiveness 
Performance is 

positive 

Source 
responsiveness 

 
Positive 

Delivery 
responsiveness 

 
Positive 

Supply chain 
responsiveness 

 
Positive 

 
 

 

 

Figure 6.22. GUI for the responsiveness performance  (𝜎=0.01) 
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Table 6. 17. Impact of SCM prctice on the flexibility performance for Scenario #1 
(𝜎=0.01) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

Suppliers 
flexibility 

 
Positive 

 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 
flexibility 

performance 

 
 
 

0.99 

 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 
flexibility 

performance is 
positive 

 

Supply 
flexibility 

 
Positive 

Production 
flexibility 

 
Positive 

 

 

Figure 6.23. GUI for the flexibility performance (𝜎=0.01) 

 

Table 6. 18. Impact of SCM practice on the financial performance for Scenario #1 
(𝜎=0.01) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

Purchase cost  
Positive 

 
 

 
Impact of SCM 

practice on 
Financial 

performance 

 
 
 
 

0.92 

 
 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 
financial 

performance is 
positive 

 

Source cost  
Neutral 

Production 
cost 

 
Positive 

Supply Chain 
cost 

 
Positive 
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Figure 6.24. GUI for the financial performance (𝜎=0.01) 

Table 6. 19. Impact of SCM practice on the quality performance for Scenario #1 (𝜎=0.01) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

Product/service 
quality 

 
Positive 

 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice 

on quality 
performance 

 
 
 

0.99 

 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on quality 

performance is 
positive 

 

Quality 
performance of 

suppliers 

 
Positive 

Production 
quality 

 
Positive 

 

Figure 6.25. GUI for the quality performance (𝜎=0.01) 
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Table 6. 20. Impact of SCM practice on the environmental management performance for 
Scenario #1 (𝜎=0.01) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

Environmental 
budget 

 
Positive 

 
Impact of SCM 

practice on 
environmental 
management 
performance 

 
 
 
 

0.99 

 
Impact of SCM 

practice on 
environmental 
management 

Performance is 
positive 

Environmental 
certification 

 
Positive 

Environmental 
compliance 

 
Positive 

 

 

Figure 6.26. GUI for the environmental management performance (𝜎=0.01)   

 

Table 6.21. Impact of SCM practice on the use of resources performance for Scenario #1 
(𝜎=0.01) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

 
Recyclable 

Outputs 

 
 

Positive 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on use 

of resources 
Performance 

 
 

0.99 

Impact of SCM 
practice on use of 

resources 
performance is 

positive 
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Figure 6.27. GUI for the use of resources performance  (𝜎=0.01) 

Table 6.22. Impact of SCM practice on the pollution performance for Scenario #1 (𝜎=0.01) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

 
Air pollution 

 

 
Positive 

 
 
 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 
pollution 

Performance 

 
 
 
 
 

0.50 

 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 
pollution 

performance is 
positive 

 
Water 

pollution 
 

 
Neutral 

 
Land pollution 

 

 
Neutral 

 
 

Other pollution 
 

 
Neutral 

 

 

Figure 6.28. GUI for the pollution performance (𝜎=0.01) 
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Table 6.23. Impact of SCM practice on the dangerousness performance for Scenario #1 (𝜎=0.01) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

Dangerous 
Inputs 

 
Positive 

 
Impact of SCM 

practice on 
dangerousness 
performance 

 
 

0.99 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 

dangerousness 
performance is 

positive 
Dangerous 

Wastes 
 

Positive 

 

Figure 6.29. GUI for the dangerousness performance (𝜎=0.01) 

Table 6.24. Impact of SCM practice on the work conditions performance for Scenario #1 
(𝜎=0.01) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

 
Employment  

 
Negative 

 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on work 

conditions 
Performance 

 
 
 
 

0.64 

 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on work 

conditions 
performance is 

positive 

work 
conditions 

 
Positive 

health and 
security 

 
Positive 

Human 
resources 

development 

 
Positive 
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Figure 6.30. GUI for the work conditions performance (𝜎=0.01) 

 

Table 6.25. Impact of SCM practice on the human rights performance for Scenario #1 (𝜎=0.01) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

 
Child and 

forced labor 
 

 
 

Positive 
 

 
 
 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 

human rights 
performance 

 
 
 
 
 
 

0.99 

 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on human 

rights 
performance is 

positive 

 
Freedom of 
association 

 

 
 

Positive 

 
 

Discrimination 
 

 
 

Positive 

 

 

Figure 6.31. GUI for the human rights performance  (𝜎=0.01) 
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Table 6.26. Impact of SCM practice on the societal commitments performance for Scenario #1 
(𝜎=0.01) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

 
Societal 

Investment 
 

 
 

Positive 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 

societal 
commitment 
performance 

 
 

0.99 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 

societal 
commitment 

performance is 
positive 

 

 

 

Figure 6.32. GUI for the societal commitment performance (𝜎=0.01) 

 

Table 6.27. Impact of SCM practice on the customer issues performance for Scenario #1 
(𝜎=0.01) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

 
Healthcare and 

security 

 
Positive 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 

customer issues 
performance 

 
 

0.99 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 

customer issues 
performance is 

positive 
 

 

Figure 6.33. GUI for the customer issues performance  (𝜎=0.01) 
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Table 6.28. Impact of SCM practice on the business practices performance for Scenario #1 
(𝜎=0.01) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

 
Fair-trading 

 
Positive 

 
Impact of SCM 

practice on 
business practices 

performance 

 
 
 

0.99 

 
Impact of SCM 

practice on business 
practices 

performance is 
positive 

Promotion of 
corporate social 
responsibility in 

the sphere of 
influence 

 
 

Positive 

 

Figure 6.34. GUI for the business practice performance (𝜎=0.01) 

Table 6.29. Impact of SCM practice on the economic dimension performance for Scenario #1 
(𝜎=0.01) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Average 

Output Value 

 
Resulting 

Output 
 

Reliability 
Performance  

 

 
 

0.99 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 
economic 
dimension 

performance 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

0.99 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Impact of SCM 

practice on 
economic 
dimension 

performance is 
positive 

 
Responsiveness 

Performance  
 

 
 

0.99 

 
Flexibility 

Performance  
 

 
 

0.99 

 
Financial 

Performance  
 

 
 

0.92 

 
Quality 

Performance  
 

 
 

0.99 
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Figure 6.35. GUI for the economic dimension performance (𝜎=0.01) 

Table 6.30. Impact of SCM practice on the environmental dimension performance for Scenario 
#1 (𝜎=0.01) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Average Output 

Value 

 
Resulting Output 

 
Environmental 
management 
Performance  

 

 
 

0.99 

 
 
 

 
 
Impact of SCM 

practice on 
environmental 

dimension 
performance 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
0.99 

 
 
 

 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 

environmental 
dimension 

performance is 
positive 

 
Use of 

Resources 
Performance  

 

 
 

0.99 
 

 
Pollution 

Performance  

 
0.50 

 
Dangerousness 
Performance  

 

 
 

0.99 
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Figure 6.36. GUI for the environmental dimension performance (𝜎=0.01) 

Table 6.31. Impact of SCM practice on the social dimension performance for Scenario #1 
(𝜎=0.01) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Average Output 

Value 

 
Resulting Output 

 
Work 

conditions 
Performance  

 

 
 

0.64 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 

social dimension 
performance 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

0.99 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on social 

dimension 
performance is 

positive 

 
Human rights 
Performance  

  

 
 

0.99 

 
Societal 

commitment 
Performance  

 

 
 

0.99 

 
Customer 

Issues 
Performance  

  

 
 

0.99 

 
Business 
practices 

Performance  
 

 
 

0.99 
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Figure 6.37. GUI for the social dimension performance (𝜎=0.01) 

Table 6.32. Sustainability performance of a SCM practice for Scenario #1 (𝜎=0.01) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Average 

input value 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

 
Sustainability 

Performance of 
Economic 
dimension  

 

 
 

0.99 

 
 

 
 
 

 
Sustainability 

performance of 
SCM practice 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0.99 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Sustainability 
performance of 
SCM practice is 

positive 

 
Sustainability 

Performance of 
Environmental 

dimension  
 

 
 

0.99 

 
Sustainability 

Performance of 
Social 

dimension  
 

 
 

0.99 

 

Figure 6.38. GUI for the of the SCM practice sustainability (𝜎=0.01) 
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6.3.2. Different level of Fuzziness of Inference for some fields and dimensions 

     One advantage of the proposed FIS modules is that they can accommodate the degree 

of uncertainty in the individual impact of fields, dimensions and overall sustainability, by 

changing the standard deviations of the output membership functions. In the above 

subsection, the standard deviations of the output membership functions was the same for 

all fields, dimensions and overall performance, indicating that they all had the same level 

of uncertainty. In this section the effect of varying the level of uncertainty is 

demonstrated for some fields, for the three dimensions and for the overall sustainability. 

The standard deviation (level of uncertainty) of two fields (flexibility performance and 

financial performance) in the economic dimension, two fields (environmental 

management performance and pollution performance) in the environmental dimension, 

and three fields (work conditions performance, customer issues performance and business 

practices performance) in the social dimension, were changed in Scenario #1, to affect 

different levels of uncertainties (fuzziness). These fields were selected because their 

effect on the sustainability can be subjective. All sub-fields of flexibility performance had 

a Positive impact. For the financial performance, all sub-fields had a Positive impact 

except for the “source cost” which had a Neutral impact. For the environmental 

management field, all sub-fields were Positive, while all sub-fields in pollution 

performance were Neutral, except for one Positive sub-field (air pollution).  

     For the fields specified above, 𝜎 for the output membership function was given a 

value of 0.01, while all other fields were given a 𝜎 of 0.001 (as was done in Section 

6.3.1). The increase in the level of 𝜎 signifies higher uncertainty, i.e. lower certainty in 

expert knowledge.  At the dimensions level (Phase II), the economic dimension was 
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given a standard deviation of 0.01, the social dimension a 𝜎 of 0.1 and the environmental 

was inferred with a 𝜎 of 0.2. These levels of 𝜎 indicate that more uncertainty in the 

impact of the environmental dimension, and slightly lesser uncertainty in the social 

dimension, with the economic dimension having a much lower uncertainty than the other 

two dimensions.  

 
Figure 6.39. Comparison between dimensions and overall sustainability with 

different level of uncertainty for some fields, dimensions and overall sustainability 
in Scenario #1, with all other fields having a standard deviation of 0.001 

     Figure 6.39 shows the comparison between the obtained results for Scenario #1, for 

the case described above (blue bar), compared to the case discussed in subsection 6.3.1 

with 𝜎 = 0.001 for all output membership function. The latter case resulted in a 

sustainability of one for all dimensions and overall, for the reasons discussed in section 

6.3.1. As expected, all dimensions had lower sustainability values compared to the 

situation when all fields had the small 𝜎 value of 0.001. The economic dimension 

performance decreased slightly to 0.99, due to the relatively lower level of uncertainties 

in a couple of its fields and for the dimension itself. The highest level of uncertainty was 

in the environmental dimension, resulting in a reduced performance of 0.83. The social 
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dimension, with a level of uncertainty between that of the other two dimensions, 

produced a performance of 0.91, which is in between the performance levels of the other 

two dimensions. Visually in Figure 6.39 it appears that the overall sustainability 

performance had the same value as the social dimension performance, in fact they are not 

precisely equal: the overall sustainability value is 0.914 (slightly larger than the 0.910 

value for the social dimension). The results of this subsection showed that there is a 

meaningful relation between the dimensions, overall performance and level of 

uncertainty where by increasing the level of uncertainty (increasing 𝜎) the performance 

value for dimensions and overall sustainability will decrease, in contrast, by decreasing 

the level of uncertainty the performance value for dimensions and overall sustainability 

performance will increase. This allows user to incorporate their appropriate level of 

expert knowledge.  

6.3.3. Vague Data (Fuzzy inputs)  

     In the above sub-sections (6.3.1 and 6.3.2), the input was crisp, that is, one was sure of 

the impact of a sub-field, but the level of inference was altered to accommodate the 

uncertainty in determining the subsequent impact of these inputs on fields, dimensions, 

and overall sustainability. In this section, a situation is considered when the impact of an 

input itself is in doubt, i.e. vague.  For example, the impact of a social sub-field in a 

particular scenario may vary depending on conditions outside the control of a 

manufacturing company. In order to account for such vagueness of impact, the crisp 

inputs in Phase I were considered as vague inputs defined by nine ranges: Definitely 

Negative [−1], Somewhat Negative [−1 −0.7], Moderately Negative [−0.7 −0.4], 

Negatively Neutral [−0.4 0], Definitely Neutral [0], Positively Neutral [0 0.4], 
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Moderately Positive [0.4 0.7], Somewhat Positive [0.7 1] and Definitely Positive [1]. 

Since Matlab does not accept intervals as an input, the midpoint of each interval as an 

indicative of the interval was used as the input for the interval. A Gaussian input 

membership function was associated with the center of each interval, as shown in Figure 

5.2. These functions overlap each other, making the inputs vague; unless the functions are 

too narrow to overlap. 

     To study the effect of vague data on sustainability, the sub-fields of two fields (work 

conditions and societal commitment) in the social dimension in Scenario #3 were 

considered. These two fields were selected since they may change a working week. 

Slightly wide membership functions with 𝜎=0.15 were selected, so that the expert 

knowledge is not quite certain of the impact on fields, dimensions and overall 

performance. 

      Let us assume that the inputs value for these sub-fields as the workers are coming 

back from a weekend are Moderately Positive in the first day of the week (Monday), i.e. 

the sub-fields for the work conditions and societal commitment have a range of [0.4: 0.7]. 

The social sustainability was then found to be equal to 0.514 on Monday. Now, assume 

that on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday the workers, social conditions and societal 

commitment increased to Somewhat Positive, as workers get accustomed to the work 

routine. Then, it was found that the social sustainability was increased to 0.757 for 

Tuesday to Thursday. Friday, Saturday and Sunday, the impact of these sub-fields was 

considered to be Positively Neutral, as workers are either winding down in preparation 

for the weekend or are not quite happy to be at work on the weekend. This reduced the 

social dimension’s sustainability to 0.295. Under these assumptions, company manager 
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may realize given the significant reduction in social sustainability on the weekend, that 

some incentives are needed to incite the worker to improve work conditions and societal 

commitment. 

     In this section it was shown that how the Fuzzy Inference Matlab Toolbox can deal 

with vague data, defined here by the nine ranges that are further fuzzied by the input 

membership functions. This allows the user flexibility in modeling input sub-field 

information that is not precisely known.    

6.3.4. Output range and distribution 

     In all above sub-sections, the final output of a module in a given scenario was a crisp 

value, obtained as a result of the defuzzification process (centroid of aggregate 

distribution). However, a fuzzy output provides a range and its distribution. This is useful 

information for a user as it can help in deciding whether and where further effort on 

improving sustainability should be considered. This advantage is demonstrated in this 

sub-section for the social dimension of Scenarios #3 and #5. Assuming a relatively high 

level of uncertainty (a standard deviation of 0.2) for the output function in Phase II for 

the Scenario #5 (indicating a lower level of expert knowledge) with crisp input values in 

phase I and a standard deviation of 0.001 for all other output functions and vague input 

membership functions for Scenario #3 (the ranges for vague inputs in this sub-section are 

similar to the ranges for vague inputs in sub-section 6.3.3). Assume that the input values 

are Moderately Positive and Definitely Neutral for the fields of ‘work conditions’ and 

‘societal commitment’. These values were selected in order to provide a better 

explanation on how an output range and its distribution can help users make a decision on 

a dimension’s improvement. The output distribution for the social dimension for both 
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scenarios is shown in Figure 6.40. It can be seen that the social dimension’s sustainability 

for Scenario #3 is Moderately Positive, but extends from about -0.6 to 1. The distribution 

is highest near the Moderately Positive value of 0.5, indicating that further effort to 

enhance the sustainability of the social dimension will be worthwhile because of the 

extent of the distribution towards Negative values and its weakness near the definitely 

Positive value of one. On the other hand, for Scenario #5, the sustainability of the social 

dimension is negative with a distribution peaking at the negatively definite value of −1 

and extends to about -0.8. It then worthwhile to invest in improving the sustainability of 

the social dimension to reduce its degree of negativity. The above approach was applied 

only on two different Scenarios, but it can be used in other scenarios, to enable users to 

make decisions on whether it is worthwhile to improve fields’, dimensions’ and overall 

sustainability performance.  

 

 

Figure 6.40. Distribution of Social Dimension for Scenarios # 3 and #5 with a 
standard deviation of 0.2 for the output distribution in Phase II for Scenario #5 and 

vague values for Scenario #3: red bar corresponds to the centroid 

 

6.4. Summary  

      This chapter showed that fuzzy inference can produce the same results as an 

analytical method for evaluation sustainability, when the inputs are crisp, expert 

knowledge is precise (i.e. the standard deviation for Gaussian output functions is small), 

and averaging is employed in determining the sustainability of dimensions and overall. 

This was demonstrated in a verification process that involved five different SCM 

practices (scenarios). The advantages of fuzzy inference were demonstrated by showing 
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its ability to handle different levels of expert knowledge (by adjusting the standard 

deviation of output Gaussian output function for all fields, dimensions and overall, or 

some of them). Also shown is the method’s ability to accommodate vague inputs, when 

the impact of some sub-fields is ambiguous. It is also shown that presenting the output of 

fuzzy inference without defuzzification provides useful information in terms of the output 

range and its distribution, which can help decision makers in deciding whether it is 

worthwhile or not to invest in improving sustainability outputs. 
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CHAPTER 7 – CONCLUSIONS 
 

     The aim of the thesis was to provide a tool for measuring the overall sustainability 

performance of a Supply Chain Management (SCM) practice in a manufacturing 

operation. The goal was to introduce modules that enable operation managers to make 

decisions under uncertainty and with vague (ambiguous) data. Also, the overall 

performance of a SCM was to be measured with respect to the all three dimensions of 

sustainability (economic, environmental and social) simultaneously. These above 

objectives were accomplished using a Fuzzy Inference System (FIS). This chapter 

summaries the feature of this system and the conclusions arising from the results of 

testing it. Recommendations for the future work are provided at the end of the chapter.    

7.1. Summary 

     In this thesis a new methodology using Intelligent Systems (IS) techniques, in 

particular Mamdani Fuzzy Inference, was presented to measure the sustainability 

performance of a SCM practice. The proposed modules were implemented in three 

different phases: Phase I focused on measuring the sustainability of fields (e.g. financial 

performance, environmental management or societal commitment) based on the impact 

of sub-fields as inputs. These inputs were either crisp definite inputs representing 

Negative (−1), Neutral (0) or Positive (1) impacts, or were vague inputs having values in 

the interval [−1, 1] but not equal to −1, 0 or 1. In Phase II, the performance of the three 

dimensions (economic, environmental and social) was measured, with the inputs of this 

phase being the outputs of Phase I (fields). In Phase III, the overall sustainability 

performance of a SCM practice was measured, with inputs being the performance of 

dimensions determined in Phase II. A Gaussian input membership function associated 
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with each input in each phase was introduced to fuzzify the input values (for crisp inputs 

they are redundant since these values correspond to the peak point of the Gaussian input 

membership functions). Also in each phases, rules were applied to describe how the 

Fuzzy Inference System could make a decision to classify the inputs and obtain the 

appropriate output. An output Gaussian function was then applied on the output of the 

rules to find the consequence of the rules by combining the rule strength and 

consequences to obtain an output distribution. The resulting distribution was aggregated 

resulting in a single distribution, the centroid of which provided a deffuzzied output for 

each phase.  The standard deviation (width) of a Gaussian function defines the degree of 

expert knowledge, the narrower the width the more certain the user of the performance of 

a field, dimension, or overall sustainability. The Fuzzy logic toolbox of Matlab was used 

to implement this Fuzzy Inference System. 

     The developed method was first verified against the analytical method developed by 

Chardine-Baumann (2011) in five different SCM practices (scenarios): The first scenario 

was a large practice involving suppliers and subcontractors; involving: 18 sub-fields in 

the economic dimension, 10 sub-fields in the environmental dimension and 11 sub-fields 

in the social dimension. The second Scenario was for medium size electronic 

communication systems, with 14 economic sub-fields in the economic dimension, 5 

environmental sub-fields for the environmental dimension and 5 sub-fields for the social 

dimension. The Scenario #3 was concerned with the integration of products’ 

transportation with 13, 8 and 7 sub-fields in the economic, environmental and social 

dimensions, respectively. The fourth scenario considered a practice that delivered 

products directly to customers, and had 10 sub-fields in the economic dimension and 5 in 
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the environmental dimension and 6 sub-fields in the social dimension. The last scenario 

corresponded to a situation in which a company matched production with customer 

requirements, involving 14, 4 and 6 sub-fields in the economic, environmental and social 

dimensions, respectively.   

     The introduced Fuzzy Inference System enables users to introduce a level of 

uncertainty in referent knowledge (by adjusting the standard deviation for Gaussian 

output membership function). The system can accommodate vague (ambiguous) impact 

of sub-fields, instead of being definitely Positive, Neutral or Negative (by defining ranges 

in between these impacts). Fuzzy outputs in each of Phase I to III are produced with 

associated distribution, which enable users to decide whether further effort will have a 

significant impact on the performance of fields, dimensions and overall sustainability.   

7.2. Conclusions 

     It was shown that the introduced Fuzzy Inference System produces the same results as 

the analytical method of Chardine-Baumann (2011) when the inputs (impact of sub-

fields) are crisp (−1, 0 or 1). This was done using the fuzzy inference in Phase I with a 

small standard deviation for the output membership functions (𝜎 = 0.001), which 

describes a high level of confidence in expert knowledge. Also, in Phase II and III 

averaging is used instead of fuzzy inference to determine dimension and overall 

sustainability. Following the verification process, fuzzy inference was implemented in all 

phases, showing that the higher the level of uncertainty (expert knowledge) the lower is 

the sustainability for fields, dimensions and overall sustainability. In addition, it was 

shown that the level of certainty on the referent knowledge can be varied by defining 

different standard deviations for fields, dimensions and overall sustainability. Although 
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the Matlab toolbox can only deal with crisp inputs; here it was possible to deal with 

vague input data, by assigning impact values within ambiguous intervals and associated 

input membership functions. It was also demonstrated that a fuzzy output (before 

defuzzification) provides an output with a range and a distribution, which enables 

decision makers to determine whether it is worthwhile to make an investment to improve 

the fields, dimensions or overall sustainability.  

     Overall, it was demonstrated that the developed methodology can measure 

sustainability performances under different levels of uncertainty (on referent knowledge), 

with crisp or vague input data. Fuzzy Inference also provides a tool to gain insight into 

the sustainability performance of practices. 

7.3. Recommendations for future work 
 

The following recommendations are suggested for further research:  

1) Introducing different linguistic terms for a SCM practice. For example, a 

company with developed production lines, with no Negative impacts, 

investigating whether the sustainability performances are Negative, Neutral or 

Positive can be replaced by defining linguistic terms such as “strongly necessary”, 

“necessary” and “not necessary”, to determine how necessary it is to alter a 

current SCM practice.      

2) Examining the use of different types of membership function shapes to determine 

their effect on the results. 

3) Finding ways to the use of ranges of data for vague inputs, rather than using the 

center of a vague interval as was done in this work, since Matlab does not accept 

range values of variables as an input. 
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4) Optimizing the rules, i.e. different rules can be defined since the introduced 

methodology has the ability to implement human thinking through rules. Different 

companies can define different rules according their needs.  
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APPENDIX A 
 

     The aim of this appendix is to demonstrate how Mamdani FIS modules were created 

in the Fuzzy Logic Toolbox in Matlab. It should be mentioned that the Toolbox does not 

require any programming and the users should define the parameters in order to build the 

modules. Moreover, there are two different tools available to build the Mamdani FIS 

modules: the editable tools and the view-only tools. 

       The editable tools include the following: 

• Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) editor: In the FIS editor, the user can define the 

names and number of inputs and outputs of the system as well as the type of 

Implication, Aggregation and Defuzzification method. Also users can see the 

range for selected input. Figure A.1 shows the FIS editor in Fuzzy Logic 

Toolbox.  

Figure A.1 Fuzzy Inference System Editor 

• Membership Function Editor: It is used to choose and define the different types 

(e.g. Gaussian, Trapezoidal) and ranges of the membership functions. Figure A.2 
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shows the membership function editor. Also it should be mentioned that in the 

membership function editor, the values for membership function parameters 

should be defined as well. For example, the values of 𝜎 and 𝑐 are defined when a 

Gaussian membership function is selected. 

Figure A.2 Membership Functions Editor 

• Rule Editor: This tool allows the user to define the consequent rules for the 

module, which define the behaviour of the system. Figure A.3 shows the FIS rule 

editor where the weight and connection of the rules can be defined.  
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Figure A.3 Rule Editor 

The viewer tool can be defined as follow: 

• Rule Viewer: In this viewer the users can put the crisp value for the inputs to see 

which rules were activated and which membership functions have an effect on the 

results. Figure A.4 shows the rule viewer of a FIS. 

Figure A.4 Rule Viewer (with 𝝈 value of 0.001 for inputs and 0.1 for output 
membership functions) 
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APPENDIX B 

     In this appendix, as an example the rules viewer for Scenario #1 economic dimension 

fields (Phase I) is provided with a 𝜎 value of 0.001 for the input membership functions 

and 𝜎 = 0.1 for the output membership functions. In order to avoid shows a huge number 

of views only the economic dimension fields (Phase I) is shown here. 

Figure B.1. Rule editor for reliability performance 

 

Figure B.2. Rule editor for responsiveness performance 
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Figure B.3. Rule editor for flexibility performance 

 

Figure B.4. Rule editor for financial performance 
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Figure B.5. Rule editor for quality performance 
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APPENDIX C 

     In this Appendix, the Mamdani Fuzzy Inference Systems (if – then) rules are 

presented. The output values are obtaining based on the allocated rules to the modules 

and the output membership function. Since the algorithm of defining the rules are the 

same for all FIS modules, only the rules for Phase I, II and III of the economic 

dimensions are provided as an example. 

C.1. Measuring reliability performance using mamdani FIS if-then rules 

1. If (customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative. 
2. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
3. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
4. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
5. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
6. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
7. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
8. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
9. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
10. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
11. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
12. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
13. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast 
is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
14. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast 
is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
15. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast 
is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
16. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Negative) then (Reliability 
Performance is Negative)  
17. If (Customer Service is Negative) and (Suppliers Service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
18. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
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19. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
20. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)                            
21. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
22. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
23. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
24. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
25. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
26. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
27. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
28. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
29. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is 
Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
30. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is 
Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
31. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is 
Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
32. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance 
is Negative)  
33. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
34. If (Customer Service is Negative) and (Suppliers Service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
35. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
36. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
37. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
38. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
39. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
40. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
41. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
42. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
43. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
44. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
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45. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is 
Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
46. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is 
Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
47. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is 
Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
48. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Suppliers service is Positive) then (Reliability Performance 
is Neutral)  
49. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is Negative) and (Reliability of 
Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
50. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is Negative) and (Reliability of 
Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
51. If (Customer Service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is Negative) and (Reliability of 
Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
52. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is Negative) then (Reliability 
Performance is Negative)  
53. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast 
is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
54. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast 
is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
55. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast 
is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
56. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is Neutral) then (Reliability 
Performance is Negative)  
57. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is Positive) and (Reliability of 
Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
58. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is Positive) and (Reliability of 
Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
59. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is Positive) and (Reliability of 
Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
60. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is Positive) then (Reliability 
Performance is Neutral)  
61. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability 
Performance is Negative)  
62. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability 
Performance is Negative)  
63. If (Customer service is Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability 
Performance is Neutral)  
64. If (Customer service is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
65. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
66. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
67. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
68. If (Customer Service is Neutral) and (Suppliers Service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
69. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
70. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
71. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
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72. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
73. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
74. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
75. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
76. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers Service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
77. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast is 
Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
78. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast is 
Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
79. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast is 
Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
80. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Negative) then (Reliability Performance 
is Negative)  
81. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
82. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
83. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
84. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
85. If (Customer Service is Neutral) and (Suppliers Service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
86. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
87. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
88. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
89. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
90. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
91. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
92. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
93. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is 
Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
94. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is 
Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
95. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is 
Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
96. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is 
Neutral)  
97. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
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98. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
99. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
100. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
101. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
102. If (Customer Service is Neutral) and (Suppliers Service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
103. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)   
104. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
105. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
106. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
107. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
108. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
109. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is 
Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
110. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is 
Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
111. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is 
Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
112. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Suppliers service is Positive) then (Reliability Performance 
is Positive)  
113. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is Negative) and (Reliability of 
Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
114. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is Negative) and (Reliability of 
Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
115. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is Negative) and (Reliability of 
Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
116. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is Negative) then (Reliability 
Performance is Negative)  
117. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast 
is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
118. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast 
is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
119. If (Customer Service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast 
is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
120. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is Neutral) then (Reliability 
Performance is Neutral)   
121. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is Positive) and (Reliability of 
Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
122. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is Positive) and (Reliability of 
Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
123. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is Positive) and (Reliability of 
Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
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124. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is Positive) then (Reliability 
Performance is Positive)  
125. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability 
Performance is Negative)  
126. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability 
Performance is Neutral)  
127. If (Customer service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability 
Performance is Positive)  
128. If (Customer service is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
129. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
130. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
131. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
132. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
133. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
134. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
135. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
136. If (Customer Service is Positive) and (Suppliers Service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
137. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
138. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
139. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive) 140. If 
(Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
140. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
141. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast 
is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
142. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast 
is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
143. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast 
is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
144. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Negative) then (Reliability 
Performance is Neutral)  
145. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
146. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
147. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
148. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
149. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
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150. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
151. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
152. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
153. If (Customer Service is Positive) and (Suppliers Service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
154. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Positive) 
155. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
156. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
157. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is 
Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
158. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is 
Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
159. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is 
Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
160. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance 
is Positive)  
161. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
162. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
163. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
164. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
165. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
166. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
167. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
168. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
169. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
170. If (Customer Service is Positive) and (Suppliers Service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
171. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive) 
172. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is 
Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
173. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is 
Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
174. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is 
Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
175. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is 
Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
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176. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Suppliers service is Positive) then (Reliability Performance 
is Positive)  
177. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is Negative) and (Reliability of 
Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
178. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is Negative) and (Reliability of 
Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
179. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is Negative) and (Reliability of 
Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
180. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is Negative) then (Reliability 
Performance is Neutral)  
181. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is Neutral) and (Reliability of 
Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
182. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is Neutral) and (Reliability of 
Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
183. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is Neutral) and (Reliability of 
Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
184. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is Neutral) then (Reliability 
Performance is Positive)  
185. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is Positive) and (Reliability of 
Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
186. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is Positive) and (Reliability of 
Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
187. If (Customer Service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is Positive) and (Reliability of 
Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
188. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is Positive) then (Reliability 
Performance is Positive)  
189. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability 
Performance is Neutral)  
190. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability 
Performance is Positive)  
191. If (Customer service is Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability 
Performance is Positive)  
192. If (Customer service is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
193. If (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is Negative) and (Reliability of 
Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
194. If (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is Negative) and (Reliability of 
Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
195. If (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is Negative) and (Reliability of 
Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
196. If (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is Negative) then (Reliability 
Performance is Negative)  
197. If (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is Neutral) and (Reliability of 
Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
198. If (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is Neutral) and (Reliability of 
Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
199. If (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is Neutral) and (Reliability of 
Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
200. If (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is Neutral) then (Reliability 
Performance is Negative)  
201. If (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is Positive) and (Reliability of 
Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
202. If (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is Positive) and (Reliability of 
Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
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203. If (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is Positive) and (Reliability of 
Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
204. If (Suppliers Service is Negative) and (Reliability of Stocks is Positive) then (Reliability 
Performance is Neutral)  
205. If (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability 
Performance is Negative)      
206. If (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability 
Performance is Negative)  
207. If (Suppliers service is Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability 
Performance is Neutral)  
208. If (Suppliers service is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
209. If (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is Negative) and (Reliability of 
Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
210. If (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is Negative) and (Reliability of 
Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
211. If (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is Negative) and (Reliability of 
Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
212. If (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is Negative) then (Reliability 
Performance is Negative)  
213. If (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast 
is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
214. If (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast 
is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
215. If (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast 
is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
216. If (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is Neutral) then (Reliability 
Performance is Neutral)  
217. If (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast 
is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
218. If (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast 
is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
219. If (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast 
is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
220. If (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Stocks is Positive) then (Reliability 
Performance is Positive)  
221. If (Suppliers Service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability 
Performance is Negative)  
222 If (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability 
Performance is Neutral)  
223. If (Suppliers service is Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability 
Performance is Positive)  
224. If (Suppliers service is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
225. If (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is Negative) and (Reliability of 
Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
226. If (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is Negative) and (Reliability of 
Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
227. If (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is Negative) and (Reliability of 
Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
228. If (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is Negative) then (Reliability 
Performance is Neutral)  
229. If (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast 
is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
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230. If (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast 
is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
231. If (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast 
is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
232. If (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is Neutral) then (Reliability 
Performance is Positive)  
233. If (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is Positive) and (Reliability of 
Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
234. If (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is Positive) and (Reliability of 
Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
235. If (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is Positive) and (Reliability of 
Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive) 
236. If (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Stocks is Positive) then (Reliability 
Performance is Positive)  
237. If (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability 
Performance is Neutral)  
238. If (Suppliers Service is Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability 
Performance is Positive) 
239. If (Suppliers service is Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability 
Performance is Positive)  
240. If (Suppliers service is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
241. If (Reliability of Stocks is Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability 
Performance is Negative)  
242. If (Reliability of Stocks is Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability 
Performance is Negative)  
243. If (Reliability of Stocks is Negative) and (Reliability of Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability 
Performance is Neutral)  
244. If (Reliability of Stocks is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
245. If (Reliability of Stocks is Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability 
Performance is Negative)  
246. If (Reliability of Stocks is Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability 
Performance is Neutral)  
247. If (Reliability of Stocks is Neutral) and (Reliability of Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability 
Performance is Positive)  
248. If (Reliability of Stocks is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
249. If (Reliability of Stocks is Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability 
Performance is Neutral)  
250. If (Reliability of Stocks is Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability 
Performance is Positive)  
251. If (Reliability of Stocks is Positive) and (Reliability of Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability 
Performance is Positive)  
252. If (Reliability of Stocks is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
253. If (Reliability of Forecast is Negative) then (Reliability Performance is Negative)  
254. If (Reliability of Forecast is Neutral) then (Reliability Performance is Neutral)  
255. If (Reliability of Forecast is Positive) then (Reliability Performance is Positive)  
 
C.2. Measuring responsiveness performance 1 using mamdani FIS if-then rules 
1. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Source 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Production responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)   
2. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Source 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Production responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
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3. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Source 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Production responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
4. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Source 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
5. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Source 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
6. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Source 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
7. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Source 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
8. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Source 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
9. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Source 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Production responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
10. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Source 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Production responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
11. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Source 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Production responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
12. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Source 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
13. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Production 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
14. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Production 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
15. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Production 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
16. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
17. If (Design Responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase Responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source 
Responsiveness is Negative) and (Production Responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness 
Performance 1 is Negative)  
18. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Production responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)                                       
19. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Production responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)   
20. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)                                                                                 
21. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)   
22. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
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23. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)   
24. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
25. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Production responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)   
26. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Production responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
27. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Production responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)   
28. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
29. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
30. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
31. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
32. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
33. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Source 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Production responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)   
34. If (Design Responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase Responsiveness is Positive) and (Source 
Responsiveness is Negative) and (Production Responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness 
Performance 1 is Negative)  
35. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Source 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Production responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
36. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Source 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
37. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Source 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
38. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Source 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
39. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Source 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
40. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Source 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
41. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Source 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Production responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
42. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Source 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Production responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
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43. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Source 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Production responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
44. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Source 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
45. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Production 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
46. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Production 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
47. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Production 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
48. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
49. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Source responsiveness is Negative) and (Production 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
50. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Source responsiveness is Negative) and (Production 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
51. If (Design Responsiveness is Negative) and (Source Responsiveness is Negative) and (Production 
Responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness Performance 1 is Negative)  
52. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Source responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
53. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Source responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
54. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Source responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
55. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Source responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
56. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Source responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
57. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Source responsiveness is Positive) and (Production 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
58. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Source responsiveness is Positive) and (Production 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
59. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Source responsiveness is Positive) and (Production 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
60. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Source responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
61. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Production responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
62. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Production responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
63. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) and (Production responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
64. If (Design responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
65. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Source 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Production responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
66. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Source 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Production responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
67. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Source 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Production responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
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68. If (Design Responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase Responsiveness is Negative) and (Source 
Responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness Performance 1 is Negative)  
69. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Source 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)                                     
70. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Source 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
71. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Source 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)   
72. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Source 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
73. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Source 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Production responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)   
74. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Source 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Production responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)                                       
75. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Source 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Production responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)   
76. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Source 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
77. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Production 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
78. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Production 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
79. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Production 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
80. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
81. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Production responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)   
82. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Production responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
83. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Production responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)   
84. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
85. If (Design Responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase Responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source 
Responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production Responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness 
Performance 1 is Negative)  
86. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
87. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
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88. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
89. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Production responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
90. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Production responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
91. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Production responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
92. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
93. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
94. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
95. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
96. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
97. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Source 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Production responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
98. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Source 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Production responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
99. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Source 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Production responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
100. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Source 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
101. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Source 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
102. If Design n Responsiveness is Neutral and Purchase Responsiveness is Positive and Source 
Responsiveness is Neutral and Production Responsiveness is Neutral then Responsiveness 
Performance 1 is Positive 
103. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Source 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
104. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Source 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
105. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Source 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Production responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
106. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Source 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Production responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
107. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Source 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Production responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
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108. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Source 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
109. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Production 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
110. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Production 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
111. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Production 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
112. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
113. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source responsiveness is Negative) and (Production 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
114. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source responsiveness is Negative) and (Production 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
115. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source responsiveness is Negative) and (Production 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
116. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
117. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
118. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
119. If (Design Responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source Responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production 
Responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness Performance 1 is Positive)  
120. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)                                                                                                                           
121. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source responsiveness is Positive) and (Production 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
122. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source responsiveness is Positive) and (Production 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
123. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source responsiveness is Positive) and (Production 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
124. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
125. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
126. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
127. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
128. If (Design responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)                                                                                                                                                                 
129. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Source 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Production responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)   
130. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Source 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Production responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
131. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Source 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Production responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)   
132. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Source 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
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133. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Source 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)   
134. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Source 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
135. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Source 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)   
136. If (Design Responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase Responsiveness is Negative) and (Source 
Responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness Performance 1 is Neutral)                                                                               
137. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Source 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Production responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)                                      
138. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase Responsiveness is Negative) and (Source 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Production responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)   
139. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase Responsiveness is Negative) and (Source 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Production responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)   
140. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase Responsiveness is Negative) and (Source 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
141. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase Responsiveness is Negative) and 
(Production responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
142. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase Responsiveness is Negative) and 
(Production responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
143. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase Responsiveness is Negative) and 
(Production responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
144. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase Responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
145. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase Responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Production responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)   
146. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase Responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Production responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
147. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase Responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Production responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)   
148. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase Responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
149. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase Responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)   
150. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase Responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)   
151. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase Responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)   
152. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase Responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
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153. If (Design Responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase Responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source 
Responsiveness is Positive) and (Production Responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness 
Performance 1 is Positive)                                     
154. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase Responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Production responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)                                        
155. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase Responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Production responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)   
156. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase Responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
157. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase Responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
158. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase Responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
159. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase Responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
160. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase Responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
161. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase Responsiveness is Positive) and (Source 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Production responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)   
162. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase Responsiveness is Positive) and (Source 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Production responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)   
163. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase Responsiveness is Positive) and (Source 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Production responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)   
164. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase Responsiveness is Positive) and (Source 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
165. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase Responsiveness is Positive) and (Source 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)   
166. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase Responsiveness is Positive) and (Source 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)   
167. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase Responsiveness is Positive) and (Source 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)   
168. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase Responsiveness is Positive) and (Source 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
169. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase Responsiveness is Positive) and (Source 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Production responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)   
170. If (Design Responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase Responsiveness is Positive) and (Source 
Responsiveness is Positive) and (Production Responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness 
Performance 1 is Positive)  
171. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Source 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Production responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness 
Performance_1 is Positive) 172. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase responsiveness 
is Positive) and (Source responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
172. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Source 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
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173. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Production 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
174. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Production 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
175. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Production 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
176. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
177. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Source responsiveness is Negative) and (Production 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
178. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Source responsiveness is Negative) and (Production 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
179. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Source responsiveness is Negative) and (Production 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
180. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Source responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
181. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Source responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
182. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Source responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
183. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Source responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
184. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Source responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
185. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Source responsiveness is Positive) and (Production 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
186. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Source responsiveness is Positive) and (Production 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
187. If (Design Responsiveness is Positive) and (Source Responsiveness is Positive) and (Production 
Responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness Performance 1 is Positive)  
188. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Source responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)      
189. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Production responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
190. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Production responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
191. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) and (Production responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
192. If (Design responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
193. If (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Source responsiveness is Negative) and 
(Production responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
194. If (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Source responsiveness is Negative) and 
(Production responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
195. If (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Source responsiveness is Negative) and 
(Production responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
196. If (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Source responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
197. If (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Source responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
198. If (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Source responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
199. If (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Source responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
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200. If (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Source responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
201. If (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Source responsiveness is Positive) and (Production 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
202. If (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Source responsiveness is Positive) and (Production 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
203. If (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Source responsiveness is Positive) and (Production 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
204. If (Purchase Responsiveness is Negative) and (Source Responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness Performance 1 is Neutral)  
205. If (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Production responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
206. If (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Production responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
207. If (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) and (Production responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
208. If (Purchase responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
209. If (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source responsiveness is Negative) and (Production 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
210. If (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source responsiveness is Negative) and (Production 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
211. If (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source responsiveness is Negative) and (Production 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
212. If (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
213. If (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
214. If (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
215. If (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
216. If (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
217. If (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source responsiveness is Positive) and (Production 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
218. If (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source responsiveness is Positive) and (Production 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
219. If (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source responsiveness is Positive) and (Production 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
220. If (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) and (Source responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
221. If (Purchase Responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production Responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness Performance 1 is Negative)    
222 If (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)       
223. If (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
224. If (Purchase responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
225. If (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Source responsiveness is Negative) and (Production 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
226. If (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Source responsiveness is Negative) and (Production 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
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227. If (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Source responsiveness is Negative) and (Production 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
228. If (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Source responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
229. If (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Source responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
230. If (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Source responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
231. If (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Source responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
232. If (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Source responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
233. If (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Source responsiveness is Positive) and (Production 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
234. If (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Source responsiveness is Positive) and (Production 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
235. If (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Source responsiveness is Positive) and (Production 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
236. If (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Source responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
237. If (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Production responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
238. If (Purchase Responsiveness is Positive) and (Production Responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness Performance 1 is Positive)   
239. If (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) and (Production responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive) 240. If (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
240. If (Purchase responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
241. If (Source responsiveness is Negative) and (Production responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
242. If (Source responsiveness is Negative) and (Production responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
243. If (Source responsiveness is Negative) and (Production responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
244. If (Source responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
245. If (Source responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
246. If (Source responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
247. If (Source responsiveness is Neutral) and (Production responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
248. If (Source responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
249. If (Source responsiveness is Positive) and (Production responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
250. If (Source responsiveness is Positive) and (Production responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
251. If (Source responsiveness is Positive) and (Production responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
252. If (Source responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Positive)  
253. If (Production responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Negative)  
254. If (Production responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_1 is Neutral)  
255. If (Production Responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness Performance 1 is Positive)  
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C.3. Measuring responsiveness performance 2 using mamdani FIS if-then rules 
1. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness is Negative) and (Return 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
2. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness is Negative) and (Return 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
3. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness is Negative) and (Return 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
4. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness is Negative) and (Return 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
S. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness is Negative) and (Return 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
6. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness is Negative) and (Return 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
7. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness is Negative) and (Return 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
8. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness is Negative) and (Return 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
9. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness is Negative) and (Return 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
10. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness is Negative) and (Return 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
11. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness is Negative) and (Return 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
12. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness is Negative) and (Return 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
13. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
14. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
15. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
16. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
17. If (Delivery Responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell Responsiveness is Neutral) and (Return 
Responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply Chain Responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness 
Performance 2 is Negative)   
18. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness   is Neutral) and (Return 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)                                                 
19. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness   is Neutral) and (Return 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)   
20. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness   is Neutral) and (Return 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
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21. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness   is Neutral) and (Return 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)   
22. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness   is Neutral) and (Return 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
23. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness   is Neutral) and (Return 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)   
24. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness   is Neutral) and (Return 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
25. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness   is Neutral) and (Return 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)   
26. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness   is Neutral) and (Return 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
27. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness   is Neutral) and (Return 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)   
28. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness   is Neutral) and (Return 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
29. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness   is Neutral) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
30. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness   is Neutral) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
31. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness   is Neutral) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
32. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness   is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
33. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness   is Positive) and (Return 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)   
34. If (Delivery Responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell Responsiveness   is Positive) and (Return 
Responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply Chain Responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness 
Performance 2 is Negative)  
35. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Return 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
36. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Return 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
37. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Return 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
38. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Return 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)     • 
39. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Return 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
40. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Return 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
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41. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Return 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
42. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Return 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
43. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Return 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
44. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Return 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
45. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
46. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
47. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
48. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Sell responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
49. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Return responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply 
chain responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
50. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Return responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply 
chain responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
51. If (Delivery Responsiveness is Negative) and (Return Responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply 
Chain Responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness Performance 2 is Negative)                                       
52. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Return responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
53. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Return responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
54. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Return responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
55. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Return responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
56. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Return responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
57. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Return responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
58. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Return responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
59. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Return responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
60. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Return responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
61. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
62. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
63. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
64. If (Delivery responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
65. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell_ Responsiveness is Negative) and (Return 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
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66. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell_ Responsiveness is Negative) and (Return 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
67. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell responsiveness is Negative) and (Return 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
68. If (Delivery Responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell Responsiveness is Negative) and (Return 
Responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness Performance 2 is Negative)  
69. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell responsiveness   is Negative) and (Return 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)   
70. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell responsiveness   is Negative) and (Return 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
71. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell responsiveness   is Negative) and (Return 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)   
72. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell responsiveness   is Negative) and (Return 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
73. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell responsiveness   is Negative) and (Return 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)   
74. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell responsiveness   is Negative) and (Return 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
75. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell responsiveness   is Negative) and (Return 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)   
76. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell responsiveness   is Negative) and (Return 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
77. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell responsiveness   is Negative) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
78. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell responsiveness   is Negative) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
79. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell responsiveness   is Negative) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
80. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell responsiveness   is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
81. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell responsiveness   is Neutral) and (Return 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)   
82. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell responsiveness   is Neutral) and (Return 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
83. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell responsiveness   is Neutral) and (Return 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)   
84. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell responsiveness   is Neutral) and (Return 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
85. If (Delivery Responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell Responsiveness   is Neutral) and (Return 
Responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply Chain Responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness 
Performance 2 is Negative)  
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86. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell responsiveness is Neutral) and (Return 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
87. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell responsiveness is Neutral) and (Return 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
88. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell responsiveness is Neutral) and (Return 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
89. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell responsiveness is Neutral) and (Return 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
90. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell responsiveness is Neutral) and (Return 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
91. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell responsiveness is Neutral) and (Return 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
92. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell responsiveness is Neutral) and (Return 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
93. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
94. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
95. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
96. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
97. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Return 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative) 98. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Return responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain responsiveness 
is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
98. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Return 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
99. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Return 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
100. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Return 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
101. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Return 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
102. If (Delivery Responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell Responsiveness is Positive) and (Return 
Responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply Chain Responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness 
Performance 2 is Positive)  
103. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Return 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
104. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Return 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
105. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Return 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Negative) then 
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(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive) 106. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Return responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain responsiveness 
is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
106. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Return 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
107. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Return 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
108. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Return 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
109. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
110. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply Chain 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
111. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply Chain 
Responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
112. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Sell responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
113. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Return responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply 
chain responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
114. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Return responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply 
chain responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
115. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Return responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply 
chain responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
116. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Return responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
117. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Return responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
118. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Return responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
119. If (Delivery Responsiveness is Neutral) and (Return Responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply 
Chain Responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness Performance 2 is Positive)  
120. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Return responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
121. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Return responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
122. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Return responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
123. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Return responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
124. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Return responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
125. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
126. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
127. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
128. If (Delivery responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
129. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness is Negative) and (Return 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
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130. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness is Negative) and (Return 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
131. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness is Negative) and (Return 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
132. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness is Negative) and (Return 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
133. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness is Negative) and (Return 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
134. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness is Negative) and (Return 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
135. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness is Negative) and (Return 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
136. If (Delivery Responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell Responsiveness is Negative) and (Return 
Responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness Performance 2 is Neutral)  
137. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness   is Negative) and (Return 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)   
138. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness   is Negative) and (Return 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)   
139. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness   is Negative) and (Return 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)   
140. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness   is Negative) and (Return 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
141. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness   is Negative) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
142. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness   is Negative) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
143. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness   is Negative) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
144. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness   is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
145. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness   is Neutral) and (Return 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)   
146. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness   is Neutral) and (Return 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
147. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness   is Neutral) and (Return 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)   
148. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness   is Neutral) and (Return 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
149. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness   is Neutral) and (Return 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)   
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150. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness   is Neutral) and (Return 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)   
151. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness   is Neutral) and (Return 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)   
152. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness   is Neutral) and (Return 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
153. If (Delivery Responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell Responsiveness   is Neutral) and (Return 
Responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply Chain Responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness 
Performance 2 is Positive)  
154. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness   is Neutral) and (Return 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)   
155. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness   is Neutral) and (Return 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)   
156. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness   is Neutral) and (Return 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
157. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness   is Neutral) and (Supply Chain 
Responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
158. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness   is Neutral) and (Supply Chain 
Responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
159. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness   is Neutral) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
160. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness   is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
161. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness   is Positive) and (Return 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)   
162. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness   is Positive) and (Return 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)   
163. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness   is Positive) and (Return 
responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)   
164. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness   is Positive) and (Return 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
165. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness   is Positive) and (Return 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)   
166. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness   is Positive) and (Return 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)   
167. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness   is Positive) and (Return 
responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)   
168. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness   is Positive) and (Return 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
169. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness   is Positive) and (Return 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)   
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170. If (Delivery Responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell Responsiveness   is Positive) and (Return 
Responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply Chain Responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness 
Performance 2 is Positive)  
171. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Return 
responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness 
Performance_2 is Positive) 172. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness is 
Positive) and (Return responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
172. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Return 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
173. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
174. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
175. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
176. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Sell responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
177. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Return responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply 
chain responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
178. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Return responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply 
chain responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
179. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Return responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply 
chain responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
180. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Return responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
181. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Return responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
182. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Return responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
183. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Return responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
184. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Return responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
185. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Return responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply 
chain responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
186. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Return responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply 
chain responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
187. If (Delivery Responsiveness is Positive) and (Return Responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply 
Chain Responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness Performance 2 is Positive)  
188. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Return responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
189. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
190. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
191. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
192. If (Delivery responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
193. If (Sell responsiveness is Negative) and (Return responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
194. If (Sell responsiveness is Negative) and (Return responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
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195. If (Sell responsiveness is Negative) and (Return responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
196. If (Sell responsiveness is Negative) and (Return responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
197. If (Sell responsiveness is Negative) and (Return responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
198. If (Sell responsiveness is Negative) and (Return responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
199. If (Sell responsiveness is Negative) and (Return responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
200. If (Sell responsiveness is Negative) and (Return responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
201. If (Sell responsiveness is Negative) and (Return responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
202. If (Sell responsiveness is Negative) and (Return responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
203. If (Sell responsiveness is Negative) and (Return responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
204. If (Sell Responsiveness is Negative) and (Return Responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness Performance 2 is Neutral)   
205. If (Sell responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
206. If (Sell responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
207. If (Sell responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
208. If (Sell responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
209. If (Sell responsiveness is Neutral) and (Return responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
210. If (Sell responsiveness is Neutral) and (Return responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply Chain 
Responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
211. If (Sell responsiveness is Neutral) and (Return responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply Chain 
Responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
212. If (Sell responsiveness is Neutral) and (Return responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
213. If (Sell responsiveness is Neutral) and (Return responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
214. If (Sell responsiveness is Neutral) and (Return responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
215. If (Sell responsiveness is Neutral) and (Return responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
216. If (Sell responsiveness is Neutral) and (Return responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
217. If (Sell responsiveness is Neutral) and (Return responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
218. If (Sell responsiveness is Neutral) and (Return responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
219. If (Sell responsiveness is Neutral) and (Return responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
220. If (Sell responsiveness is Neutral) and (Return responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
221. If (Sell Responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply Chain Responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness Performance 2 is Negative)  
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222 If (Sell responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
223. If (Sell responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
224. If (Sell responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
225. If (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Return responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
226. If (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Return responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
227. If (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Return responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
228. If (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Return responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
229. If (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Return responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply Chain 
Responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
230. If (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Return responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
231. If (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Return responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
232. If (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Return responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
233. If (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Return responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
234. If (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Return responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
235. If (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Return responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain 
responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
236. If (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Return responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
237. If (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
238. If (Sell Responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply Chain Responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness Performance 2 is Positive)  
239. If (Sell responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
240. If (Sell_ Responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
241. If (Return responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative) 242. If (Return responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply 
chain responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
242. If (Return responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
243. If (Return responsiveness is Negative) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
244. If (Return responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
245. If (Return responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
246. If (Return responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
247. If (Return responsiveness is Neutral) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
248. If (Return responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
249. If (Return responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Negative) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
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250. If (Return responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
251. If (Return responsiveness is Positive) and (Supply chain responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive) 252. If (Return responsiveness is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
252. If (Return responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Positive)  
253. If (Supply chain responsiveness is Negative) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Negative)  
254. If (Supply chain responsiveness is Neutral) then (Responsiveness_Performance_2 is Neutral)  
255. If (Supply Chain Responsiveness is Positive) then (Responsiveness Performance 2 is Positive)  
 
C.4. Measuring responsiveness performance using mamdani FIS if-then rules 
1. If (Responsiveness performance_1 is Negative) and (Responsiveness performance_2 is Negative) 
then (Responsiveness performance is Negative)  
2. If (Responsiveness performance_1 is Negative) and (Responsiveness performance_2 is Neutral) 
then (Responsiveness performance is Negative)  
3. If (Responsiveness performance_1 is Negative) and (Responsiveness performance_2 is Positive) 
then (Responsiveness performance is Neutral)  
4. If (Responsiveness performance_1 is Negative) then (Responsiveness performance is Negative)  
5. If (Responsiveness performance_1 is Neutral) and (Responsiveness performance_2 is Negative) 
then (Responsiveness performance is Negative)  
6. If (Responsiveness performance_1 is Neutral) and (Responsiveness performance_2 is Neutral) then 
(Responsiveness performance is Neutral)  
7. If (Responsiveness performance_1 is Neutral) and (Responsiveness performance_2 is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness performance is Positive)  
8. If (Responsiveness performance_1 is Neutral) then (Responsiveness performance is Neutral)  
9. If (Responsiveness performance_1 is Positive) and (Responsiveness performance_2 is Negative) 
then (Responsiveness performance is Neutral)  
10. If (Responsiveness performance_1 is Positive) and (Responsiveness performance_2 is Neutral) 
then (Responsiveness performance is Positive)  
11. If (Responsiveness performance_1 is Positive) and (Responsiveness performance_2 is Positive) 
then (Responsiveness performance is Positive) 12. If (Responsiveness performance_1 is Positive) then 
(Responsiveness performance is Positive)  
12. If (Responsiveness performance_1 is Positive) then (Responsiveness performance is Positive)  
13. If (Responsiveness performance_2 is Negative) then (Responsiveness performance is Negative)  
14. If (Responsiveness performance_2 is Neutral) then (Responsiveness performance is Neutral)  
15. If (Responsiveness performance_2 is Positive) then (Responsiveness performance is Positive)  
 
C.5. Measuring flexibility performance using mamdani FIS if-then rules 
1. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility 
is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
2. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility 
is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
3. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility 
is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
4. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility 
is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
5. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility 
is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
6. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility 
is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
7. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility 
is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
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8. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility 
is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
9. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility 
is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
10. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility 
is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
11. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility 
is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
12. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility 
is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
13. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility is 
Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
14. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply Flexibility is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility 
is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
15. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility is 
Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
16. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility 
performance is Negative)  
17. If (Suppliers Flexibility is Negative) and (Supply Flexibility is Neutral) and (Production 
Flexibility is Negative) and (Delivery Flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility Performance is 
Negative)  
18. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility 
is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
19. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility 
is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
20. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility 
is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
21. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility 
is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
22. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility 
is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
23. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility 
is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
24. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility 
is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
25. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility 
is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
26. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility 
is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
27. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility 
is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
28. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility 
is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
29. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is 
Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
30. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is 
Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
31. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is 
Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
32. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility 
performance is Negative)  
33. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility 
is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
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34. If Suppliers Flexibility is Negative) and (Supply Flexibility is Positive) and (Production Flexibility 
is Negative) and (Delivery Flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility Performance is Negative)  
35. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility 
is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
36. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility 
is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
37. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility 
is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
38. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility 
is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
39. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility 
is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
40. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility 
is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
41. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility 
is Positive) and (Delivery Flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
42. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility 
is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
43. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility 
is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
44. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility 
is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
45. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility is 
Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
46. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility is 
Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
47. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility is 
Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
48. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility 
performance is Neutral)  
49. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility is Negative) and (Delivery 
flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
50. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility is Negative) and (Delivery 
flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
51. If (Suppliers Flexibility is Negative) and (Production Flexibility is Negative) and (Delivery 
Flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility Performance is Negative)  
52. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility 
performance is Negative)  
53. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility is Neutral) and (Delivery 
flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
54. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility is Neutral) and (Delivery 
flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
55. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility is Neutral) and (Delivery 
flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
56. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility 
performance is Negative)  
57. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility is Positive) and (Delivery 
flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
58. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility is Positive) and (Delivery 
flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
59. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility is Positive) and (Delivery 
flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
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60. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility 
performance is Neutral)  
61. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility 
performance is Negative)  
62. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility 
performance is Negative)  
63. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility 
performance is Neutral)  
64. If (Suppliers flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
65. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility 
is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
66. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility 
is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
67. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility 
is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
68. If (Suppliers Flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply Flexibility is Negative) and (Production 
Flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility Performance is Negative)  
69. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility 
is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
70. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility 
is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
71. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility 
is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
72. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility 
is Neutral) then (Flexibility Performance is Negative)  
73. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility 
is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
74. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply Flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility 
is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility Performance is Neutral)  
75. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility 
is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
76. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility 
is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
77. If (Supplier flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility is 
Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
78. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility is 
Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
79. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility is 
Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
80. If (Supplier flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility 
performance is Negative)  
81. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility is 
Negative) and (Delivery flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
82. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility is 
Negative) and (Delivery flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
83. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility is 
Negative) and (Delivery flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
84. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility is 
Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
85. If (Suppliers Flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply Flexibility is Neutral) and (Production Flexibility 
is Neutral) and (Delivery Flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility Performance is Negative)   
86. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility is 
Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
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87. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility is 
Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
88. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility is 
Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
89. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility is 
Positive) and (Delivery flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
90. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility is 
Positive) and (Delivery flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
91. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility is 
Positive) and (Delivery flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
92. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production Flexibility is 
Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
93. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is 
Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
94. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is 
Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
95. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is 
Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
96. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance 
is Neutral)  
97. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility is 
Negative) and (Delivery flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
98. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility is 
Negative) and (Delivery flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
99. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility is 
Negative) and (Delivery flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)   
100. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility 
is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
101. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility 
is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
102. If (Suppliers Flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply Flexibility is Positive) and (Production 
Flexibility is Neutral) and (Delivery Flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility Performance is Positive)   
103. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility 
is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
104. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility 
is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
105. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility 
is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
106. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility 
is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
107. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility 
is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
108. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility 
is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
109. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility is 
Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
110. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility is 
Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
111. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility is 
Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
112. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility 
performance is Positive)  
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113. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility is Negative) and (Delivery 
flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
114. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility is Negative) and (Delivery 
flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
115. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility is Negative) and (Delivery 
flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
116. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility 
performance is Negative)  
117. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility 
is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
118. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility 
is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
119. If (Suppliers Flexibility is Neutral) and (Production Flexibility is Neutral) and (Delivery 
Flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility Performance is Positive)  
120. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility 
performance is Neutral)  
121. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility is Positive) and (Delivery 
flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
122. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility is Positive) and (Delivery 
flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
123. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility is Positive) and (Delivery 
flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
124. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility 
performance is Positive)  
125. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility 
performance is Negative)  
126. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility 
performance is Neutral)  
127. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility 
performance is Positive)  
128. If (Suppliers flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
129. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production 
flexibility is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is 
Negative)  
130. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production 
flexibility is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
131. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production 
flexibility is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
132. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production 
flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
133. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production 
flexibility is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
134. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production 
flexibility is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
135. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production 
flexibility is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
136. If (Suppliers Flexibility is Positive) and (Supply Flexibility is Negative) and (Production 
Flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility Performance is Neutral)  
137. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production 
flexibility is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
138. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production 
flexibility is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
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139. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production 
flexibility is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive) 
140. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production 
flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
140. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production 
flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
141. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility 
is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
142. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility 
is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
143. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility 
is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
144. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility 
performance is Neutral)  
145. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility 
is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
146. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility 
is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
147. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility 
is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
148. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility 
is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
149. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility 
is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
150. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility 
is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
151. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility 
is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
152. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility 
is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
153. If (Suppliers Flexibility is Positive) and (Supply Flexibility is Neutral) and (Production 
Flexibility is Positive) and (Delivery Flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility Performance is Positive)  
154. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility 
is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
155. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility 
is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
156. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility 
is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
157. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is 
Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
158. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is 
Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
159. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is 
Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
160. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility 
performance is Positive)  
161. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility 
is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
162. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility 
is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
163. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility 
is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
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164. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility 
is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
165. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility 
is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
166. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility 
is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
167. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility 
is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
168. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility 
is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
169. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility 
is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
170. If (Suppliers Flexibility is Positive) and (Supply Flexibility is Positive) and (Production 
Flexibility is Positive) and (Delivery Flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility Performance is Positive)  
171. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility 
is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive) 172. If 
(Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility is 
Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
172. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility 
is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
173. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility is 
Negative) then (flexibility performance is Positive)  
174. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility is 
Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
175. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility is 
Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
176. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Supply flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility 
performance is Positive)  
177. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility is Negative) and (Delivery 
flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
178. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility is Negative) and (Delivery 
flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
179. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility is Negative) and (Delivery 
flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
180. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility 
performance is Neutral)  
181. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility is Neutral) and (Delivery 
flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
182. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility is Neutral) and (Delivery 
flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
183. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility is Neutral) and (Delivery 
flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
184. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility 
performance is Positive)  
185. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility is Positive) and (Delivery 
flexibility is Negative) then (flexibility performance is Positive)  
186. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility is Positive) and (Delivery 
flexibility is Neutral) then (flexibility performance is Positive)  
187. If (Suppliers Flexibility is Positive) and (Production Flexibility is Positive) and (Delivery 
Flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility Performance is Positive)   
188. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility 
performance is Positive)  
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189. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility 
performance is Neutral)  
190. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility 
performance is Positive)  
191. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility 
performance is Positive)  
192. If (Suppliers flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
193. If (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility is Negative) and (Delivery 
flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
194. If (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility is Negative) and (Delivery 
flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
195. If (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility is Negative) and (Delivery 
flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
196. If (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility 
performance is Negative)  
197. If (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility 
is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
198. If (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility 
is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
199. If (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility 
is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
200. If (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility 
performance is Negative)  
201. If (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility 
is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
202. If (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility 
is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
203. If (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility 
is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
204. If (Supply Flexibility is Negative) and (Production flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility 
Performance is Neutral)  
205. If (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility 
performance is Negative)  
206. If (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility 
performance is Negative)  
207. If (Supply flexibility is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility 
performance is Neutral)  
208. If (Supply flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
209. If (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility 
is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
210. If (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility 
is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
211. If (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility 
is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
212. If (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility 
performance is Negative)  
213. If (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is 
Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
214. If (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production Flexibility is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility 
is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
215. If (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is 
Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
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216. If (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility 
performance is Neutral)  
217. If (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility 
is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
218. If (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility 
is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
219. If (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility 
is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
220. If (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Production flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility 
performance is Positive)  
221. If (Supply Flexibility is Neutral) and (Delivery Flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility 
Performance is Negative)  
222 If (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance 
is Neutral)  
223. If (Supply flexibility is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility 
performance is Positive)  
224. If (Supply Flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
225. If (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility 
is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
226. If (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility 
is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
227. If (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility 
is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
228. If (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production Flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility 
performance is Neutral)  
229. If (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility 
is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
230. If (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility 
is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
231. If (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibly is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is 
Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
232. If (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibly is Neutral) then (Flexibility 
performance is Positive)  
233. If (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility 
is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
234. If (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility 
is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
235. If (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production flexibility is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility 
is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
236. If (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Production Flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility 
performance is Positive)  
237. If (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility 
performance is Neutral)  
238. If (Supply Flexibility is Positive) and (Delivery Flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility 
Performance is Positive)  
239. If (Supply flexibility is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility 
performance is Positive)  
240. If (Supply flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
241. If (Production flexibility is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility 
performance is Negative) 242. If (Production flexibility is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility is 
Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
242. If (Production flexibility is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility 
performance is Negative)  
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243. If (Production flexibility is Negative) and (Delivery flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility 
performance is Neutral)  
244. If (Production flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
245. If (Production flexibility is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility 
performance is Negative)  
246. If (Production flexibility is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility 
performance is Neutral)  
247. If (Production flexibility is Neutral) and (Delivery flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility 
performance is Positive)  
248. If (Production flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
249. If (Production flexibility is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility 
performance is Neutral)  
250. If (Production flexibility is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility 
performance is Positive)  
251. If (Production flexibility is Positive) and (Delivery flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility 
performance is Positive)  
252. If (Production flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)  
253. If (Delivery flexibility is Negative) then (Flexibility performance is Negative)  
254. If (Delivery flexibility is Neutral) then (Flexibility performance is Neutral)  
255. If (Delivery flexibility is Positive) then (Flexibility performance is Positive)   
 
C.6. Measuring financial performance 1 using mamdani FIS if-then rules 
1. If (Design cost is Negative) and (Purchase cost is Negative) and (Source cost is Negative) then 
(Financial performance 1 is Negative)  
2. If (Design cost is Negative) and (Purchase cost is Negative) and (Source cost is Neutral) then 
(Financial performance 1 is Negative)  
3. If (Design cost is Negative) and (Purchase cost is Negative) and (Source cost is Positive) then 
(Financial performance 1 is Negative)  
4. If (Design cost is Negative) and (Purchase cost is Negative) then (Financial performance 1 is 
Negative)  
5. If (Design cost is Negative) and (Purchase cost is Neutral) and (Source cost is Negative) then 
(Financial performance 1 is Negative)  
6. If (Design cost is Negative) and (Purchase cost is Neutral) and (Source cost is Neutral) then 
(Financial performance 1 is Negative)  
7. If (Design cost is Negative) and (Purchase cost is Neutral) and (Source cost is Positive) then 
(Financial performance 1 is Neutral)  
8. If (Design cost is Negative) and (Purchase cost is Neutral) then (Financial performance 1 is 
Negative)  
9. If (Design cost is Negative) and (Purchase cost is Positive) and (Source cost is Negative) then 
(Financial performance 1 is Negative)  
10. If (Design cost is Negative) and (Purchase cost is Positive) and (Source cost is Neutral) then 
(Financial performance 1 is Neutral)  
11. If (Design cost is Negative) and (Purchase cost is Positive) and (Source cost is Positive) then 
(Financial performance 1 is Positive)  
12. If (Design cost is Negative) and (Purchase cost is Positive) then (Financial performance 1 is 
Neutral)  
13. If (Design cost is Negative) and (Source cost is Negative) then (Financial performance 1 is 
Negative)  
14. If (Design cost is Negative) and (Source cost is Neutral) then (Financial performance 1 is 
Negative)  
15. If (Design cost is Negative) and (Source cost is Positive) then (Financial performance 1 is Neutral)  
16. If (Design cost is Negative) then (Financial performance 1 is Negative)  
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17. If (Design Cost is Neutral) and (Purchase cost is Negative) and (Source cost is Negative) then 
(Financial performance 1 is Negative)  
18. If (Design cost is Neutral) and (Purchase cost is Negative) and (Source cost is Neutral) then 
(Financial performance 1 is Negative)  
19. If (Design cost is Neutral) and (Purchase cost is Negative) and (Source cost is Positive) then 
(Financial performance 1 is Neutral)  
20. If (Design cost is Neutral) and (Purchase cost is Negative) then (Financial performance 1 is 
Negative)  
21. If (Design cost is Neutral) and (Purchase cost is Neutral) and (Source cost is Negative) then 
(Financial performance 1 is Negative)  
22. If (Design cost is Neutral) and (Purchase cost is Neutral) and (Source cost is Neutral) then 
(Financial performance 1 is Neutral)  
23. If (Design cost is Neutral) and (Purchase cost is Neutral) and (Source cost is Positive) then 
(Financial performance 1 is Positive)  
24. If (Design cost is Neutral) and (Purchase cost is Neutral) then (Financial performance 1 is Neutral)  
25. If (Design cost is Neutral) and (Purchase cost is Positive) and (Source cost is Negative) then 
(Financial performance 1 is Neutral)  
26. If (Design cost is Neutral) and (Purchase cost is Positive) and (Source cost is Neutral) then 
(Financial performance 1 is Positive)  
27. If (Design cost is Neutral) and (Purchase cost is Positive) and (Source cost is Positive) then 
(Financial performance 1 is Positive)  
28. If (Design cost is Neutral) and (Purchase cost is Positive) then (Financial performance 1 is 
Positive)  
29. If (Design cost is Neutral) and (Source cost is Negative) then (Financial performance 1 is 
Negative)  
30. If (Design cost is Neutral) and (Source cost is Neutral) then (Financial performance 1 is Neutral)  
31. If (Design cost is Neutral) and (Source cost is Positive) then (Financial performance 1 is Positive)  
32. If (Design cost is Neutral) then (Financial performance 1 is Neutral)  
33. If (Design cost is Positive) and (Purchase cost is Negative) and (Source cost is Negative) then 
(Financial performance 1 is Negative)  
34. If (Design Cost is Positive) and (Purchase cost is Negative) and (Source cost is Neutral) then 
(Financial performance 1 is Neutral)  
35. If (Design cost is Positive) and (Purchase cost is Negative) and (Source cost is Positive) then 
(Financial performance 1 is Positive)  
36. If (Design cost is Positive) and (Purchase cost is Negative) then (Financial performance 1 is 
Neutral)  
37. If (Design cost is Positive) and (Purchase cost is Neutral) and (Source cost is Negative) then 
(Financial performance 1 is Neutral)  
38. If (Design cost is Positive) and (Purchase cost is Neutral) and (Source cost is Neutral) then 
(Financial performance 1 is Positive)  
39. If (Design cost is Positive) and (Purchase cost is Neutral) and (Source cost is Positive) then 
(Financial performance 1 is Positive)  
40. If (Design cost is Positive) and (Purchase cost is Neutral) then (Financial performance 1 is 
Positive)  
41. If (Design cost is Positive) and (Purchase cost is Positive) and (Source cost is Negative) then 
(Financial performance 1 is Positive)  
42. If (Design cost is Positive) and (Purchase cost is Positive) and (Source cost is Neutral) then 
(Financial performance 1 is Positive)  
43. If (Design cost is Positive) and (Purchase cost is Positive) and (Source cost is Positive) then 
(Financial performance 1 is Positive)  
44. If (Design cost is Positive) and (Purchase cost is Positive) then (Financial performance 1 is 
Positive)  
45. If (Design cost is Positive) and (Source cost is Negative) then (Financial performance 1 is Neutral)  
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46. If (Design cost is Positive) and (Source cost is Neutral) then (Financial performance 1 is Positive)  
47. If (Design cost is Positive) and (Source cost is Positive) then (Financial performance 1 is Positive)  
48. If (Design cost is Positive) then (Financial performance 1 is Positive)  
49. If (Purchase cost is Negative) and (Source cost is Negative) then (Financial performance 1 is 
Negative)  
50. If (Purchase cost is Negative) and (Source cost is Neutral) then (Financial performance 1 is 
Negative)  
51. If (Purchase cost is Negative) and (Source cost is Positive) then (Financial performance 1 is 
Neutral)  
52. If (Purchase cost is Negative) then (Financial performance 1 is Negative)  
53. If (Purchase cost is Neutral) and (Source cost is Negative) then (Financial performance 1 is 
Negative)  
54. If (Purchase cost is Neutral) and (Source cost is Neutral) then (Financial performance 1 is Neutral)  
55. If (Purchase cost is Neutral) and (Source cost is Positive) then (Financial performance 1 is 
Positive)  
56. If (Purchase cost is Neutral) then (Financial performance 1 is Neutral)  
57. If (Purchase cost is Positive) and (Source cost is Negative) then (Financial performance 1 is 
Neutral)  
58. If (Purchase cost is Positive) and (Source cost is Neutral) then (Financial performance 1 is 
Positive)  
59. If (Purchase cost is Positive) and (Source cost is Positive) then (Financial performance 1 is 
Positive)  
60. If (Purchase cost is Positive) then (Financial performance 1 is Positive)  
61. If (Source cost is Negative) then (Financial performance 1 is Negative)  
62. If (Source cost is Neutral) then (Financial performance 1 is Neutral)  
63. If (Source cost is Positive) then (Financial performance 1 is Positive)   
 
C.7. Measuring financial performance 2 using mamdani FIS if-then rules 
1. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Negative) and 
(Supply chain cost is Negative) then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)   
2. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Negative) and 
(Supply chain cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
3. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Negative) and 
(Supply chain cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
4. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Negative) then 
(Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
5. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Neutral) and 
(Supply chain cost is Negative) then (Financial performance 2 is Negative)  
6. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Neutral) and 
(Supply chain cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
7. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Neutral) and 
(Supply chain cost is Positive) then (Financial performance 2 is Negative)  
8. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Neutral) then 
(Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
9. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Positive) and 
(Supply chain cost is Negative) then (Financial performance 2 is Negative) 10. If (Production cost is 
Negative) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Positive) and (Supply chain cost is 
Neutral) then (Financial performance 2 is Negative)  
10. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Positive) and 
(Supply chain cost is Neutral) then (Financial performance 2 is Negative)  
11. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Positive) and 
(Supply chain cost is Positive) then (Financial performance 2 is Neutral)  
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12. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Positive) then 
(Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
13. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Supply chain cost is 
Negative) then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
14. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Supply chain cost is Neutral) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
15. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Supply chain cost is Positive) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
16. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Negative) then (Financial_performance_2 is 
Negative)  
17. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Negative) and 
(Supply Chain cost is Negative) then (Financial performance 2 is Negative)  
18. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Negative) and 
(Supply chain cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
19. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Negative) and 
(Supply chain cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
20. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Negative) then 
(Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
21. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Neutral) and 
(Supply chain cost is Negative) then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
22. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Neutral) and 
(Supply chain cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
23. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Neutral) and 
(Supply chain cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
24. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Neutral) then 
(Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
25. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Positive) and 
(Supply chain cost is Negative) then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
26. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Positive) and 
(Supply chain cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
27. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Positive) and 
(Supply chain cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
28. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Positive) then 
(Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
29. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Supply chain cost is Negative) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
30. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Supply chain cost is Neutral) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
31. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Supply chain cost is Positive) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
32. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is 
Negative)  
33. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Negative) and 
(Supply chain cost is Negative) then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
34. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Negative) and 
(Supply Chain cost is Neutral) then (Financial performance 2 is Negative)   
35. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Negative) and 
(Supply chain cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
36. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Negative) then 
(Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
37. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Neutral) and 
(Supply chain cost is Negative) then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
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38. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Neutral) and 
(Supply chain cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
39. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Neutral) and 
(Supply Chain cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
40. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Neutral) then 
(Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
41. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Positive) and 
(Supply chain cost is Negative) then (Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
42. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Positive) and 
(Supply chain cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
43. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Positive) and 
(Supply chain cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
44. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Positive) then 
(Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
45. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Supply chain cost is Negative) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
46. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Supply chain cost is Neutral) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
47. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Supply chain cost is Positive) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
48. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Delivery cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 is 
Neutral)  
49. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Negative) and (Supply chain cost is Negative) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
50. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Negative) and (Supply chain cost is Neutral) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
51. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Negative) and (Supply Chain cost is Positive) 
then (Financial performance 2 is Negative)  
52. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Negative) then (Financial_performance_2 is 
Negative)  
53. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Neutral) and (Supply chain cost is Negative) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
54. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Neutral) and (Supply chain cost is Neutral) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
55. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Neutral) and (Supply chain cost is Positive) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
56. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is 
Negative)  
57. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Positive) and (Supply chain cost is Negative) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
58. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Positive) and (Supply chain cost is Neutral) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
59. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Positive) and (Supply chain cost is Positive) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
60. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 is 
Neutral)  
61. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Supply chain cost is Negative) then 
(Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
62. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Supply chain cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 
is Negative)  
63. If (Production cost is Negative) and (Supply chain cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 
is Neutral)  
64. If (Production cost is Negative) then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
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65. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Negative) and 
(Supply chain cost is Negative) then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
66. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Negative) and 
(Supply chain cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
67. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Negative) and 
(Supply chain cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
68. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Negative) then 
(Financial performance 2 is Negative)  
69. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Neutral) and 
(Supply chain cost is Negative) then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
70. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Neutral) and 
(Supply chain cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
71. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Neutral) and 
(Supply chain cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
72. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Neutral) then 
(Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
73. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Positive) and 
(Supply chain cost is Negative) then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
74. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Positive) and 
(Supply chain cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
75. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Positive) and 
(Supply chain cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
76. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Positive) then 
(Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
77. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Supply chain cost is Negative) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
78. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Supply chain cost is Neutral) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
79. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Supply chain cost is Positive) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
80. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Negative) then (Financial_performance_2 is 
Negative)  
81. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Negative) and 
(Supply chain cost is Negative) then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
82. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Negative) and 
(Supply chain cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
83. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Negative) and 
(Supply chain cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
84. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Negative) then 
(Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
85. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Neutral) and 
(Supply Chain cost is Negative) then (Financial performance 2 is Negative)  
86. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Neutral) and 
(Supply chain cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
87. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Neutral) and 
(Supply chain cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
88. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Neutral) then 
(Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
89. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Positive) and 
(Supply chain cost is Negative) then (Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
90. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Positive) and 
(Supply chain cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
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91. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Positive) and 
(Supply chain cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
92. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Positive) then 
(Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
93. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Supply chain cost is Negative) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
94. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Supply Chain cost is Neutral) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
95. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Supply chain cost is Positive) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
96. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is 
Neutral)  
97. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Negative) and 
(Supply chain cost is Negative) then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
98. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Negative) and 
(Supply chain cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
99. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Negative) and 
(Supply chain cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
100. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Negative) then 
(Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
101. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Neutral) and 
(Supply chain cost is Negative) then (Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
102. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Neutral) and 
(Supply Chain cost is Neutral) then (Financial performance 2 is Positive)  
103. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Neutral) and 
(Supply chain cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
104. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Neutral) then 
(Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
105. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Positive) and 
(Supply chain cost is Negative) then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive) 106. If (Production cost is 
Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Positive) and (Supply chain cost is 
Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
106. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Positive) and 
(Supply chain cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
107. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Positive) and 
(Supply Chain cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
108. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Positive) then 
(Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
109. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Supply chain cost is Negative) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
110. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Supply chain cost is Neutral) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
111. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Supply chain cost is Positive) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
112. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Delivery cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 is 
Positive)  
113. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Negative) and (Supply chain cost is Negative) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
114. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Negative) and (Supply chain cost is Neutral) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
115. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Negative) and (Supply chain cost is Positive) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
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116. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Negative) then (Financial_performance_2 is 
Negative)  
117. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Neutral) and (Supply chain cost is Negative) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
118. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Neutral) and (Supply chain cost is Neutral) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
119. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Neutral) and (Supply Chain cost is Positive) 
then (Financial performance 2 is Positive)   
120. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is 
Neutral)  
121. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Positive) and (Supply chain cost is Negative) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
122. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Positive) and (Supply chain cost is Neutral) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
123. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Positive) and (Supply chain cost is Positive) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
124. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 is 
Positive)  
125. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Supply chain cost is Negative) then 
(Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
126. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Supply chain cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 
is Neutral)  
127. If (Production cost is Neutral) and (Supply chain cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 
is Positive)  
128. If (Production cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
129. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Negative) and 
(Supply chain cost is Negative) then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative) 130. If (Production cost 
is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Negative) and (Supply chain cost is 
Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
130. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Negative) and 
(Supply chain cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
131. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Negative) and 
(Supply chain cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
132. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Negative) then 
(Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
133. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Neutral) and 
(Supply chain cost is Negative) then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
134. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Neutral) and 
(Supply chain cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
135. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Neutral) and 
(Supply chain cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
136. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Neutral) then 
(Financial performance 2 is Neutral)  
137. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Positive) and 
(Supply chain cost is Negative) then (Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
138. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Positive) and 
(Supply chain cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
139. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Positive) and 
(Supply chain cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
140. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Positive) then 
(Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
141. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Supply chain cost is 
Negative) then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
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142. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Supply chain cost is Neutral) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
143. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Supply chain cost is Positive) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
144. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Negative) then (Financial_performance_2 is 
Neutral)  
145. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Negative) and 
(Supply chain cost is Negative) then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
146. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Negative) and 
(Supply chain cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
147. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Negative) and 
(Supply chain cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
148. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Negative) then 
(Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
149. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Neutral) and 
(Supply chain cost is Negative) then (Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
150. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Neutral) and 
(Supply chain cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
151. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Neutral) and 
(Supply chain cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
152. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Neutral) then 
(Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
153. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Positive) and 
(Supply Chain cost is Negative) then (Financial performance 2 is Positive)  
154. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Positive) and 
(Supply chain cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
155. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Positive) and 
(Supply chain cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
156. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Positive) then 
(Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
157. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Supply chain cost is Negative) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
158. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Supply chain cost is Neutral) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
159. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Supply chain cost is Positive) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
160. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is 
Positive)  
161. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Negative) and 
(Supply chain cost is Negative) then (Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
162. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Negative) and 
(Supply chain cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
163. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Negative) and 
(Supply chain cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
164. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Negative) then 
(Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
165. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Neutral) and 
(Supply chain cost is Negative) then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
166. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Neutral) and 
(Supply chain cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
167. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Neutral) and 
(Supply chain cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
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168. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Neutral) then 
(Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
169. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Positive) and 
(Supply chain cost is Negative) then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive) 170. If (Production cost is 
Positive) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Positive) and (Supply Chain cost is 
Neutral) then (Financial performance 2 is Positive)  
170. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Positive) and 
(Supply Chain cost is Neutral) then (Financial performance 2 is Positive)  
171. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Positive) and 
(Supply chain cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
172. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Positive) then 
(Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
173. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Supply chain cost is Negative) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
174. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Supply chain cost is Neutral) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
175. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Supply chain cost is Positive) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
176. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Delivery cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 is 
Positive)  
177. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Negative) and (Supply chain cost is Negative) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
178. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Negative) and (Supply chain cost is Neutral) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
179. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Negative) and (Supply chain cost is Positive) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
180. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Negative) then (Financial_performance_2 is 
Neutral)  
181. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Neutral) and (Supply chain cost is Negative) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
182. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Neutral) and (Supply chain cost is Neutral) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
183. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Neutral) and (Supply chain cost is Positive) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
184. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is 
Positive)  
185. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Positive) and (Supply chain cost is Negative) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
186. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Positive) and (Supply chain cost is Neutral) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
187. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Positive) and (Supply Chain cost is Positive) 
then (Financial performance 2 is Positive)   
188. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 is 
Positive)  
189. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Supply chain cost is Negative) then 
(Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
190. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Supply chain cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 
is Positive)  
191. If (Production cost is Positive) and (Supply chain cost is Positive) then 
(Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
192. If (Production cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
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193. If (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Negative) and (Supply chain cost is Negative) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative) 194. If (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is 
Negative) and (Supply chain cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
194. If (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Negative) and (Supply chain cost is Neutral) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
195. If (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Negative) and (Supply chain cost is Positive) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
196. If (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Negative) then (Financial_performance_2 is 
Negative)  
197. If (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Neutral) and (Supply chain cost is Negative) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
198. If (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Neutral) and (Supply chain cost is Neutral) then 
(Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
199. If (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Neutral) and (Supply chain cost is Positive) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
200. If (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is 
Negative)  
201. If (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Positive) and (Supply chain cost is Negative) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative) 202. If (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is 
Positive) and (Supply chain cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
202. If (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Positive) and (Supply chain cost is Neutral) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
203. If (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Positive) and (Supply chain cost is Positive) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
204. If (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Return cost is Positive) then (Financial performance 2 is 
Neutral)  
205. If (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Supply chain cost is Negative) then (Financial_performance_2 
is Negative)  
206. If (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Supply chain cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 
is Negative)  
207. If (Delivery cost is Negative) and (Supply chain cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 
is Neutral)  
208. If (Delivery cost is Negative) then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
209. If (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Negative) and (Supply chain cost is Negative) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative) 210. If (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is 
Negative) and (Supply chain cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
210. If (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Negative) and (Supply chain cost is Neutral) then 
(Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
211. If (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Negative) and (Supply chain cost is Positive) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
212. If (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Negative) then (Financial_performance_2 is 
Negative)  
213. If (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Neutral) and (Supply chain cost is Negative) then 
(Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
214. If (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Neutral) and (Supply chain cost is Neutral) then 
(Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
215. If (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Neutral) and (Supply chain cost is Positive) then 
(Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
216. If (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is 
Neutral)  
217. If (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Positive) and (Supply chain cost is Negative) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
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218. If (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Positive) and (Supply chain cost is Neutral) then 
(Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
219. If (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Positive) and (Supply chain cost is Positive) then 
(Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
220. If (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Return cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 is 
Positive)  
221. If (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Supply Chain cost is Negative) then (Financial performance 2 is 
Negative)   
222 If (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Supply chain cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is 
Neutral)  
223. If (Delivery cost is Neutral) and (Supply chain cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 is 
Positive)  
224. If (Delivery cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
225. If (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Negative) and (Supply chain cost is Negative) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative) 226. If (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is 
Negative) and (Supply chain cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
226. If (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Negative) and (Supply chain cost is Neutral) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
227. If (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Negative) and (Supply chain cost is Positive) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
228. If (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Negative) then (Financial_performance_2 is 
Neutral)  
229. If (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Neutral) and (Supply chain cost is Negative) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
230. If (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Neutral) and (Supply chain cost is Neutral) then 
(Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
231. If (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Neutral) and (Supply chain cost is Positive) then 
(Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
232. If (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is 
Positive)  
233. If (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Positive) and (Supply chain cost is Negative) 
then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
234. If (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Positive) and (Supply chain cost is Neutral) then 
(Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
235. If (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Positive) and (Supply chain cost is Positive) then 
(Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
236. If (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Return cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 is 
Positive)  
237. If (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Supply chain cost is Negative) then (Financial_performance_2 
is Neutral)  
238 If (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Supply Chain cost is Neutral) then (Financial performance 2 is 
Positive)  
239. If (Delivery cost is Positive) and (Supply chain cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 
is Positive)  
240. If (Delivery cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
241. If (Return cost is Negative) and (Supply chain cost is Negative) then (Financial_performance_2 
is Negative)  
242. If (Return cost is Negative) and (Supply chain cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is 
Negative)  
243. If (Return cost is Negative) and (Supply chain cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 is 
Neutral)  
244. If (Return cost is Negative) then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
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245. If (Return cost is Neutral) and (Supply chain cost is Negative) then (Financial_performance_2 is 
Negative)  
246. If (Return cost is Neutral) and (Supply chain cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is 
Neutral)  
247. If (Return cost is Neutral) and (Supply chain cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 is 
Positive)  
248. If (Return cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is Neutral)  
249. If (Return cost is Positive) and (Supply chain cost is Negative) then (Financial_performance_2 is 
Neutral)  
250. If (Return cost is Positive) and (Supply chain cost is Neutral) then (Financial_performance_2 is 
Positive)  
251. If (Return cost is Positive) and (Supply chain cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 is 
Positive)  
252. If (Return cost is Positive) then (Financial_performance_2 is Positive)  
253. If (Supply chain cost is Negative) then (Financial_performance_2 is Negative)  
254. If (Supply chain cost is Neutral) then (Financial performance_2 is Neutral)  
255. If (Supply Chain cost is Positive) then financial performance 2 is Positive 
 
C.8. Measuring financial performance using mamdani FIS if-then rules 
1. If (Financial performance_1 is Negative) and (Financial performance_2 is Negative) then (Financial 
performance is Negative)  
2. If (Financial performance_1 is Negative) and (Financial performance_2 is Neutral) then (Financial 
performance is Negative)  
3. If (Financial performance_1 is Negative) and (Financial performance_2 is Positive) then (Financial 
performance is Neutral)  
4. If (Financial performance_1 is Negative) then (Financial performance is Negative)  
5. If (Financial performance_1 is Neutral) and (Financial performance_2 is Negative) then (Financial 
performance is Negative)  
6. If (Financial performance_1 is Neutral) and (Financial performance_2 is Neutral) then (Financial 
performance is Neutral)  
7. If (Financial performance_1 is Neutral) and (Financial performance_2 is Positive) then (Financial 
performance is Positive)  
8. If (Financial performance_1 is Neutral) then (Financial performance is Neutral)  
9. If (Financial performance_1 is Positive) and (Financial performance_2 is Negative) then (Financial 
performance is Neutral)  
10. If (Financial performance_1 is Positive) and (Financial performance_2 is Neutral) then (Financial 
performance is Positive)  
11. If (Financial performance_1 is Positive) and (Financial performance_2 is Positive) then (Financial 
performance is Positive)  
12. If (Financial performance_1 is Positive) then (Financial performance is Positive)  
13. If (Financial performance_2 is Negative) then (Financial performance is Negative)  
14. If (Financial performance_2 is Neutral) then (Financial performance is Neutral)  
15. If (Financial performance_2 is Positive) then (Financial performance is Positive)  
 
C.9. Measuring quality performance using mamdani FIS if-then rules 
1. If (Product/service quality is Negative) and (Quality performance of Suppliers is Negative) and 
(Production quality is Negative) then (Quality performance is Negative)  
2. If (Product/service quality is Negative) and (Quality performance of Suppliers is Negative) and 
(Production quality is Neutral) then (Quality performance is Negative)  
3. If (Product/service quality is Negative) and (Quality performance of Suppliers is Negative) and 
(Production quality is Positive) then (Quality performance is Negative)  
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4. If (Product/service quality is Negative) and (Quality performance of Suppliers is Negative) then 
(Quality performance is Negative)  
5. If (Product/service quality is Negative) and (Quality performance of Suppliers is Neutral) and 
(Production quality is Negative) then (Quality performance is Negative)  
6. If (Product/service quality is Negative) and (Quality performance of Suppliers is Neutral) and 
(Production quality is Neutral) then (Quality performance is Negative)  
7. If (Product/service quality is Negative) and (Quality performance of Suppliers is Neutral) and 
(Production quality is Positive) then (Quality performance is Neutral)  
8. If (Product/service quality is Negative) and (Quality performance of Suppliers is Neutral) then 
(Quality performance is Negative)  
9. If (Product/service quality is Negative) and (Quality performance of Suppliers is Positive) and 
(Production quality is Negative) then (Quality performance is Negative)  
10. If (Product/service quality is Negative) and (Quality performance of Suppliers is Positive) and 
(Production quality is Neutral) then (Quality performance is Neutral)  
11. If (Product/service quality is Negative) and (Quality performance of Suppliers is Positive) and 
(Production quality is Positive) then (Quality performance is Positive)  
12. If (Product/service quality is Negative) and (Quality performance of Suppliers is Positive) then 
(Quality performance is Neutral)  
13. If (Product/service quality is Negative) and (Production quality is Negative) then (Quality 
performance is Negative)  
14. If (Product/service quality is Negative) and (Production quality is Neutral) then (Quality 
performance is Negative)  
15. If (Product/service quality is Negative) and (Production quality is Positive) then (Quality 
performance is Neutral)  
16. If (Product/service quality is Negative) then (Quality performance is Negative)  
17. If (Product/service quality is Neutral) and (Quality Performance of Suppliers is Negative) and 
(Production Quality is Negative) then (Quality Performance is Negative)  
18. If (Product/service quality is Neutral) and (Quality performance of Suppliers is Negative) and 
(Production quality is Neutral) then (Quality performance is Negative)  
19. If (Product/service quality is Neutral) and (Quality performance of Suppliers is Negative) and 
(Production quality is Positive) then (Quality performance is Neutral)  
20. If (Product/service quality is Neutral) and (Quality performance of Suppliers is Negative) then 
(Quality performance is Negative)  
21. If (Product/service quality is Neutral) and (Quality performance of Suppliers is Neutral) and 
(Production quality is Negative) then (Quality performance is Negative)  
22. If (Product/service quality is Neutral) and (Quality performance of Suppliers is Neutral) and 
(Production quality is Neutral) then (Quality performance is Neutral)  
23. If (Product/service quality is Neutral) and (Quality performance of Suppliers is Neutral) and 
(Production quality is Positive) then (Quality performance is Positive)  
24. If (Product/service quality is Neutral) and (Quality performance of Suppliers is Neutral) then 
(Quality performance is Neutral)  
25. If (Product/service quality is Neutral) and (Quality performance of Suppliers is Positive) and 
(Production quality is Negative) then (Quality performance is Neutral)  
26. If (Product/service quality is Neutral) and (Quality performance of Suppliers is Positive) and 
(Production quality is Neutral) then (Quality performance is Positive)  
27. If (Product/service quality is Neutral) and (Quality performance of Suppliers is Positive) and 
(Production quality is Positive) then (Quality performance is Positive)  
28. If (Product/service quality is Neutral) and (Quality performance of Suppliers is Positive) then 
(Quality performance is Positive)  
29. If (Product/service quality is Neutral) and (Production quality is Negative) then (Quality 
performance is Negative)  
30. If (Product/service quality is Neutral) and (Production quality is Neutral) then (Quality 
performance is Neutral)  
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31. If (Product/service quality is Neutral) and (Production quality is Positive) then (Quality 
performance is Positive)  
32. If (Product/service quality is Neutral) then (Quality performance is Neutral)  
33. If (Product/service quality is Positive) and (Quality performance of Suppliers is Negative) and 
(Production quality is Negative) then (Quality performance is Negative)  
34. If (Product/Service Quality is Positive) and (Quality Performance of Suppliers is Negative) and 
(Production Quality is Neutral) then (Quality Performance is Neutral)  
35. If (Product/service quality is Positive) and (Quality performance of Suppliers is Negative) and 
(Production quality is Positive) then (Quality performance is Positive)  
36. If (Product/service quality is Positive) and (Quality performance of Suppliers is Negative) then 
(Quality performance is Neutral)  
37. If (Product/service quality is Positive) and (Quality performance of Suppliers is Neutral) and 
(Production quality is Negative) then (Quality performance is Neutral)  
38. If (Product/service quality is Positive) and (Quality performance of Suppliers is Neutral) and 
(Production quality is Neutral) then (Quality performance is Positive)  
39. If (Product/service quality is Positive) and (Quality performance of Suppliers is Neutral) and 
(Production quality is Positive) then (Quality performance is Positive)  
40. If (Product/service quality is Positive) and (Quality performance of Suppliers is Neutral) then 
(Quality performance is Positive)  
41. If (Product/service quality is Positive) and (Quality performance of Suppliers is Positive) and 
(Production quality is Negative) then (Quality performance is Positive)  
42. If (Product/service quality is Positive) and (Quality performance of Suppliers is Positive) and 
(Production quality is Neutral) then (Quality performance is Positive)  
43. If (Product/service quality is Positive) and (Quality performance of Suppliers is Positive) and 
(Production quality is Positive) then (Quality performance is Positive)  
44. If (Product/service quality is Positive) and (Quality performance of Suppliers is Positive) then 
(Quality performance is Positive)  
45. If (Product/service quality is Positive) and (Production quality is Negative) then (Quality 
performance is Neutral)  
46. If (Product/service quality is Positive) and (Production quality is Neutral) then (Quality 
performance is Positive)  
47. If (Product/service quality is Positive) and (Production quality is Positive) then (Quality 
performance is Positive)  
48. If (Product/service quality is Positive) then (Quality performance is Positive)  
49. If (Quality performance of Suppliers is Negative) and (Production quality is Negative) then 
(Quality performance is Negative)  
50. If (Quality performance of Suppliers is Negative) and (Production quality is Neutral) then (Quality 
performance is Negative)  
51. If (Quality Performance of Suppliers is Negative) and (Production Quality is Positive) then 
(Quality Performance is Neutral)  
52. If (Quality performance of Suppliers is Negative) then (Quality performance is Negative)  
53. If (Quality performance of Suppliers is Neutral) and (Production quality is Negative) then (Quality 
performance is Negative)   
54. If (Quality performance of Suppliers is Neutral) and (Production quality is Neutral) then (Quality 
performance is Neutral)   
55. If (Quality performance of Suppliers is Neutral) and (Production quality is Positive) then (Quality 
performance is Positive)   
56. If (Quality performance of Suppliers is Neutral) then (Quality performance is Neutral)  
57. If (Quality performance of Suppliers is Positive) and (Production quality is Negative) then 
(Quality performance is Neutral)   
58. If (Quality performance of Suppliers is Positive) and (Production Quality is Neutral) then (Quality 
performance is Positive)   
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59. If (Quality performance of Suppliers is Positive) and (Production Quality is Positive) then (Quality 
performance is Positive)   
60. If (Quality performance of Suppliers is Positive) then (Quality performance is Positive)  
61. If (Production quality is Negative) then (Quality performance is Negative)  
62. If (Production quality is Neutral) then (Quality performance is Neutral)  
63. If (Production Quality is Positive) then (Quality Performance is Positive)   
 
C.10. Measuring sustainability performance of SCM practice using mamdani FIS if-
then rules 
1. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Negative) and (The impact 
of SCM practice on environmental performance is Negative) and (The impact of SCM practice on 
social performance is Negative) then (Sustainability performance of SCM is Negative) 
2. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Negative) and (The impact 
of SCM practice on environmental performance is Negative) and (The impact of SCM practice on 
social performance is Neutral) then (Sustainability performance of SCM is Negative) 
3. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Negative) and (The impact 
of SCM practice on environmental performance is Negative) and (The impact of SCM practice on 
social performance is Positive) then (Sustainability performance of SCM is Negative) 
4. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Negative) and (The impact 
of SCM practice on environmental performance is Negative) then (Sustainability performance of SCM 
practice is Negative)  
5. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Negative) and (The impact 
of SCM practice on environmental performance is Neutral) and (The impact of SCM practice on 
social performance is Negative) then (Sustainability performance of SCM is Negative) 
6. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Negative) and (The impact 
of SCM practice on environmental performance is Neutral) and (The impact of SCM practice on 
Social dimension performance is Neutral) then (Sustainability performance of SCM is Negative) 
7. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Negative) and (The impact 
of SCM practice on environmental performance is Neutral) and (The impact of SCM practice on 
social dimension performance is Positive) then (Sustainability performance of SCM is Neutral) 
8. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Negative) and (The impact 
of SCM practice on environmental performance is Neutral) then (Sustainability performance of SCM 
practice is Negative)   
9. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Negative) and (The impact 
of SCM practice on environmental performance is Positive) and (The impact of SCM practice on 
social performance is Negative) then (Sustainability performance of SCM is Negative) 
10. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Negative) and (The 
impact of SCM practice on environmental performance is Positive) and (The impact of SCM practice 
on social performance is Neutral) then (Sustainability performance of SCM is Neutral) 
11. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Negative) and (The 
impact of SCM practice on environmental performance is Positive) and (The impact of SCM practice 
on social performance is Positive) then (Sustainability performance of SCM is Positive) 
12. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Negative) and (The 
impact of SCM practice on environmental performance is Positive) then (Sustainability performance 
of SCM practice is Neutral)  
13. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Negative) and (The 
impact of SCM practice on social performance is Negative) then (Sustainability performance of SCM 
practice is Negative)  
14. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Negative) and (The 
impact of SCM practice on social performance is Neutral) then (Sustainability performance of SCM 
practice is Negative)  
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15. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Negative) and (The 
impact of SCM practice on social performance is Positive) then (Sustainability performance of SCM 
practice is Neutral)  
16. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Negative) then 
(Sustainability performance of SCM practice is Negative)                                                       
17. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Neutral) and (The impact 
of SCM practice on environmental performance is Negative) and (The impact of SCM practice on 
social performance is Negative) then (Sustainability performance of SCM practice is Negative) 
18. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Neutral) and (The impact 
of SCM practice on environmental performance is Negative) and (The impact of SCM practice on 
social performance is Neutral) then (Sustainability performance of SCM practice is Negative) 
19. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Neutral) and (The impact 
of SCM practice on environmental performance is Negative) and (The impact of SCM practice on 
social performance is Positive) then (Sustainability performance of SCM practice is Neutral) 
20. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Neutral) and (The impact 
of SCM practice on environmental performance is Negative) then (Sustainability performance of SCM 
practice is Negative)  
21. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Neutral) and (The impact 
of SCM practice on environmental performance is Neutral) and (The impact of SCM practice on 
social performance is Negative) then (Sustainability performance of SCM practice is Negative) 
22. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Neutral) and (The impact 
of SCM practice on environmental performance is Neutral) and (The impact of SCM practice on 
social performance is Neutral) then (Sustainability performance of SCM practice is Neutral) 
23. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Neutral) and (The impact 
of SCM practice on environmental performance is Neutral) and (The impact of SCM practice on 
social performance is Positive) then (Sustainability performance of SCM practice is Positive) 
24. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Neutral) and (The impact 
of SCM practice on environmental performance is Neutral) then (Sustainability performance of SCM 
practice is Neutral)  
25. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Neutral) and (The impact 
of SCM practice on environmental performance is Positive) and (The impact of SCM practice on 
social dimension performance is Negative) then (Sustainability performance of SCM practice is 
Neutral) 
26. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Neutral) and (The impact 
of SCM practice on environmental performance is Positive) and (The impact of SCM practice on 
social performance is Neutral) then (Sustainability performance of SCM practice is Positive) 
27. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Neutral) and (The impact 
of SCM practice on environmental performance is Positive) and (The impact of SCM practice on 
social performance is Positive) then (Sustainability performance of SCM practice is Positive) 
26 If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Neutral) and (The impact 
of SCM practice on environmental performance is Positive) then (Sustainability performance of SCM 
practice is Positive)  
29. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Neutral) and (The impact 
of SCM practice on social performance is Negative) then (Sustainability performance of SCM practice 
is Negative)  
30. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Neutral) and (The impact 
of SCM practice on social performance is Neutral) then (Sustainability performance of SCM practice 
is Neutral)   
31. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Neutral) and (The impact 
of SCM practice on Social dimension performance is Positive) then (Sustainability performance of 
SCM practice is Positive)  
32. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Neutral) then 
(Sustainability performance of SCM practice is Neutral)  
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33. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Positive) and (The impact 
of SCM practice on environmental performance is Negative) and (The impact of SCM practice on 
Social dimension performance is Negative) then (Sustainability performance of SCM practice is 
Negative) 
34. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Positive) and (The impact 
of SCM practice on environmental performance is Negative) and (The impact of SCM practice on 
Social dimension performance is Neutral) then (Sustainability performance of SCM practice is 
Neutral) 
35. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Positive) and (The impact 
of SCM practice on environmental performance is Negative) and (The impact of S.C.M practice on 
Social dimension performance is Positive) then (Sustainability performance of SCM practice is 
Positive) 
36. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Positive) and (The impact 
of SCM practice on environmental performance is Negative) then (Sustainability performance of SCM 
practice is Neutral)  
37. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Positive) and (The impact 
of SCM practice on environmental performance is Neutral) and (The impact of SCM practice on 
Social dimension performance is Negative) then (Sustainability performance of SCM practice is 
Neutral) 
38. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Positive) and (The impact 
of SCM practice on environmental is Neutral) and (The impact of SCM practice on Social dimension 
performance is Neutral) then (Sustainability performance of SCM practice is Positive) 
39. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Positive) and (The impact 
of SCM practice on environmental is Neutral) and (The impact of SCM practice on Social dimension 
performance is Positive) then (Sustainability performance of SCM practice is Positive) 
40. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Positive) and (The impact 
of SCM practice on environmental is Neutral) then (Sustainability performance of SCM practice is 
Positive)  
41. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Positive) and (The impact 
of SCM practice on environmental is Positive) and (The impact of SCM practice on Social dimension 
performance is Negative) then (Sustainability performance of SCM practice is Positive) 
42. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Positive) and (The impact 
of SCM practice on environmental is Positive) and (The impact of SCM practice on Social dimension 
performance is Neutral) then (Sustainability performance of SCM practice is Positive) 
43. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Positive) and (The impact 
of SCM practice on environmental is Positive) and (The impact of SCM practice on Social dimension 
performance is Positive) then (Sustainability performance of SCM practice is Positive) 
44. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Positive) and (The impact 
of SCM practice on environmental is Positive) then (Sustainability performance of SCM practice is 
Positive)  
45. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Positive) and (The impact 
of SCM practice on Social dimension performance is Negative) then (Sustainability performance of 
SCM practice is Neutral)  
46. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Positive) and (The impact 
of SCM practice on social performance is Neutral) then (Sustainability performance of SCM practice 
is Positive)  
47. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Positive) and (The impact 
of SCM practice on social performance is Positive) then (Sustainability performance of SCM practice 
is Positive)  
48. If (The impact of SCM practice on economic dimension performance is Positive) then 
(Sustainability performance of SCM practice is Positive)  
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49. If (The impact of SCM practice on environmental performance is Negative) and (The impact of 
SCM practice on social performance is Negative) then (Sustainability performance of SCM practice is 
Negative)  
50. If (The impact of SCM practice on environmental performance is Negative) and (The impact of 
SCM practice on social performance is Neutral) then (Sustainability performance of SCM practice is 
Negative)  
51. If (The impact of SCM practice on environmental performance is Negative) and (The impact of 
SCM practice on social performance is Positive) then (Sustainability performance of SCM practice is 
Neutral)  
52. If (The impact of SCM practice on environmental performance is Negative) then (Sustainability 
performance of SCM practice is Negative)  
53. If (The impact of SCM practice on environmental performance is Neutral) and (The impact of 
SCM practice on social dimension performance is Negative) then (Sustainability performance of SCM 
practice is Negative)  
54. If (The impact of SCM practice on environmental performance is Neutral) and (The impact of 
SCM practice on social performance is Neutral) then (Sustainability performance of SCM practice is 
Neutral)  
55. If (The impact of SCM practice on environmental performance is Neutral) and (The impact of 
SCM practice on social performance is Positive) then (Sustainability performance of SCM practice is 
Positive)  
56. If (The impact of SCM practice on environmental performance is Neutral) then (Sustainability 
performance of SCM practice is Neutral)  
57. If (The impact of SCM practice on environmental performance is Positive) and (The impact of 
SCM practice on social performance is Negative) then (Sustainability performance of SCM practice is 
Neutral)  
58. If (The impact of SCM practice on environmental performance is Positive) and (The impact of 
SCM practice on social performance is Neutral) then (Sustainability performance of SCM practice is 
Positive)  
59. If (The impact of SCM practice on environmental performance is Positive) and (The impact of 
SCM practice on social performance is Positive) then (Sustainability performance of SCM practice is 
Positive)  
60. If (The impact of SCM practice on environmental performance is Positive) then (Sustainability 
performance of SCM practice is Positive)  
61. If (The impact of SCM practice on social performance is Negative) then (Sustainability 
performance of SCM practice is Negative)  
62. If (The impact of SCM practice on social performance is Neutral) then (Sustainability performance 
of SCM practice is Neutral)  
63. If (The impact of SCM practice on Social dimension performance is Positive) then (Sustainability 
performance of SCM practice is Positive)  
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APPENDIX D 

     In this appendix, the GUIs and tables for the results of Scenario #1 (Phase I, II and III) 

and Scenario #2 (Phase I), with a 𝜎 value of 0.1 for the input and output membership 

functions of Scenario #1 and 𝜎 = 0.001 for the input and output membership functions of 

Scenario #2, are shown.  

D.1. Standard deviation of (𝝈) of 0.1 for the input and output membership functions 
of Scenario #1 
 

Table D.1. Impact of SCM practice on the reliability performance for Scenario #1 
(𝜎=0.1) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

 
Customer 

service 

 
Positive 

 

 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 
reliability 

performance 

 
 
 
 
 

0.92 

 

 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 
reliability 

performance is 
positive 

 
Suppliers’ 

service 

 
Positive 

Reliability of 
stocks 

 
Positive 

Reliability of 
forecasts 

 
Positive 

 

Figure D.1. GUI for the reliability sustainability performance (𝜎=0.1) 
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Table D.2. Impact of SCM practice on the responsiveness performance for Scenario #1 
(𝜎=0.1) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

 
Purchase 

responsiveness 

 
Positive 

 

 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 

responsiveness 
performance  

 
 
 
 

0.92 

 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 

responsiveness 
Performance is 

positive 

Source 
responsiveness 

 
Positive 

Delivery 
responsiveness 

 
Positive 

Supply chain 
responsiveness 

 
Positive 

 
 

 

Figure D.2. GUI for the responsiveness performance  (𝜎=0.1) 

Table D.3. Impact of SCM practice on the flexibility performance for Scenario #1 
(𝜎=0.1) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

Suppliers 
flexibility 

 
Positive 

 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 
flexibility 

performance 

 
 
 

0.92 

 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 
flexibility 

performance is 
positive 

 

Supply 
flexibility 

 
Positive 

Production 
flexibility 

 
Positive 
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Figure D.3. GUI for the flexibility performance  (𝜎=0.1) 

Table D.4. Impact of SCM practice on the financial performance for Scenario #1 (𝜎=0.1) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

Purchase cost  
Positive 

 
 

 
Impact of SCM 

practice on 
Financial 

performance 

 
 
 
 

0.81 

 
 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 
financial 

performance is 
positive 

 

Source cost  
Neutral 

Production 
cost 

 
Positive 

Supply Chain 
cost 

 
Positive 

 

 

Figure D.4. GUI for the financial performance  (𝜎=0.1) 
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Table D.5. Impact of SCM practice on the quality performance for Scenario #1 (𝜎=0.1) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

Product/service 
quality 

 
Positive 

 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice 

on quality 
performance 

 
 
 

0.92 

 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on quality 

performance is 
positive 

 

quality 
performance of 

suppliers 

 
Positive 

production 
quality 

 
Positive 

 

Figure D.5. GUI for the quality performance  (𝜎=0.1) 

Table D.6. Impact of SCM practice on the environmental management performance for 
Scenario #1 (𝜎=0.1) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

Environmental 
budget 

 
Positive 

 
Impact of SCM 

practice on 
environmental 
management 
performance 

 
 

0.92 

 
Impact of SCM 

practice on 
environmental 
management 

Performance is 
positive 

Environmental 
certification 

 
Positive 

Environmental 
compliance 

 
Positive 
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Figure D.6. GUI for the environmental management performance (𝜎=0.1) 

 

Table D.7. Impact of SCM practice on the use of resources performance for Scenario #1 (𝜎=0.1) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

 
Recyclable 

Outputs 

 
 

Positive 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on use 

of resources 
Performance 

 
0.92 

Impact of SCM 
practice on use of 

resources 
performance is 

positive 
 

 

Figure D.7. GUI for the use of resources performance  (𝜎=0.1) 
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Table D.8. Impact of SCM practice on the pollution performance for Scenario #1 (𝜎=0.1) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

 
Air pollution 

 

 
Positive 

 
 
 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 
pollution 

Performance 

 
 
 
 
 

0.35 

 
 
 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 
pollution 

performance is 
positive 

 
Water 

pollution 
 

 
Neutral 

 
Land pollution 

 

 
Neutral 

 
 

Other pollution 
 

 
Neutral 

 

 

Figure D.8. GUI for the pollution performance  (𝜎=0.1) 
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Table D.9. Impact of SCM practice on the dangerousness performance for Scenario #1 (𝜎=0.1) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

Dangerous 
Inputs 

 
Positive 

 
Impact of SCM 

practice on 
dangerousness 
performance 

 
 

0.92 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 

dangerousness 
performance is 

positive 
Dangerous 

Wastes 
 

Positive 

 

 

Figure D.9. GUI for the dangerousness performance (𝜎=0.1) 

Table D.10. Impact of SCM practice on the work conditions performance for Scenario #1 
(𝜎=0.1) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

 
Employment  

 
Negative 

 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on work 

conditions 
Performance 

 
 
 
 

0.52 

 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on work 

conditions 
performance is 

positive 

work 
conditions 

 
Positive 

health and 
security 

 
Positive 

Human 
resources 

development 

 
Positive 
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Figure D.10. GUI for the work conditions performance  (𝜎=0.1) 

Table D.11. Impact of SCM practice on the human rights performance for Scenario #1 (𝜎=0.1) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

 
Child and 

forced labor 
 

 
 

Positive 
 

 
 
 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 

human rights 
performance 

 
 
 
 

 
0.92 

 
 
 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on human 

rights 
performance is 

positive 

 
Freedom of 
association 

 

 
 

Positive 

 
 

Discrimination 
 

 
 

Positive 

 

Figure D.11. GUI for the human rights performance (𝜎=0.1) 
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Table D.12. Impact of SCM practice on the societal commitments performance for Scenario #1 
(𝜎=0.1) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

 
Societal 

Investment 
 

 
 

Positive 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 

societal 
commitment 
performance 

 
 

0.92 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 

societal 
commitment 

performance is 
positive 

 

 

Figure D.12. GUI for the societal commitment performance (𝜎=0.1) 

 

Table D.13. Impact of SCM practice on the customer issues performance for Scenario #1 (𝜎=0.1) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

 
Healthcare and 

security 

 
Positive 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 

customer issues 
performance 

 
0.92 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 

customer issues 
performance is 

positive 
 

 

 

Figure D.13. GUI for the customer issues performance  (𝜎=0.1) 
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Table D.14. Impact of SCM practice on the business practices performance for Scenario #1 
(𝜎=0.1) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

 
Fair-trading 

 
Positive 

 
Impact of SCM 

practice on 
business 
practices 

performance 

 
 
 

0.92 

 
Impact of SCM 

practice on 
business practices 

performance is 
positive 

Promotion of 
corporate 

social 
responsibility 

in the sphere of 
influence 

 
 

Positive 

 

 

Figure D.14. GUI for the business practice performance (𝜎=0.1) 
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Table D.15. Impact of SCM practice on the economic dimension performance for Scenario #1 
(𝜎=0.1) 

 
Input Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Average 
Output 
Value 

 
Resulting Output 

 
Reliability 

Performance 
 

 
0.92 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 
economic 
dimension 

performance 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

0.91 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Impact of SCM 

practice on 
economic 
dimension 

performance is 
positive 

 
Responsiveness 

Performance 
 

 
 

0.92 

 
Flexibility 

Performance 
 

 
0.92 

 
Financial 

Performance 
 

 
0.81 

 
Quality Performance 

 

 
0.92 

 

Figure D.15. GUI for the economic dimension performance (𝜎=0.1) 
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Table D.16. Impact of SCM practice on the environmental dimension performance for Scenario 
#1 (𝜎=0.1) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Average Output 

Value 

 
Resulting Output 

 
Environmental 
management 
Performance  

 

 
 

0.92 

 
 
 

 
 
Impact of SCM 

practice on 
environmental 

dimension 
performance 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
0.91 

 
 
 

 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 

environmental 
dimension 

performance is 
positive 

 
Use of 

Resources 
Performance  

 

 
 

0.92 
 

 
Pollution 

Performance  

 
0.35 

 
Dangerousness 
Performance  

 

 
0.92 

 

Figure D.16. GUI for the environmental dimension performance (𝜎=0.1) 
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Table D.17. Impact of SCM practice on the social dimension performance for Scenario #1 
(𝜎=0.1) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Average Output 

Value 

 
Resulting Output 

 
Work 

conditions 
Performance  

 

 
 

0.52 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 

social dimension 
performance 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

0.91 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on social 

dimension 
performance is 

positive 

 
Human rights 
Performance  

  

 
 

0.92 

 
Societal 

commitment 
Performance  

 

 
 

0.92 

 
Customer 

Issues 
Performance  

  

 
 

0.92 

 
Business 
practices 

Performance  
 

 
 

0.92 

 

Figure D.17. GUI for the social dimension performance  (𝜎=0.1) 
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Table D.18. Sustainability performance of a SCM practice for Scenario #1 (𝜎=0.1) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Average 

input value 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

 
Economic 
dimension 

performance 
 

 
0.91 

 
 

 
 

Sustainability 
performance of 
SCM practice 

 
 
 
 
 

0.91 

 
 
 
 

Sustainability 
performance of 
SCM practice is 

positive 

 
Environmental 

dimension 
performance 

 

 
0.91 

 
Social 

dimension 
Performance 

 

 
0.91 

 

Figure D.18. GUI for the of the SCM practice sustainability (𝜎=0.1) 
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D.2. Standard deviation of (𝝈) of 0.001 for the input and output membership 
functions of Scenario #2 
 

Table D.19. Impact of SCM practice on the reliability performance for Scenario #2 (𝜎=0.001) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

 
Customer 

service 

 
Positive 

 

 
 
 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 
reliability 

performance 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
1 

 
 
 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 
reliability 

performance is 
positive 

Suppliers’ 
service 

 
Positive 

 
Reliability of 

forecasts 

 
Positive 

 
 

Reliability of 
stocks 

 
Positive 

 

 

Figure D.19. GUI for the reliability performance  (𝜎=0.001) 
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Table D.20. Impact of SCM practice on the responsiveness performance for Scenario #2 
(𝜎=0.001) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

Source 
responsiveness 

 
Positive 

 

 
 
 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 

responsiveness 
Performance  

 
 

 
 
 
1 

 
 
 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 

responsiveness 
Performance is 

positive 

Delivery 
responsiveness 

 
Positive 

 
Supply chain 

responsiveness 
 

Positive 

Purchase 
responsiveness 

 
Positive 

 
 

 

Figure D.20. GUI for the responsiveness performance  (𝜎=0.001) 

 

Table D.21. Impact of SCM practice on the flexibility performance for Scenario #2 (𝜎=0.001) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

Suppliers 
flexibility 

 
Positive 

 
Impact of SCM 

practice on 
flexibility 

performance 

 
 
1 
 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 
flexibility 

performance is 
positive 

 

 
Production 
flexibility 

 
Positive 
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Figure D.21. GUI for the flexibility performance  (𝜎=0.001) 

 

Table D.22. Impact of SCM practice on the financial performance for Scenario #2 (𝜎=0.001) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

 
Purchase cost 

 

 
Positive 

 
 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 
Financial 

performance 

 
 
 
 
1 

 
 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 
financial 

performance is 
positive 

 

 
Source cost 

 
Positive 

 
 

Production 
cost 

 
Positive 

 
Supply Chain 

cost 

 
Positive 

 
 

Figure D.22. GUI for the financial performance (𝜎=0.001)  
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Table D.23. Impact of SCM practice on the environmental management performance for Scenario 
#2 (𝜎=0.001) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

 
Environmental 

budget 

 
Positive 

 

 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 

environmental 
management 
performance 

 
 
 
 
1 
 

 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 

environmental 
management 

performance is 
positive 

 
Environmental 

certification 

 
Positive 

 
Workers 

implications 

 
Positive 

 

 

Figure D.23. GUI for the environmental management performance  (𝜎=0.001) 

 

Table D.24. Impact of SCM practice on the pollution performance for Scenario #2 (𝜎=0.001) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

 
 
 

Other pollution 
 

 
 

 
Positive 

 
 
 

 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 
pollution 

performance 

 
 
 
1 
 
 

 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 
pollution 

performance is 
positive 
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Figure D.24. GUI for the pollution performance (𝜎=0.001) 

 

Table D.25. Impact of SCM practice on the natural environment performance for Scenario #2 
(𝜎=0.001) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

 
 

Land use 

 
 

Positive 

Impact of SCM 
practice on 

natural 
environment 
performance 

 
 
1 

Impact of SCM 
practice on natural 

environment 
performance is 

positive 
 

Figure D.25. GUI for the natural environment performance (𝜎=0.001) 

Table D.26. Impact of SCM practice on the work conditions performance for Scenario #2 
(𝜎=0.001) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

 
Employment  

 
Negative 

 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on work 

conditions 
performance 

 
 
 

0.42 
 
 

 
 

Impact of SCM 
practice on work 

conditions 
performance is 

positive 

Work 
conditions 

 
Positive 

Human 
resources 

development 

 
Positive 
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Figure D.26. GUI for the work conditions performance (𝜎=0.001) 

Table D.27. Impact of SCM practice on the customer issues performance for Scenario #2 
(𝜎=0.001) 

 
Input 

Parameters 

 
Input 

 
Output 

Parameter 

 
Defuzzified 

Output Value 

 
Resulting Output 

 
Healthcare and 

security 

 
Positive 

 
Impact of SCM 

practice on 
customer issues 

performance 

 
 
 
0 

 
Impact of SCM 

practice on 
customer issues 
performance is 

Neutral 

 
Protection of 
private life 

 

 
Negative 

 

Figure D.27. GUI for the customer issues performance (𝜎=0.001) 
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